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DR. AL OVERHOLT

O.J. TOO POOR FOR
WHITE HOUSE INVITATION
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
2/ 17/97, [quoting:]
It's obvious that O.J. Simpson doesn't have $33.5
million. If he did, the White House would have invited
him to spend the night in the Lincoln bedroom. (Letter
to editor by Gary L. Davis, Frazier Park) [End quoting]
Says it like it is.

POLITICIANS GUILTY
OF SAME OFFENSE
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
2/8/97, [quoting:]
So our illustrious mayor and city attorney are attempting to initiate a law against panhandling. Frankly,
I have never been accosted physically by a panhandler,
but then there are always the exceptions to the rule.
May I suggest that Riordan and Hahn include those
characters, namely politicians, who also panhandle
under the guise of respectability by attempting to browbeat the citizenry out of money at such functions as
$1,000-a-plate dinners or luncheons.
Ifthis isn't panhandling, what is it-platehandling?
Don't tell me that the recipients of such racketeering money give nothing in exchange for such highway
robbery under the guise of "political contributions".
When did you ever hear of an applicant for a job
paying $1,000 to get the job? What businessman would
ever expend such funds for such a return?
To blame "foreign investors" for such contributions is laughable, since it is assumed that it is OK for
citizens to bribe our politicians, but foreigners do not
have the same privilege. These parasites even have the
nerve to have a special location set out on our IRS forms
for the insertions of how much we wish to donate.
We condemn a prostitute on the streets for that
which she commits, but these political ~ a r a s i t e are
s
allowed to wear the mantle of respectability to cover
up their illicit "business activities".
Pardon me while I break up. (Letter to editor by
Montague Capper, Canoga Park) [End quoting]
Couldn't say it better myself, except that this covers almost all politicians, not just the locals.

WEB SPOOFING
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 2/3/97,
[quoting:]
There isn't a system devised by man which doesn't
have its flaws. The Internet is no exception. In fact, the
Internet is a glaring example of man's inability to build
a perfect system.
Another case in point: In December, 1996, several
professors at Princeton University published a paper
describing a vulnerability of the World Wide Web,
which they had recently discovered.
The problem in a nutshell is that it is possible for
someone to construct a "false web" -that is, all of your
web browsing could be routed through a site you didn't
know was there. It could be recording everything you
do, tracking the sites you visit, even copying passwords
and credit card numbers you enter if you purchase
anything on the Web. The name for this type of
mischief is "web spoofing". Even secure sites running
encryption are no real safeguard against web spoofing.
To the many patriotic Americans who value their
privacy and are already very wary of potential snooping
into their affairs, this probably is very disturbing. It

should be. Web spoofing is not that difficult to accomplish. There are weaknesses in most web browser
software (including the big two-Netscape and
Microsoft Explorer) which allow this to take place,
with little chance that the user will notice what is
happening.
If you are interested in reading the published report
by the Safe Internet Programming group at Princeton
University, point your browser at: <http:I/
www.cs.princeton.edu/sip/pur/spoofing.html>
Having said a l l that, what really is the risk of
actually suffering a web spoofing attack? Frankly, it's
probably not that great. But, I find that those who value
their privacy tend to be fairlyjealous about guarding it,
so some vigilance seems called for.
If you want to be really secure and protect yourself
from the potential of a web spoofing attack, you should:
1. Disable Java Script in your browser. A spoofer
will probably use Java Script to hide the real location
line of a link, replacing it with a false indication.
2. Make sure the location line on your browser is
always visible, and check the location you are about to
jump to before you actually make the jump.
3. Check the URLs displayed on your browser's
location line to be sure you are actually connected to the
URL you intended.
Frankly, it is unlikely that any of us will have an
encounter with web spoofing anytime soon. But, if you
get some frantic e-mail messages about this insidious
threat to your electronicprivacy, younow have the facts
to know what it is ail about.

A SITE VISIT
"Up Yours," "Hands Off," "Dark Daysm-those are
three of the subject areas contained on the Web site
known as "Dr. Tavel's Self Help Legal Clinic", located
at: http://www.iquest.net/-rjtavell
This site is not to be missed. Although it loads
slow, due to the tremendous number of graphics, there
is so much information
to be had on this site,
that no serious patriot
should miss it [emphasis mine] (and anyone
who is concerned about
the slow loading can
turn off their graphics
and still get all the good
information). It might
even be thought of as the
Disney World of the
Web. You can't see it
all in one visit. You
must come back again
and again.
From Dr. Tavel's
mission statement:
"....my hope is to make
available at this site
verified information to
help everyone at least
become better consumers of legal services and
more informed Americans. My goal is to place
my entire law practice
in cyberspace so that
everyone can get the help
they need, be it about the
legal process,the 'patriot'
movement, or their individual needs."
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Dr. Tavel's site has much information and links
relating to jury issues, including information and links
to Fully Informed Jury sites. There is a significant
section on mediation as a way to take back your government; 2nd Amendment issues; links to a great many
other legal resources available on the Internet; privacy
issues, and also a section of links to financial and stock
information. There is even an electronic mailing list
which you can join on-line.
I really haven't done the site justice here. You
simply must go there for yourself and look about. There
were so many good links, and so much information,
that it will take a while to digest it and begin to make
use of what is available. [End quoting]

GETTING ON NERVES
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 2110197,
tqu0tng:I
Acording to the new research, the poisonous sodium fluoride placed in water supplies (by governments) and in toothpaste can damage the central nervous system. The damage can cause motor dysfunction,
IQ deficits and learning disabilities. Information out
of the Hmard Medical School claims the poison can
accumulate in brain tissues. Researchers have claimed
for years that fluoride is linked to bone cancer, hip
fractures in the elderly, tooth decay and dental fluorosis.
p n d quoting]
Do you think the politicians will pay any attention
to a Harvard University report? I doubt it, because the
powers who forced it on us knew what they were doing.
Thev knew it had a detrimental brain effect! I

BREAKTHROUGH RADIO
NEEDS NO BATTERIES
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 2/ 10/97,
[quoting:]
Here is the radio every informed citizen MUST
HAVE. A revolutionary hand-crank generator powers
the radio for over 30 minutes from only 20 seconds of
winding! Needs no batteries, you are guaranteed Shortwave, AM and FM reception no matter what! This
radio does not require electricity or batteries but instead runs all functions on one 20-second winding.
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Award winning design has easy flip-out crank, rugged
ABS plastic case, large high quality frequency tuner,
optional jacks and much more. Weight 2 314 lbs. size
16"L x 12"H x 8"D and warranty. This radio has won
praise, endorsements, and awards from all over the
world, and has proved itself worthy in some of the
remotest points on the planet. You can count on this
radio no matter what persons, conditions, or events
might try to interfere with the transmission of truth.
And, if all this were not reason enough, this radio is
good looking too: so enjoy it in your home-but make
no mistake, your radio is built for the most rugged or
remote circumstances and emergencies. For information 1-800-82 1-5157. [End quoting]
I wouldn't normally put a blatant ad in this column,
but I think it's very important that each of us have at
least one of these in our emergency kits. I've never
heard of such a well made item for this purpose and price.
I've seen a news segment on TV about this radio
and its invention to fill the need of Third World countries who have no electricity, or if they do, they don't
have enough money for ordinary batteries.

Want to stop illegal drugs? Stop the money. Where do
you look for money? Congress needs to get Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan on the carpet and
find out what he and hiscolleagues at the Fed are doing
with all of that drug money that's going through tk-ir
hands. [End quoting]
Why would you ask the Fed, the President, or
Congress about this? Most of them ARE SOME OF
THE GANGSTERS who are getting rich off this setup.

FED LINKED TO DRUG FUNDS

NEW WORLD
ORDER VISTAS
From the INTERNET, 211 1/97, [quoting:]
I do not know if the New World Order Vistas
addressed another area I researched back in the seventies-mind-reading computers. In the late seventies,
several universities had defense contracts exploring
the capability of special-purpose computers to interpret
brain-wave patterns in terms of phonemes @arts of
speech) to see if recurrent patterns could be used as a
basis of control and communication-neurocybernetic
loop. Dr. Lawrence Pinneo of Stanford Research Institute was one of the pioneers in the development of these
systems back in 1978-79.
A Dr. Zimmerrnan later constructed a tiny amplifier that could amplify the magnetic waves emanating
from the brain more than one billion times. This
allowed the researcher to input brain wave patterns
without attaching electrodes to the subject's head.
Need I say more regarding the potential for "invasion of privacy". There were also concerns at the time
that loop was two-way and that commands could control the brain-wave pattern of the recipient.
There were also experiments conducted by Dr.
Alan Frey on audible microwave hearing. Subjects
enclosed in anachoic chambers received a voice-modulated beam of microwaves and could actually hear the
transmitted voice in their head. Experiments were
conducted for the DIA. Hear any voices lately?
Seriously, no means are overlooked when it comes
to keeping our enemies (7) at bay. Remote viewing.
Remote influencing. Remote telepathy. Anyone want
to buy some mind shields? -Bill Hamilton [End
quoting]
Do you still need more verification of what Commander Hatonn and CONTACT have been telling you
about most people being very little removed from being
nothing but a mind-controlled puppet, slave?
PLEASE, keep up your Light Shield of God at all
times to protect yourself from these frequency attacks,
which assail us constantly.

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 2/10/97,
[quoting:]
Every day, billions of dollars change hands in
America without the use of plastic, financial instruments or electronic transfers. Some of it is quite legal;
paychecks are cashed, merchants deposit receipts, and
so forth. Approximately $1.3 billion, however, changes
hands in the most profitable business in the United
States-illegal drugs.
Now, ask yourself: "If you have money to deposit,
where do you take it?" Most people would answer, "A
bankn. Right. Every bank keeps a certain amount of
cash on hand. If it gets too much cash for normal
business, the bank deposits it in its regional Federal
Reserve Bank. That's why you see all those Brinks and
Loomis armored trucks running around.
The bank is duly credited with the cash and that
means it can loan out much more money at interest than
the cash it has deposited. That's called fractional
reserve banking. This makes lots more money for the
stockholders. When the Federal Reserve gets the cash,
it destroys old, worn out bills and replaces them with
newly-printed ones.
As our central bank, the Fed watches over American currency intently. It's ridiculous to think that the
Fed doesn't know what's going on when it comes t6
cash. The Fed is the maestro of cash. Cash can't flow
without
passing
through the hands of I
1
the ~ e d . If billions
upon billions of dollars in cash is circulating via the illegal drug
trade, how could the
Fed not know about it?
The Fed knows all
there is to know abut
currency [and its
movement].
As pointed out in
THE SPOTLIGHT'S
special edition of January 27, it is impossible
to believe that the CIA
and the president could
be ignorant of this
cash-and-drug flow.
They know all about
it and are probably
getting part of the
action
[emphasis Millions of drug usera give billions of dollars yearly to the drug pushers. The
mine].
pushers deposit the ill-gotten loot in banks. The banks (money launderers)
Note the chart. send the worn bills (evidence)to the Fed (owned by the bankers).
That tells the story.
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THE NEW HISTORY
OF AMERICA
Excerpted from THE NEWHISTORYOFAMERICA,
1/12/97, [quoting:]
These common sense and logical observations are
based on the facts of history gathered from a book titled
North Carolina Through Four Centuries, by William
Powell and from other documents of history.
THE BEGINNING [ofour country 's rristory] MUST
BE SHOWN TO UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU'RE UP
AGAINST TODAY. IN OTHER WORDS WE ARE
THROWN INTO THE MIDDLE OF A CHESS GAME
WITHOUT THE BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE
RULES OF HOW THEY STARTED THE GAME. And
they rely on us fighting them on their issues that
amount to nothing. It becomes a lose-lose situation.
They keep moving their Queen around, taking all the
chess pieces, no matter what we do. A few might escape
here and there but that is a tiny amount compared to the
whole. This book gives the groundwork and rules by
which they play. There is no doubt the other states have
the same history if YOU know where to look, and then
have the logic and common sense to understand what
you just found and are not afraid of the truth. I quote
parts of Gerry Spence's Justice For None to show that
he did not understand that the corporate state was
already formed at the beginning of this country's life.
But you will understand, as the story unfolds to fill in
his blanks. Here are his statements that you may want
to refer back to when reading this book: "But the
regenerative powers of the corporate hydra were insidious. By 1791, the federal government had already
organized the Bank of the United States-a corporation-and by 1816 corporations were again threatening
the vision of the framers." "The Santa AM case marked
the demise of a nation of men and the corporation of the
new king, the corporate state." But the Fourteenth
Amendment soon became a formidable weapon used to
subject Black and White to the will of corporate America.
We have not often heard that story." You will, in
spades, after reading this book. -The Informer [End
quoting]
Only by knowledge of the truth will we regain any
freedoms. Ignorance is not bliss-it only leads to
slavery. Laziness in wanting to hide our heads in the
sand will only lead to the HARD LABOR of slavery or
death to the chance to learn, which is the reason you
came to this planet of growth.
By all ethical means possible we must learn what
caused us to be in our dire circumstances or we will
have to do it all over at some other time and place. I
choose to learn all I can, now, while there are such
excellent opportunities available within such a short
time span.

H O W ABOUT YOU??
Book available from Americans For Preservation
Of Constitutional Heritage, PO Drawer 1089, Franklin,
North Carolina PZ28744, (704) 369-0064 answering
machine. Long distance calls returned only if you
authorize for a collect call.

VACCINES
Excerpted from THE BOB LIVINGSTON LETTER,
1/97, [quoting:]
Are New Vaccines Laced With Birth-Control
Drugs?-Population Control Via Vaccines, by James
A. Miller, special correspondent for Human Life International (HLI).
During the early 1990s, the World Health Organization (WHO) has been overseeing massive vaccination
campaigns against tetanus in a number of countries. In
Mexico, several vials of the vaccine were analyzed and
were found to contain human chorionic gonadotrophin
(hCG), a naturally occurring hormone essential for
maintaining a pregnancy.
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hCG and Anti-hCG Antibodies

In nature the hCG hormone alerts the woman's
body that she is pregnant and causes the release of other
hormones to prepare the uterine lining for the implantation of the fertilized egg. The rapid rise in hCG levels
after conception makes it an excellent marker for confirmation of pregnancy. When a woman takes a pregnancy test, she is not tested for the pregnancy itself, but
for the elevated presence of hCG.
However, when introduced into the body coupled
with a tetanus toxiod carrier, antibodies will be formed
not only against tetanus but also against hCG. In this
case, the body fails to recognize hCG as a friend and
will produce anti-hCG antibodies. The antibodies will
attack subsequent pregnancies by killing the hCG which
naturally sustains a pregnancy. When a woman has
sufficient anti-hCG antibodies in her system, she is
rendered incapable of maintaining a pregnancy.
HLI reported the sketchy facts regarding the
Mexican tetanus vaccines to its World Council members and affiliates in more than sixty countries. Soon,
additional reports of vaccines laced with hCG
hormones began to drift in from the Philippines, where
more than 3.4 million women were recently vaccinated.
Similar reports came from Nicaragua, which had
conducted its own vaccination campaign in 1993. [End
quoting]
We can't trust any vaccines anymore. It can be
understood why the governments are so adamant about
vaccinating everyone except for the Elite. And particularly within this last year's Flu season, the "need to
vaccinate was promoted more emphatically than ever
before.
THE DOUBLE-MINDED MAN

Excerpted from THE BOB LIVINGSTONLETTER,
1/97, [quoting:]
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tory to reality, regardless of its name or label. Political
parties were never intended to be different in substance, only in name and oratory. Before we third and
fourth party devotees agree with smugness, the same
applies to all political parties. A rose under any name
is a rose.
No, there is no difference. Our hope is based on
illusion, and illusion on double-mindedness. The great
deception goes on.
The double-minded man forever seeks liberty under party labels. There are two illusions here. The fust
is that political parties appear different simply because
they have different names. The second great illusion is
that political parties lead to political freedom. The
opposite is true. Collective plunder does not lead to
human liberty, but to human conformity. When Americans had freedom, there were no political parties. [End
quoting]
Do you still wonder why things are getting worse
and worse instead of better. Most politicians, judges,
lawyers, the Elite and other evil people exploit every
little weakness in the human psyche.
ASSAULT

Excerpted from THE BOB LIVINGSTON LETTER,
1/97, [quoting:]
Assault, defined byAmerican Heritage Dictionary,
is a violent physical attack. Or in law, an unlawful
threat or attempt to do bodily injury to another.
Overt and visible assault and battery by the use of
government force goes on all the time. The U.S.
Supreme Court has made any assault upon ones private
property legal. Police power can now, without probable
cause or a warrant, enter and plunder private property
and kill or jail property owners under any pretense and
without any formal charge.
While assault implies physical contact or threat of
same, it does not have to be. One can be assaulted under
false pretenses and/or completely without his knowledge. We would classify this as a covert assault.
The media assaults the American people every day
with false and deceptive information. We are induced
to buy things that would injure our health. We are fed
political journalism that manipulates our thinking and
induces our support. Whereas with full disclosure, we
would reject it out of hand. This constitutes assault
upon our minds and indirectly upon our person and
property.
Coercion of any kind that limits man's freedom of
expression and mobility (that does not interfere with
another's) is assault. There are hundreds of laws that
violate, restrict, and encumber our person and property. We have grown so accustomed to government
assault that we no longer define assault as injury to our
person and property. We simply accept anything and
everything as "regulations", and we rationalize that all
is in "the public interest".
Assault can be induced through persuasion and
reliance upon authority, causing great harm and even
death to those victimized. When school children and
babies are "given" vaccinations and immunizations,
they are under physical attack and assault and battery
of their person. Parents are induced to cooperate
relying on information from the government and medical authorities. Tens of thousands of people die each
year because they were persuaded by medical authurities to take drugs which killed them. They were definitely assaulted.
In the name of the public good and all manner of
pretense, we are under constant assault. We need a new
awareness of this, and we need to redefine what we have
been manipulated into. [End quoting]

"A double-minded man is unstable in all his ways."
James 1:8.
By definition, double mindedness is the mental
state ofbelieving or attempting to believe two opposing
thoughts at the same time.
This simple and brief teaching of James 1:8 on the
double-minded man is one of the most profound in
scripture. The teaching is limited to this one sentence.
There is no description or revelation as what exactly a
double-minded man is, but describes him as unstable.
The above definition of double-mindedness is our definition.
The scriptural charge of being unstable is of serious
importance. The American Heritage Dictionary defines unstable as fickle and lacking control of one's
emotions, characterized by unpredictable behavior.
We believe that double-mindedness is a recognizable psychological phenomenon and that it is used to
neutralize human thought and action. It is very subtle
because it almost defies description. Herein lies its
power to deceive and control human emotions.
There is both collective and individual doublemindedness. Most all politicians are aware of this
phenomenon and use it to deceive the electorate.
An example of collective double-mindedness is the
national elections just past. Every American who voted
would tell you, if asked, that helshe believed in life,
liberty and property. Yet they voted for a political
cabal that is progressively undermining basic liberty
and transferring property to the state without payment.
The only reason that people could be seduced into
destroying their own liberty is because over time, they
have unknowingly adopted the morality of the state.
Their double-mindedness has numbed their senses so
that they do not know that political oratory is an appeal
for sanction of their own plunder. The electorate never
Are we going to wake up before it's too late to do
anything about the above situation?? I say, with God's
knew the issues and none were ever stated.
The individual or group is double-minded when help, we can and will. Are WE working to bring this
clinging to a philosophy that denies and is contradic- about?
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EX-JUDGES. LAWYER SENTENCED

San Diego Court Corruption Scandal
Bringr Pederal Priron Sentence
From THE MODESTO BEE, 2/6/97, [quoting:]
Two former Superior Court judges and an awardQinning lawyer convicted in a corruption scandal were
sentenced Wednesday to the minimum [emphasis mine]
prison time allowed by federal sentencing guidelines.
Former Judge James Malkus was sentenced to 33
months in prison by a Los Angeles judge, who was
assigned the case after local justices disqualified themselves.
Former Judge G. Dennis Adams and attorney Patrick
Frega were sentenced to 41 months each and will
remain on probation for two years.
The three were allowed to remain free on existing
bail pending appeals, which could take as long as two
years. [Don 't bet on them ever going to prison. In two
yearspeople will forget and they 'llprobably go free.]
In addition to mail fraud and conspiracy charges,
Frega was convicted of one count of racketeering and
was ordered by U.S. District Judge Edward Rafeedie to
forfeit $100,000.
Rafeedie said the convictions have eroded public
confidence in San Diego Superior Court and possibly
beyond. [A monumental understatement if ever there
was one.]
"This is unfortunate," Rafeedie said before sentencing. "It did not start out as a criminal enterprise.
It was an attorney trying to ingratiate himself to the
court and (it) grew."
The judge imposed the minimum sentences allowed
by federal sentencing guidelines, said Eric Lodge, president of the San Diego Bar Association.
.
Adams and Frega could have been sentenced to 51
months in prison, and Malkus could have received a 4 1month sentence. [What do you think they would have
done to you under the same charges?]
Malkus' attorney, Jerry Coughlan, said his client
was pleased that Rafeedie was conservative. "It's a
tremendous relief to know that he's not going to prison
for the rest of his life, as the government wanted."
A 21-count federal indictment handed down in
June listed 163 overt acts allegedly committed by the
three men from 1983 to 1992. An earlier indictment
was thrown out because it didn't apply to state judges.
[Judges have separate lawsfor themselves so they can
commit certain crimes unpunished?]
Frega was named 1984 trial lawyer of the year by
the San Diego Trial Lawyers Association after he won
$8 million for his client, a former police officer who
had been beaten by a pool hall bouncer.
As the five-year corruption case unfolded, San
Diego's legal community learned that Frega made more
than $100,000 in payments [What a scam-collect a
cutfor the amount of damage andpenalty awarded.] to
the judges and their families in cars, repairs and computers, in exchange for favorable treatment on cases.
@nd quoting]
There may still be hope for the Ekkers and Rick
Martin in their lawsuits. Under the right circumstances these crooks and gangsters can still be jailed.
It's about time. But it bothers me that judges and
lawyers taking payoffs can get such small penalties.
BANKER TO PAY $37 MILLION

From THE MODEST0 BEE, 2/8/97, [quoting:]
The Federal Reserve has fined international banker
Ghaith Pharaon $37 million and permanently barred
him from the U.S. banking industry in connection with
the BCCI banking scandal. The decision, adopted on
the recommendation of an administrative judge who
conducted a hearing in 1995, represents the Fed's
largest fine ever against an individual in a case that was
contested. Pharaon was charged with helping BCCI,
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the Bank of Credit and Commerce International, illegally acquire the former Independence Bank in Encino
[CAI, which failed in 1992. [End quoting]
Very interesting-the Federal Reserve, a private
corporation, fines someone and I assume gets to keep
the proceeds. They even involved a judge in the theft.
(Bet he got a nice payoff.)
The Feds themselves should be fined trillions of
dollars by the American people for THEIR crimes.
Probably onc of the Fed's boddies wanted to steal that
bank, but Pharaon probably helped the wrong person to
gain it and so it was payback time.
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PROCESS FOR MORE EFFICIENT ENERGY READIED FOR MARKET

BLOOD MONEY
From 8 flyer, unknown source, [quoting:]
My wilit and I attended a fbnd-raising banquet
recently for the Tulsa area crisis pregnancy centers
called Mend.
Their keynote speaker was Carol Everett, a woman
who used to be part owner in two abortion clinics in
Dallas.
After giving her life to Jesus, she left the lucrative
abortion industry and is now speaking out against it.
Mrs. Everett had many shockingthings to say about
how things are done in this business. There are more
regulations on the place you take your dog for a shot
then where you take your daughter for a procedure that
will affect the rest of her life.
The thing that surprised me the most was that over
all (about 60%) of the girls that come to crisis pregnancy centers are not pregnant!
Though no records exist to prove it, there is reason
to believe that this percentage is the same for abortion
clinics. But you don't see them turning away over half
of their business. It is the belief of many that close to
half of the girls undergoing the risks of permanent
emotional, and many times, physical damage (including death) in this gruesome procedure are not even
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 2/7/97, [quoting:]
pregnant. -Ronnie Ray Criswell, Tulsa, OK [End
The proponents of a method to operate power plants up to 50 percent more efficiently proclaimed Thursday
quoting]
Does this sound like they are in the business to help that their technology is ready for commercialization after five years of testing at a Canoga Park [CAI pilot
facility.
these girls and women or their pockets?
The technology is the creation of a Russian immigrant, Alexander Kalina, who arrived in the United States
18 years ago with $5 in his pocket. His processes may save billions of dollars through cuts in fuel usage and
HOLD ON TO
pollution.
YOUR HATS
"It's amazing to me that this has worked so well," said the 61-yearsld Kalina. "As a rule of thumb, I've
From Thomas C. Maliha: (Unverified if this is learned to expect things not to work."
Kalina's company, Energy Inc., staged a demonstration Thursday at the Canoga Park plant, which has a 6.5accurate-but sure is interesting enough to pass on,
megawatt capacity and has sold power to Southern California Edison since 1992. General Electric has agreed
even for laughs-Peter Kwaja), [quoting:]
There is a big wind coming. I bet it will knock the to commercialize the technology at two locations in the 50 to 150-megawatt range.
"I think we're over the hill and will attract an avalanche of interest now," Kalina said. "The power
mainstream right off their barstoois. Can't find a
fugitive from justice-ask Hillary and Bill. Hillary generation industry has been looking for opportunities to boost efficiency and lower costs while trying to meet
made calls to fugitives from justice Charles Tree and more stringent environmental regulations. The Kalina Cycle meets those needs."
Energy-which has invested more than $13 million in the plant-signed a deal this week with Ebars Corp.
John Wong and get this-they were hiding in the
for a 4-megawatt plant in Fukuoka, Japan, using the Kalina Cycle technology. Kalina said he expects most
Chinese Embassy,
The FBI knows all about it. The NSA knows all interest to come in building new plants rather than retrofitting existing facilities.
The technology uses a mix of water and ammonia rather than water alone to supply the heat-recovery system
about the FBI knowing about the whereabouts of the
generator in a power plant. The sysmen and the calls from Hillary.
The Dog is watching the Cat. The Cat is Watching tem canbe used with any Euel, geotherFish all is not well on Treason Hilt At 7 pm 2/12/97 mal source or excess industrial heat.
an infopac was delivered to the Washington Post conKalina, 61, founded Energy in
1988 and attracted enough interested
taining Photos, Tapes and documents on Clinton.
Watch the mainstream news. A P will cover this. investors to finance construction of
To make sure the press releases this info, tapes were the 6.5-megawatt Canoga Park plant
made of the delivery and phone conversations with the in 1991 at the U.S. Department of
News People. Clinton Will Be IMPEACHED. Tom Energy's Energy Technology and Enfrom Brooklyn [End quoting]
gineering Center. For the last two
Sooner or later, maybe enough people will wake up years, the Canoga Park plant has been
to the criminals in the White House and do something on automatic operation.
to kick them out. DON'T GIVE UP HOPE!!
Kalina projects that geothermal
plants can post an efficiency gain of up
to 50 percent while coal-fired vlants
AN APOLOGY
will operate 20 percent more -hently
I goofed when I wrote: "Notice the Goat of Mendes with the technology. [End quoting] This is just a "patch" on existing
on Bush's cap" in a picture of him that I put in the
NEWS DESK several weeks ago. I didn't look close technology. They are still riding the
enough at the picture because it's quite clear that it is "horse and buggy"
--- when there are space
a Texas Longhorn steer. -A1
ships available.
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Latest Legal Examples
From Eustace Mullins
U31197 EUSTACE MULLINS

ing Advil. The manufacture sunnily observed that
"think of all that pain that was relieved by the pillsl"
I hope your mother is responding well to treatment.
On my next trip West, Tehachapi is the top priority; after all I am not getting any younger. When I get
my ten-million-dollar award from the conspirators I
will be able to set up a headquarters here and you all
can come and visit me.
Looking forward to our next meeting,

Dear Rick,
Enclosed is my latest filing. I am very grateful to
you all for printing this legal material, which I think
will be helpful to many of our dissidents. As always I
am on call to help anyone with legal advice.
It was great to meet with you in Pasadena. I apologize for my poor physical condition which continued
unabated until I returned home. I then had my cataract surgery which seems to be doing all right, and
Eustace Mullins
yesterday I went to a top orthopedic surgeon who Xrayed my game knee and declared it in perfect shape.
*+*
He thinks it is a cartilage which wore down and got
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
inflamed; it now seems to have corrected itself although
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
it is still very sore. He didn't even prescribe any mediWESTERN SECTION
cation which I would not have taken anyway. He did
suggest an over-the-counter medication such as Advil;
however, I saw the 20-20 program a few years ago EUSTACE C. MULLINS
which recounted without shock that 20,000 elderly Plaintiff
people die each year from stomach bleeding from tak- CIVIL ACTION No. 96C030221-FHF
v.
THE BERKSHZRE EAGLE,
MORE READXNC) Defendant.

by Eustace Mullins
The Curse Of Canaan
A Demonology Of History
(COC) $1 5.00, 242 pages

Murder By Injection
The Story O f The Medical Conspiracy
Against America (MBI) $1 5.00, 361 pages
The Rape Of justice
America's Tribunals Exposed
(ROJ) $1 8.00, 535 pages

Secrets Of The Federal Reserve
(SFR) $1 5.00, 201 pages

The World Order

W

Our Secret Rulers
O ) $ 1 5 . 0 0 , 2 9 7 pages

To o r d e r E u s t a c e Mullins' s u p e r b books,
p l e a s e write to:

Ezrr Pound Inatitate Of Civilization
P.O. Box I103
Staunton, VA 24402.
(for shipping and handling, add 10%)

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO REMAND
TO STATE COURT
Now comes the Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins, appearing for himself as Pro Propria Personae, and respectfully presents for the Court the following Memorandum of Points and Authorities.
l . Defendant has responded to Plaintiff's Motion
with the routine response that Plaintiff's Motion is
"rambling, incoherent and irrelevant*. This response
is very encouraging to Plaintiff, because it reveals that
Defendant still can offer no proper answer to Plaintiff's
charges since they were filed on October 25, 1996 with
said answer due in twenty-one days from the time of
filing. Defendant offers the Court no guidance in which
words or phrases are rambling, which are incoherent,
and which are irrelevant. "Rambling" and "incoherent" are terms s f literary criticism which fail to address issues of fact in law and are not proper legal discourse. Defendant cannot properly answer Plaintiff
because Defendant printed the eviderlce against itself
on the front page of the Berkshim Eagle. The next
step is a Motion for Summary Judgment. To date
Defendant's sole response is that every word in
Plaintiff's pleadings is totally incomprehensible to
Defendant. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, "incoherent" is an 18th-century French word, and
began to be used during the excesses of the French
Revolution, when yelling madmen burned priests and
nuns alive while chanting incoherently, The OED
quotes Hobbes Leviathan, 1651, I11 XXXVI 224 "One
that speaketh incoherently, as men that are distractedn,
referring to incoherent as descriptive of spoken words;
rather than written language.
Plaintiffs Motion made the point that in fifty years,

FEBRUARY 25, 1997
federal courts have routinely denied Plaintiff a hearing in court, denied him a jury trial, and denied him
the opportunity to present his evidence before an impartial judge. For Defendant to term this statement
"irrelevant" reaches a new high in chutzpah.
2. Plaintiff's action is part of a growing problem
facing American courts-the journalist as criminal.
Graduating from a cheap flack paid to assassinate helpless assigned targets, the journalist criminal now sits
in the highest circles of elitist power. We see Dick
Morris, mastermind of the Clinton Administration with
unlimited access to the White House, and also cousin
of the unlamented RoyfiCohn,who brought down Senator Joseph McCarthy's crusade against Communists in
the U.S. Government. The case of Food Lion v. ABC
network, in which the grocery chain won a multimillion dollar judgment against wealthy and arrogant journalists who had never before been in a grocery store
(their servants did their shopping), because they faked
libelous footage against a hapless food merchant, is
particularly apropos to the present action. Federal District Judge N. Carlton Tilley Jr. ruled that "The First
Amendment is a shield...not a sword.... The journalist's
privilege should not be expanded to allow the concealment of relevant evidence of wrongdoing solely because
the wrongdoer was in pursuit of a story..." Conspiracy
to produce faked evidence is the crux of Plaintiff's action. Food Lion attorney Richard L. Wyatt stated "the
illegal activities that Prime Time Live and its producers engaged in were only the beginning of the network's
misrepresentations about Food Lion.. .. How much faith
can the public put in a story when the journalist or
producer has lied all the way through in creating the
story?...A free press is hobbled with trust between the
media and the public it purports to serve."
Nation magazine notes Jan. 20, 1997 that in a like
action a federal judge recently awarded a $10 million
judgment against ABC. As attorney Wyatt states, "The
media should have to obey the laws that everyone else
must."
Plaintiff's action demonstrates a remarkable correlation with another well known case, Richard Jewell,
labelled the Mad Bomber of Atlanta after a bomb exploded at the Olympic Games. The FBI "leaked" information to the press in its routine campaign to destroy a victim before trial, convicting Jewell in the
public mind as a crazed terrorist because he fit a "profile". Unlike most FBI victims, Jewell refused to admit his guilt and accept a plea bargain. He continued
to maintain his innocence, until the FBI and their coconspirators in the media admitted there was no evidence against him. He is now collecting monetary
awards from his persecutors, as PlaintiE will in the
present action.
3. Plaintiff has been denied a hearing in federal
court for some fifty years, apparently on principles
enunciated in the famous case of Wayfield v. Tisbury,
Mass. that "Wayfield identifies himself merely as a
Christian European-American which is not a constitutionally protected class." Courts generally accept the
constitutionally protected classes, the only citizens who
can make a claim of civil rights violations, as comprising: 1. women; 2. Blacks; 3. Jews; 4. Hispanics;
and 5. homosexuals. Some claimants fit several of
these defined categories, while those not in these categories are generally held to be disqualified to win a
civil rights judgment in any American court. Plaintiff
that he is not a woman; he is not a Black; he is
not a Jew; he is not a Hispanic; and he is not a homosexual. As a student of the Constitution, Plaintiff cannot find any of these constitutionally protected classes
to whom justice has been reserved by the Constitution.
Plaintiff asserts that he is due every constitutional protection afforded any other citizen of the United States
and resident of the State of Virginia and demands that
this action be remanded to state court where it originated, in order to avoid a court commitment to a quasitheocratic standard of "diversity" which is in direct
violation of the Constitution.
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4. In defendant's libelous assault against Plaintiff, defendant arbitrarily and without substantiation
denounced Plaintiff as "a Holocaust denier" although
it is a matter of record that Plaintiff has never mentioned the Holocaust anywhere in the Berkshire area,
and that defendant introduced this term as an integral
part of its malicious campaign to injure and defame
Plaintiff. To elitists of the New World Order "Holo-

caust denier" is a much more damaging term than
"child molester" or "serial killer" because it is a secret
code phrase meaning "an enemy who must be destroyed
by any means possible". By labelling Plaintiff a "Holocaust denier" defendant assigned itself the role 7f
"Holocaust affirmer", and is therefore required tc substantiate its affirmation of the Holocaust in this action. Plaintiff requests Defendant to provide Plaintiff

with the names, places of origin, and date, place and
cause of death of the six million victims of the Holocaust. Failure to provide this information means that
Defendant cannot affirm the Holocaust and that its denunciation of the Plaintiff as a "Holocaust denier" is a
lie with the other lies in Defendant's assault against
Plaintiff. Further, Plaintiff requests the defendant to
provide Plaintiff with the names of the eight million
claimed Jewish survivors of
CODE OF ETHICS FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICE
the Holocaust, with place of
residence, amount of repara.tions including all stipends
1 !)S
formerly and presently received. wa his <dormation is
readily available a t the
United States Government
official Holocaust Museum
in Washington, D.C. It i s
particularly apropos to this
R e s o l d by the Houw of Re mentafiws (the Senate concurring),
action because Holocaust
That it is the sense of the
ngress that the following Code of
publications reveal that some
Ethics should be adherd to by all Government employees, includ102 Holocaust survivors are
ing oficeholders
now sitting judges in the
United States.
CODE O f mlcS POR GOVERNMENT SERVICE
1 enc. Code of Ethics
for
Government
Service.
Any pemn in Government service should:
[see insert on this page]
1. Put loyalty to the highest moral principals and to country
Respectfully submitted,

&

I

w

above loyalty to Government persons, party, or depzrtmen t.
2. Uphold the Constitution, laws, and legal regulations of the
United States and of all governments therein and never be a party
to their evasion.
3. Give a full day's labor for a full day's pay; giving to the performance of his duties his earnest effort and best thought.
4. Seek to find and employ more efficient and economical ways of
getting tasks accomplished.

Eustace C.Mullins

BY
Eustace C. Mullins
Pro Propria Personae
126 Madison Place
Staunton,%rginia 24401
540-886-5580

5. Never discriminate unfairly by the dispensing of special favors
or privileges to anyone, whether for remumeration or not; and
never accept for himself or his family, favors or benefits under circumstancles which might be construed by reasonable persons as influencing the performance of his governmental duties.
6. Make no private promises of any kind binding upon the duties
of office, since a*Government employee has no private word which
can be binding on pubiic duty.
7. Engage in no business with the Government. either directly or

Dated January 3 1, 1997

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a
trne copy of the above document was served upon the
attorney of record, Joseph P.
Pessolano, Esq., 115 State
St., 5th floor, Springfield,
MA 01103 by mail this 3 1st
day of January 1997.

indirectly. which is inconsistent with the conscientious performance of his governmental duties.
8. Never use any information coming to him confidcntially in the
performance of governmental duties as tl means for making private
profit.
9. Expose corruption wherever discovered.
10. Uphold these principles, ever conscious that public office is a
pubiic trust.
(Passed July 11, 1958.)
JEGIfUfIVE DISORDER FOR CHRISTlAW

-- LECISUTIYE FAVOR FOR MTI-CHRISTIANS--BEST

COm;REfS ~

F

Y

When Cengtrss passed laws t o uphold the U. S. Constitution, as the Code of Ethics for Covernmcnt
Service; Tb8 Yt8r of the Bible; ONE NATION UNDER GOD...no
punitive enforcenant was inczuded. It was
siaply the
OF --s,
i n spite of alignment for emphasis t o UPHOLD THE COASTITUTION. SXGNEO
IN '?'HE YkAR OF OUR UIRD, A.D., W I T U SUWDAYS EXEMPT FROM VETO DAYSN. 8 .

When Congrers prssea laws t o suit the anti-Christian Americans. a s the Bate Crime Act, the Great
Society PrCt9rUBSr etc.. there is mndatory penalty: e.g. The Great Society Programs are so enforced
to 'empawex the minority,'
for cmunicsm-rsocialirm, the *classless society by the likes of the Clinton
Tyranny:'
Strangely, though, the Bare Crimes Bills, 1 9 8 8 , 1990. provide protection for Christ.i&ns
First Amendment Free Exercise guaranteed. It defends Parental Rights TO UPBRING, NURTURE, AND EDUCATE
Soviet Constitution, and the
YOUTH UWDER TtlE SIGHT O P GOD, not the militant atheism of Great society
m i s t 90a18. It defends the western Divine Law for law and order. for survival as a free nation!
The incompatible minority which believes its 'force, cirme,and violence' must be tax-funded. and taxex-nt,
should be encouraged to return to the homeland, where they will find that even as a rnajorlty,
there a r e far less rights than a s a minority in the U. S. A ,
a Christian Nation. Indeed,
violations of the Constitutional Christian Law Priority IS A UATE CRIME, accountable to the CRIHINAI.

--

-

-

Code.
X

%

a

Dear Rick,
Enclosed are my latest
filings in the $10 million
Massachusetts lawsuit
against the Berkshire Eagle.
Their lawyer is really
trying to jerk me around. He
transferred the case to federal court after I filed i n
state court; then he sent me
a notice to sign agreeing to
let a U.S. Magistrate handle
it, which I refused to sign.
He turned it over to the U.S.
Magistrate anyway, illegally,
and now the Magistrate has
issued an order that I must
file a new complaint by Feb.
11 as the lawyer did not like
my first one.
This is the Massachu-
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setts judiciary which, to a man, rallied behind Teddy
Kennedy when he drowned his pregnant girl friend.
He just sold his Virginia home for $6 million, a $3
million profit. At any rate I have notified the court of
the fraud and await their response which I will get to
you as soon as I receive it.
With best regards,

the Court for Change of Nnue. Plaintiff, a resident of
the State of Virginia, affirms that the record shows
Plaintiff cannot get a fair hearing in the state of Massachusetts, as previous civil rights complaints, including Mullins v. Dow Jones Corp., later changed to
Mullins v. Cape Cod Times after the Court allowed Dow
Jones Corp. to plead that it was not responsible for
anything printed in its wholly-owned subsidiary, the
Cape Cod Times, was dismissed without a court hearing, and was then dismissed with Prejudice after Plaintiff, on the advice of court clerks, refiled the case.
Plaintiff believes that this matter, a case involving civil
rights, denial of free speech, and denial of right to
peaceably assemble, should rightfully be transferred to
a court in the State of V'kginia, the Cradle of Freedom
and the Birth of Liberty in the United States of
America. Defendant transferred this action from State
Court, where Plaintiff had Ned it with demand for Jury
Trial, to United States District Court, where defendant
then unilaterally turned the case over to a United States
Magistrate who issued an Order dated January 24, 1997
that Plaintiff must file a new complaint by February
11, 1997. This Order was delivered to Plaintiff on the
afternoon of February 1,1997, a Saturday, which made
no allowance for the eight to ten days required for passage of first class mail between Massachusetts and Virginia, and which is further cause for Change of Venue
to %rginia. Defendant's action in referring this matter to the United States Magistrate without permission
of Plaintiff is M e r indication of the unlikelihood of
Plaintiff obtaining a fair hearing in the State of Massachusetts.
Respectfully submitted,

Eustace Mullins

***
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
WESTERN DIVISION
EUSTACE C. IvjULLINS,
Plaintiff
v.
THE BERKSHIRE EAGLE,
Defendant
Civil Action No. 96-3022 1-FHF
NOTICE O F FRAUD
Now comes Eustace C. Mullins, appearing for himself as Pro Propria Personae, to notify the Court of a
fraud which has been committed upon the Court in
which the Defendant unilaterally placed this action
under the jurisdiction of a United States Magistrate,
and Plaintiff offers in evidence Exhibit A, a form sent
to Plaintiff by Defendant, dated 11/28/96, requesting
that Plaintiff give signed permission for this action to
be placed under jurisdiction of a United States Magistrate, which Plaintiff refused to do, refusing permission for this matter to be referred to a United States
Magistrate Judge because Plaintiff in filing this action
had specified a Demand for Jury Trial. Although Plaintiff has been routinely requested in federal court actions to place the action under a United States Magistrate Judge, Plaintiff has always refused to do so, relying upon Jury Trial.
Respectfully submitted,

%

all parties is required.
Respectfully submitted,

%

Eustace C. Mullins
By
Pro Propria Personae
126 Madison Place
Staunton, VA 2440 1
540-886-5580

Eustace C. Mullins

CERTIFICATE O F S E R V I C E
Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins, hereby certifies that
a true copy of the above document was served upon
Joseph P. Pessolano, Esq., 115 State St., 5th Floor,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01103 by first class mail this
3rd day of February 1997.

w

Eustace C. Mullins
+:

2110197

**

-

EUSTACE MULLINS

Dear Rick,
It was good to talk to you today. I look forward to
coming out whenever you need me.
Enclosed are my filings of today, MORE DEFINITE
STATEMENT and NOTICE OF BIAS which they will
not be pleased to receive. I think it is important to file
with the Court any evidence of the Blindfolded Bitch
leaning too hard the other way.
With best regards,

Eustace Mullins

Eustace C. Mullins
Eustace C. Mullins,
By
Pto Propria Personae
126 Madison Place
Staunton, Vvginia 24401
540-886-5580

CERTIFICATE OF S E R V I C E
Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins hereby certifies that
Eustace Mullins a true copy of the above document was served upon
Joseph P. Pessolano, Esq., KELLY, PESSOLANO AND
Eustace Mullins
WITHERS, P.C. 115 State St., Fifth Floor, SPRINGFIELD, MA 01103 by first class mail this 3rd day of
February 1997.

%

BY
Pro Propria Persona
126 Madison Place
Staunton, VA 24401
540-886-5580
Dated February 5 , 1997

FEBRUARY 25, 1997

PS: In my first draft of More Definite Statement I
mis-typed it as More Defiant Statement and was
tempted to leave it that way.

***

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
EUSTACE C. MULLINS,
Plaintiff
v.
THE BhXKSHZRE E4 GLE
Defendant

Eustace C. Mullins

***

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
CERTIFICATE O F SERVICE
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
I hereby certify that a true copy of the above docuWESTERN DIVISION
ment was served on the attorney of record for each other
party by Eustace C. Mullins, Plaintiff, on the 3rd day
EUSTACE C. MULLINS
of February 1997.
Plaintiff
v.
Eustace Mullins THE BERKSHZRE EAGLE,
Defendant

a

Civil Action No. 96-30221-FHF
PLAINTIFF'S M O M ,
DEFINITE STATEMENT
In compliance with the order of the United States
Magistrate Judge of January 24, 1997, Plaintiff, Eustace
C. Mullins, appearing for himself as Pro Propria Personae, herewith submits a More Definite Statement, as
follows:

S T A T E M E N T O F T H E CASE
1. The instant action arises from the publication
by Defendant, The Berkshire Eagle, of a front page
NOTICE OF OBJECTION TO THIS ACTION banner headline story on September 26, 1996, which
BEING PLACED UNDER JURISDICTION 3F was a libelous assault against Plaintiff with the goal of
A UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE preventing Plaintiff from lecturing in the Berkshire
EUSTACE C. MULLINS
Now comes Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins, as Pro area on the Federal Reserve System.
Plaintiff
Propria Personae, to register objection to this action
v.
JURISDICTION
being placed under jurisdiction of a United States MagTHE BERKSHIRE EAGLE,
2. Jurisdiction of this Court is invoked pursuant
istrate Judge, which Defendant unilaterally moved to
Defendant
do against the refusal of Plaintiff to agree to such move, to Article XI, Constitution of Massachusetts. Remedy
Civil Action No. 96-30221-FHF
Plaintiff having previously demanded Jury Trial of this by recourse to the laws; obtaining of right and justice
MOTION FOR CHANGE
action. Plaintiff attaches Exhibit A [see box on next freely, completely and promptly. Equal justice under
page], a form requiring all parties to given signed con- law. LaRue Brown (1965) 50 Mass. L.Q. 57.
OF V E N U E
Note 183, Art. 1 of the Massachusetts ConstituNow comes Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins, appear- sent to Jurisdiction by a United States Magistrate Judge,
ing for himself in Pro Propria Personae, and moves which was not signed by Plaintiff and agreement by tion. "Conspiracy to deprive persons of property rights;
IL**

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
WESTERN DIVISION

Civil Action No. 96C030221-FHF

FEBRUARY 25,1997
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one may recover damages for a wrongfd conspiracy to
deprive him of means of earning a living. Sweetman
v. Barrows (1928) 161 N.E. 272, 263 Mass. 349, 62
A.L.R. 311. Art. 1 note 302. Conspiracy defined under Civil Rights Act 42 USC 1983; conspiracy to deprive plaintiff of equal protection of the laws.
Needleman v. Bohlen (D.C. 1974) 386 F. Supp. 741.

First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States of America "abridging the freedom of speech"
or "the right of the people t~ peaceably assemble". Article XVI of the Constitution of Massachusetts states
"The rights of free speech shall not be abridged." Article XIX, "Right of people to peaceably assemble. The
people have a right, in an orderly and peaceable man-

Page 9
ner, to assemble to consult upon the common good.
Freedom of association guarantees opportunities for
people to express their ideas and beliefs through membership of affiliation of a group. Caswell v. Wiseman,
Comm'n for Brockton (1983) 444 N.E. 2, 1922, 387
Mass. 864.

FIRST CAUSE OF
ACTION: VIOLATION OF CIVIL
RIGHTS
- - Defendant v i o l a t e d
Plaintiff's civil rights by the
libelous assault ag& plaintiff in its publication of Sept.
26. 1996.

I

'14

f

,

.;

,

Y \iij
Q f (n i...
.

. .I

mintiff

CoNsEm' TO BXERCISE OF nnusDImoN
B Y A U N I T E D ~ ~ J U D O E
AND ORDER W RBPeRENeE

SECOND CAUSE
OF ACTION: LIBEL
Defendant criminally libelled Plaintiff in its publication of Sept. 26, 1996 by
naming Plaintiff, without
substantiation, a person of
"nefarious reputation".

CONSENT TO EXgaCISE OF'JURISDICIION BY A'UNll'ZD SIATES MAGISIBATE JUDGE

THIRD CAUSE
OF ACTION:
HOLOCAUST
DENIER
Defendant, without substantiation, adversely labelled Plaintiff in its publication of September 26,1996,
as a "Holocaust denier".
FOURTH CAUSE
OF ACTION:
DENIAL OF
FREEDOM OF
SPEECH
Defendant was the prime
mover in denying Plaintiff
freedom of speech i n the
Berkshire area by preventing
Plaintiff from lecturing anywhere in the area on the Federal Reserve System.

Unless otherwise indbtcd bdow, any appeal shall be taken lo the United States court of appeals for thi:
and MR.Civ.P. 73(c).

circnit, in a~cordroaWitb 28 US.C 636(c)

ELECI'ION OF APPEAL TO A UNITED STATES DIS'IIUCT JUDGE
(DO NOT EXE&
THIS POKl'ION OF THE FORM IF THE PAKTlES DESIRE THAT THE APPE.4!
LlE DIRECKY TO THE C O W OF APPEALS.)
Tk parties in this ate fPrtbtr consem5 by signing below, to take any appeal to a United States district judg:, !I-

.

FIFTH CAUSE
OF ACTION:
DENIAL OF RIGHT
TO PUBLICLY
ASSEMBLE
Defendant's publication
succeeded in preventing
Plaintiff and the residents of
the Berbhire are who bad
invited Plaintiff to lectore on
the Federal Resuve System
to peaceably assemble for
said lecture, as an unwarranted interfcrcna with freedom of association.

raorbooe witb 2% US.C. 636(c)(4) sod Fed&Civ.P. 73(d).

ORDER OF REFERENCE
IT ISHERESY ORBcb.t this aw k rrtmod to
and tbe entry of jndgmcnt in mcmr6110~
witb 28 US.C. 63%;).
United States -hate
3for dl fwther
Fcd.R.Civ.R 73 .adtbe f m e p i i amcat of the parties.

NOTE: RETURN THIS FORM TO 'LHE CLERK OF THE COUKT
ALL P
m HAVE CONSEmIl
D L 3 X i TO THE EXERCISE OF WRISDICI1ON BY A UNITEDSI2U'ES MAGISTRATE W D G F.

I
EXHIBIT A

SIXTH CAUSE OF
ACTION:
DISSEMINATING
FALSE NEWS
By printing and circulating false news about Plaint s , Defendant is in violation
of its commercial charter.
SEVENTH CAUSE
OF ACTION: FRAUD
BY selling false news to
it subscribers about Plaintiff,
Defendant defrauded its subscribers.
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*++

Respectfully submitted,

u

a

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

Eustace C . Mullins

Eustace C. Mullins
BY
Pro Propria Personae
126 Madison Place
Staunton, VA 24401
540-886-5580

EUSTACE C. MULLINS,
Plaintiff
v.
THE BERKSHZRE EAGLE,
Defendant
Civil Action No. %-30221-FHF

DATED February 10, 1997
PLAINTIFF'S
C E R T I F I C A T E OF S E R V I C E
N O T I C E OF B I A S
Plaintiff hereby certifies that a true copy of the
Now comes Plaintiff, Eustace C. Mullins, appearabove document was served upon Joseph P. Pessolano, ing for himself as Pro PropriaPeracwae,toNaicetheColat
Esq., 115 Statq St., Fifth Floor, SPRINGFIELD, MA of the inherent bias against Plaints in the Order d Jarmary
01103 by first class mail this 10th day of February 24,1997, as follows:
1997.
1. Time Sequence; The order of January 24, 1997,
was delivered to Plaintiff nine days later by ordinary
mail on the afternoon of February 1, 1997, requiring
Eustace C. Mullins Plaintiff under Penalty of Dismissal to prepare a new
complaint or More Definite Statement by February 11,

ORDER No w-From

New Gaia

Colloidal Titanium (GAIA Ti.22) $20 ~ O Z .
Colloidal Copper (GAIA Cu-29) $10 ~ O Z .
Colloidal DHEA (GAIA DHEA) $20 ~ O Z .
L

Golloidal MulliYilain 1 Mineral ( ~ A VII ATE) $10 a,
Poslin Capsules $6 (60 caps)
GaiaLife Colloidal Minerals 121i+
$10 202.
Rare Earth Capsules $6 (60 caps)
(800) NEW-GAIA
(639-4242)
Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the
newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized
parasites. Call for a free catalog.

1997. This excessively brief time span came while
Plaintiff was recovery from eye surgery and was incapacitated while faced with the daunting task of preparing a new complaint in a few days or be subject to
Dismissal.
2. Pro Se. Plaintiff, appearing for himself, is Ordered to prepare said statement commensurate with the
highest professional standards of legal writing, although Plaintiff without the aid of professional counsel is required to prepare a statement which will pass
the scrutiny of opposing counsel. Opposing counsel
has previously denounced all of Plaintiff's pleadings
in this action as "incoherent, rambling and irrelevant"
while failing to identify a single word, phrase or sentence which meets this description, leaving Plaintiff
in the dark as to how to write a Statement which will
meet the censorship of opposing counsel. By subjecting Plaintiff's pleadings to the censorship of opposing
counsel, the order effectively destroys the adversary
system as we know it, because under the adversary system no opposing counsel will register approval of other
party's pleadings.
3. Motions; Plaintiff has submitted many motions
to the court, none of which has been granted, but
Defendant's Motion was auicklv =anted and which
included the Penalty of ~ h m i s ~ a ~
4. Defendant's assault against Plaintiff in the
pages of the Berhhire Eagle claimed to be based upon
Plaintiff's fifty-year career of writing and lecturing,
alleging that Plaintiff had written an article for a periodical which
has been
defunct
fiftyattention
years, yet
Plaintiff
is forbidden
to bring
thisfor
to the
of
the Court in a truncated Statement which must deal
with his activities of fifty years and which does not
allow him to answer Defendant's assault.
5. The Order of January 24, 1997 is tailored to
Defendant's legal strategy in this action, which is,
first, to deny Plaintiff the Jury Trial which he requested when he filed this action, and second, to dismiss Plaintiff's complaint without a court hearing.
This strategy continues Defendant's campaign to deny
Plaintiff his civil rights under the law; by forcing
Plaintiff to submit to the jurisdiction of the United
States Magistrate Judge, which Plaintiff has refused
to agree to, and placing Plaintiff under penalty of dismissal if he fails to place himself under the jurisdiction of the United States Magistrate Judge, while Defendant continues to refuse to answer the charges
which Plaintiff brought against him on October 25,
1996.
Respectfully submitted,

BY

*

Pro Propria Personae
126 Madison Place
Staunton, VA 24401
540-886-5580

Eustace C. Mullins
Eustace

.

,fins

Dated February 10, 1997
CERTIFICATE OF S E R V I C E
Plaintiff hereby certifies that a true copy of the
above document was served upon Joseph P. Pessolano
Esq., 115 State St., 5th Floor, Springfield, MA 01103
by first class mail this 10th day of February 1997.

'

Eustace C. Mullins

"YOU see, the basis of life is
absolute freedom. The objective
of life is absolute &, and the
result of life is absolute growth!"
-Abraham
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Golden Threads Among
The Tangled Webs
2/12/97 #2

HATONN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. AIDS!

r o begin here today, let us share a note from N.
McLaughlin (2x6):
"So, this i s the day, 25 years ago, that the NIH
Contract 712025 began with Litton BioneticsResearch
to create the AIDS and EBOLA viruses! [H:Thank
you, Henry Kissinger.] A day that will surely 'live in
infamy " (NIH means: National Institute of Health.)
I.

A N D THEN THERE IS "GOLD"
The following is from Dennis Wheeler. He publishes Precious Metals Digest, (ISSN 1076-9498)
monthly. Soundview Publications, Inc., Suite 100,
7100 Peachtree-Dunwoody, Atlanta, Georgia 30328
Subscriptions: Elizabeth Bame: 1 year, $98, 2 years,
$196; foreign addresses add $13 U.S. per year. Send
new subscriptions or changes of address to the Business Ofice: P.O.Box 467939, Atlanta, GA 3 11467939, (800) 728-2288 or (770) 399-5617.
Mr. Martin will likely be interviewing Dennis in
the very near future and my request is that some copies
of our Bush "gold" writings be sent to him prior to that
interview for he will be expecting them.
[QUOTING, Vol4, No. 2, February 1997Precious
Metals Digest:]

AN OLD-FASHIONED
WHUPPI'
That's what we took in the gold market last month.
THE PRICE OF GOLD DROPPED NEARLY $25 PER
OUNCE IN THE WORST MONTH IN MEMORY.
What happened? I don't think the fundamentals for
gold justify this price decline. I think that rumors of
central-bank selling have caused speculators to load up
on short positions in the futures market. This, in turn,
has driven the price down, which has triggered further
selling by trend-following commodity funds and hedge
funds, which has driven the price down even more. But
reality doesn't match the stew of the rumor mill.
First, while it is true that the central bank of the
Netherlands has sold around 300 tonnes of gold, this
factor is already in the market. Plus, remember that it
was this same bank that sold a pile of gold right at the
low of the gold market in late 1992. SOthe track record
of the Dutch bankers is not very distinguished.
Second, there have been many published rumors
that several of the European banks plan to sell "excess"
gold to bring their respective balance sheets in line
with the criteria of the Maastricht Treaty on European
Monetary Union. But these rumors have been publicly
denied by EU officials.
Third, central bank officials from both Germany
and France have gone on record as saying their coun-
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tries need the gold they now possess to lend stability
and confidence to their currencies.
According to George Millin Stanley: "In a further
endorsement of the importance of the role of gold in
central bank reserves, the Bundesbank and German
Finance Minister Theo Waigel jointly rejected calls
from the politicians for the sale of 'unneeded portions'
of the country's gold reserves to help finance public
spending after monetary union. A Bundesbank spokesman said the gold helped secure international trust in
the currency and should stay with the bank."
Stanley continued: "Additional support came from
Jean-Claude Trichet, governor of the Banque de France.
Last week he said that the bank's gold reserves represent 'an important element of confidence' for the French
economy and for the franc. The maintenance of the
bank's gold reserve 'is also an important element for
the ~ r e n c hpeople,' he added.
"Finally. the Euroman Commission stressed that
sales by central banks in connection with European
Monetary Union would be ~ermitteQonly to reduce
national debt levels, and not to reduce budget deficits.
The European Monetary Institute has made it clear that
the Maastricht convergence criteria are designed to
demonstrate the health of a country's economy over a
period of years, and that last-minute disposals (or
window dressing) will not allow countries to qualify for
EMU." (This Week in Platinum, January 17, 1997)
I think the rumor mill has caused investors to
overereact. The price of gold is now far below it's
intrinsic value and I don't look for it to stay down here
much longer. For the month, gold lost $24.55 to close
at $344.90. Silver rose a little, however. It was up $08
and finished at $4.90. Platinum dropped $16.80 to end
at $352.50. And the XAU remained surprisingly buolrant. It fell 6.55 points to close at 110.20.
Last month, I mentioned how palladium had bro
ken out of a 22-month downtrend on New Year's Eve.
It has been consolidating this month, and on January
31, it soared another $3.00 to close at $126.75, up
$1.OO for the month. Silver was very weak in early
January, but rallied nicely toward month's end to close
positive for the month after hitting a 20-month low at
$4.60. So I think we have seen that first palladium
broke out of its downtrend and now silver has joined it.
I think that gold and platinum arenext to follow. And
the fact that so many of the gold stocks shrugged off
January's crippling decline and either remained unchanged or even rose a little, is further evidence that
the worst is nearly over and there are better days ahead.
(H: Now, I ask you to pay close attention because
what we have been offering you on the metals-political front ir now coming forth from many avenue8 of
information flow. I like Mr. Wheeler's asrersment
because HE HAS TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION
THE FACTS AS TO GOLD ACQUISITIONS BY
MONOPOLISTIC COMPANIES HERE AND
THERE AROUND THE GLOBE, and specifically
makes reference to Zaire, the area of Kilo-moto,
Bawick corporation, ctc. Indonesia is still aflame
and part even the rmouldering stage. And yes, most
of you will have heard it from us, first. This is for
your confirmation that we do not drlcad you and to
the very best of our ability run only fact and truth in
our obrervationr on all topics we research.]

POLITICAL RISK
The ugly specter of governments or political events
interfering with mining concerns in foreign countries
raised its head again in January. Besides the road show
now airing daily in Indonesia concerning the Busang
deposit of Bre-X Minerals (l3XM.T) [H: See 1/21/97
CONTACT, pg 17. "Bush' s Letter Abets Barrick's
Goldigging". This will remind you of the players and
who is Bre-X Mineralr, the Busang mines and the
connection with Barrick corporation. Alro ree
CONTACT, 1/14/97, pg 37 "Bush Cashes In His Gold
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Chipsn.], the war in Zaire sent several mining companies scrambling in an effort to keep from getting butchered. And, of course, this did nothing but harm to both
share prices and shareholders.
One report by Mark Heinzel, staff reporter of The
Wall Street Journal, that came across the newswire
read: "Advancing rebels in Zaire have recently occupied some mineral-rich areas of the country, causing
some foreign mining companies to halt operations and
wonder what will happen to their properties. The rebel
group, led by Laurent-Desire Kabila, recently has pushed
into parts of northeast Zaire and has seized the large
Kilo-mot0 gold-mining properties personally held by
longstanding Zaire president Mobutu Sese Seko. [H:
P l t u c just r d e r to all our prior rtctnt writings on
this mbject.]
"The rebels also are occupying a gold mine at
Kamituga and other exploration properties operated by
Banro Resource Corp. [BNRS.T], a small Toronto mining concern that controls more than 10,000 square
kilometers (4,000 square miles) of exploration property in Zaire.
"The operations have been suspended until the area
achieves more security. We've moved a lot of our expats out of the area,' Banro's co-chairman, Arnold
Kondrat, said. The rebels are apparently hoping to
fund their drive by controlling some mining operations
and are warning foreign companies to deal with the
rebels or risk losing their claims on some properties,
according to reports from Zaire.
"The country has vast deposits of cobalt, copper,
gold, and other minerals, many of which haven't been
Wly explored with modem methods ... Foreign companies operating in rebel-held land say they haven't been
contacted by the rebels, and they are reluctant to take
sides 17hile Mr. Kabila's forces push further across
Zaire.. ..
"Banro hasn't been contacted by any rebels and has
dispatched its South Africa-based president to meet
with Zairian government officials in the capital
'Kinshasa, Mr. Kondrat said. Meanwhile, the conflict is
kolding up shipment to Zaire of 60 tons of Banro
mining equipment sitting in South Africa. Banro's
share price has fallen 62% since mid-October to 3.70
Canadian dollars (US $2.74) with the growing rebellion in Zaire.
[H: The next is going to talk about this little
Barrick Gold Corp. so let us move you right back to
facts and prior information. You will find this
YBarrickwinvolved in EVERY ONE OF THESE
"DEALS". WHERE DID BARRICK AND THE
BUSH BOYS GET THE MONEY TO GRAB ALL
THIS UGUSTOw?WHY, MY DEARS, FROM BONUS CONTRACT #3392 RECLAIMED BY V.K.
DURHAM.
THIS WAS MR. BUSH'S
"jSUPERFUNDW.IS IT NOT A SMALL WORLD
AFTER ALL?
PLEASE RECALL THE FOLLOWING NAMES
AND YOU WILL FIND THE SAME NAMES SCATTERED INTO AND .THROUGH EVERY COMPANY, COUNTRY AND POLITICAL SCHEME:
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH, HENRY
KISSINGER, PETER MUNK, BRIAN MULRONEY,
HENRY BRONFMAN, CONRAD BLACK,
GEORGE SOROS, ANDREW SARLOS, QUEEN
ELIZABETH, MARGARET THATCHER, ET AL.
Please refer to the articles on this of the last few
months in CONTACT.]
"Barrick Gold Corp. [ABX:NYSE], an international gold-mining concern based in Toronto, controls
a large exploration property in the Kilo-mot0 are and
geologists and other staff have fled the area, a Barrick
spokesman said. ... 'We don't have anybody on site,' he
said. 'We're not going to do anything until things
settle down. '...
"Several other foreign mining companies with properties away from the trouble spots in Zaire say it is
business as usual for now. 'It's way too early for us to
look at it differently,' said Jens Hansen, president of

Trillion Resources Ltd. [TLQ.T] [H: Again, please
refer to our prior recent papers.], an Ottawa concern
that is exploring for copper and cobalt in southern
Zaire."
Trillion is one of the stocks I have identified as
Golden Aces. In fairness to Trillion, its property in
Zaire lies several hundreds of miles south of the troubled
area in northeast Zaire. In January, its shares did not
fall like Banto's did.
In Indonesia, the Bre-X story continues to change
at neck-breaking speed. Reporter John McBeth filed
this story: "In a move aimed at heading off a government-brokered deal between Bre-X and Toronto-based
Barrick Gold Corp., Placer Dome [PDG:NYSE] [H:
See prior copies of these articles in CONTACT to
identify these mines and corporations.] announced
Tuesday it has offered to acquire the Calgary-based
Bre-X in a stock swap valued at US $4.5 billion. [H:
And where do you think that 34.5 BILLION is coming from? THAT'S RIGHT! Whoopee Grandma!
Of course they are still utilizing the certificate and
that in very good news indeed for the peasants of the
world, like YOU.]
"The offer came about a fortnight after Placer
Dome made a formal presentation to Indonesia's Ministry of Mines & Energy in what was seen as an indication that the government may be moving more toward
a bidding process. It also followed Indonesian timber
tycoon Mohammad "Bob' Hasan's acquisition of 50%
stake in Askatindo Karya Mineral, Bre-X's local partner, which has a 10% interest in the richest section of
the Busang deposit. [H: Names and places sound
familiar? Yes indeed, they certainly SHOULD if you
keep up with our writing.]
"By offering the Indonesian government and individual partners as much as 40% of the deposit, Placer
Dome appears to be doing an end-run around the BarrickBre-X deal, where the state gets only 10%. The government has recently come under criticism from
Muslim leaders for not demanding a bigger stake in
foreign mining operation^.^ [That's a scary statement.]
Basically, Placer Dome is offering to merge with
Bre-X, whereinBre-Xshareholders wouldreceivePlacer
Dome shares on a one-for-one basis. I think the above
article is too optimistic. And the potential is that
events could degenerate into something awful. Each
company involved in the fight over this huge gold
deposit is lining up with a different member of the
ruling Suharto family. The family itself seems poised
to fight over the deposit as if it were the assets of an
estate from a recently expired familial patriarch.
Could this devolve into civil war in Indonesia with
various factions of the military siding with different
members of the ruling family? I hope not, but there is
no fever like gold fever and how can we ever forget the
famous words of Paul Kruger, president ofthe TransMal
Rejmblic when the Witswatersrand gold deposit was
located in the late 1800s: "The happiness that gold
brings you will never pay for the tears it costs you in
trying to defend it from those who want to take it from
you." A gold deposit this big could cause serious
trouble in Indonesia. [H: I hope George Greta and
his cohorts, Abbott and Horton, get a chance to
really, really closely read thin last paragraph.]
Besides this, two unintended consequences may
spring from the resolution of the Busang problem.
First, the winner may find that its shares drop, as half
or more of the company's assets will be tied up in a very
shaky political situation. And, second, the losers will
be forced to go on a buying spree of smaller companies
with gold deposits around the world in efforts to keep
up with the winner. For if Barrick Gold adds 57 million
proven and probable ounces to its bottom line, companies like Placer Dome, Newmont Mining, and
Homestake Mining will be forced to vastly increase
their reserves through acquisitions or fall into secondtier status with companies like Pegasus Gold, Battle
Mountain Gold, Echo Bay Mines, etc. So if you own

.,
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shares in a company with three to ten millions ounces
of gold, then your company could come into play in the
notitoo-distant future.
No matter what, before making any investment,
you must always consider the political risk.

[ENDOF QUOTING]
You might well a s 4 "Doesn't such as Wheeler
know the facts?" Did you? He knows part of the picture
but, no, the point of the Big Wolves is to not have
anyone know anything. If you don't know the players
and the big shareholders, you can't KNOW what a
corporation is about and why would you suspect unlawful and unethical practices?
Shocking? I suppose, but there is always opportunity to become informed ifyou really want to learn truth
and facts and BE INFORMED.
Do I want to knock out these willful spoilers? It is
not my business to even consider such a thing one way
or another. I have no interest other than to bring you
the information for which you ask.
Readers, we can't always offer you everything you
want to know but we will always endeavor to offer what
is pertinent and in response to your many inquiries. We
can't longer write personal correspondence, one on
one, unless it deals with that which is involved in what
is taking place with you, with us, and/or with what is
usually kept from your attention.
I have no interest whatsoever in your gold mines. I
do, however, have great interest in how the political
power-brokers usurp nation after nation and people
upon people in their international world acquisitions.
You may well be right, Dr. Young, THIS writing
might well be appropriate to send with the court documents. This is typical of our writings, not an exception.
It appears that our only focus, EVER, is in somehow
doing nasty things to US&P and/or Timothy Binder.
No, we have almost no interest in them and moreso
since a coalition is built and a working-venture is
formed with George Green. GOD does not flow from
unGodly activities and it is very sad when unGodly
things and actions flow from that which once claimed
to serve God. So be it, to each his own for these are
choices to be made according to the wishes of each
individual.
Will this information such as the gold mess come
into the Establishment Press except as side articles of
hardly any note? No, because the players in the established media are among the major players in the scooping process.
Do you "needn this information we offer? Only if
you are interested and want to know what is taking
place with YOUR TAXES AND GOVERNMENT
FUNDS while YOU go f'urther in the hole and deeper in
debt. That, too, is your choice.
Good morning.

"Sure I have a last request.. .fire my lawyer."
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Let these Truths be self-evidenced

Voic e of the Old Guard
By: Grandma Herrman-Herman

2/13/97
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GRANDMA

Do We,
As The American People,
Have An Existing Clear And
Present Danger?
Back when my husband was trying to get his
records cleaned up in order to retire from the U.S.
Military or Armed Forces, and when talking to Vormer
CIA heads] Colby, Casey, and others, Herrman knew
there was always this code of secrecy which is an Oath
of Silence that has been taken by those who served in
the Special Forces and Central Intelligence Agency.
Those men have a code of silence sworn by oath which

is in full force to 1999-2001. When asked about this
code of silence, gentle, considerate men turn hostile
and assume that 1,000-yard stare.
I have been told every thing from "Mind your own
business"; "That is Military business and you don't
need to know"; "It's classified information"; "Don't
askn; "I can't talk about itn; "You have not talked to
me, and I do not want to hear that you mentioned my
name"; "Don't call me again"; "It's none of your
damned business"; "When it is time for you to know,
the Military will tell you what they want you to known;
etc. Hundreds of different statements come from these
men, but the code of silence has a grip on their minds
which blocks out everything and all things. Once that
1,000-yard stare is assumed you may as well walk away,
for the conversation is over.
Then, I began to question just what in the Hell is
going on which causes a kind, gentle, considerate individual to become so hostile. My mind goes to sev-

eral of the following things:
(1) Executive Order 13010, and its Sec. 5 (c) provisions wherein the President of the United States turns
the powers of the office of President over to the Department of Defense, with the exception of the President reporting to Congress, and Sec. 6 of the Federal
Advisory Committee Act which allows for the President to literally tell Congress to go to Hell if questioned about anything, for he can declare National Se(2) Then,there is the matter of el ling off Holliman
Air Force Base [in New Mexico] to Germany.
(3) All those foreign troops in this country.
(4) The planned displacement of millions of
Americans from their properties in the Eastern United
States under this alleged Bio Diversity and World Heritage bulltrap.
Now, back to that 1,000-yard star, remember the
IBM V-chip which is and has been implanted into
prison inmates? Could this be? Well, could those
fighter attacks on our commercial aircraft be the beginning of causing open warfare in the United States?
Think about how many foreign personnel are in those
airplanes...out of control. Is this a clear and present
danger???
Grandma Herrman-Hermnn-Herrmann

CRACK THE CIA COALITION
Groundbreaking Cross-Cultural, Multi-Ethnic
Demonstration Of Solidarity
2/24/97

RICK MARTIN

In Los Angeles, on Saturday, Feb. 22, there was a
historical event. Over 120 organizations crossing all
political, cultural and ethnic lines, joined together in
support of the CRACK THE CIA COALITION demonstration and march from City Hall to the L.A. Times.
Although poorly attended except by a small number of
organizational participants, the event was nevertheless
well organized and addressed a number of issues cutting right to the heart of inner-city strife and conflict.
The rage and frustration are very real as was passionately and repeatedly expressed by the speakers at
Saturday's demonstration.
In the press release issued by the CRACK THE CIA
COALITION, we read [quoting]:
Today's demonstration against the CIAysrole in
distributing drugs in our communities, and in its waging secret wars against democratic movements, is only
a step in a longer and larger struggle. We will hold to
account those responsible for the scourge of drugs that
brought untold misery to all our communities. We will
end the violence, directed or fomented by the CIA, that
has claimed thousands of lives around the world as well
as inthe U.S. Governmeodcomplicity in thedrug epidemic,as
well as in tortureand mpmsion, must be uprooted. We must
unite to develop hrough-going solutions.
The CRACK THE CIA COALITION came together

after renewed disclosures that the CIA had protected
drug dealers connectedwith the agency-sponsoredNicaraguan Contras. These CIA-associated dealers
smuggled vast quantities of cheap cocaine to the U.S.,
selling drugs and guns that helped to ravage L.A. and
other cities and communities in this country, and to
finance an illegal war in Nicaragua. Today the CIA and
the U. S. Government continue to support
narcodictatorships and the death squads they use to
suppress popular movements. This mud stop!
But it is not enough to stop the crimes being
committed against people in this country and around
the world. That which has been destroyed must be
made whole again, and the perpetrators of the devastation must be held accountable. That is why over 120
organizations have joined forces in the CRACK THE
CIA COALITION to demand a full disclosure of the
role of the CIA and other agencies in the distribution of
cocaine and other drugs, and to call for the prosecution
of all those responsible. We call for an end to all covert
operations and secret wars-the CIA must be dismantled for its crimes against humanity, and its $33
billion budget should be turned over to meeting human
needs. We are also demanding community-controlled
rehabilitation of the victims of this drug scourge, and
reparations to the affected communities for the damage
caused. We want an end to the phony and hypocritical
"drug war," and repeal of disparate sentencing laws for

crack and powder cocaine. We fully support the gang
truce efforts of young people.in our communities to take
back control of their lives and help bring peace, justice
and development to our blighted communities. We
urge the media, beginning today, to end the cover-up
and white-wash of the CIA'S and the government's
complicity in this devastation, by honestly examining
the extensive available evidence which conclusively
establishes a major CIA role in drug t r a c k i n g .
Contact the CRACK THE CIA COALITION office
at 213-730-4760 for more information about upcoming
events and activities. [End quoting]
While the event was covered by local television
stations, there was not even an honorable mention in
the L.A.Times, that I could find. Perhaps they took
offense at those demonstrators marching in front of
their building. More probably they just did what the
controlled media always do-ignore the issue. Too
bad; this issue affects Los Angeles and all major cities
deeply. It is also noteworthy that this is one serious and
tenuous issue, which is probably the reason for such a
sparse turnout. After all, it's not a free concert and,
"golly, something might actually be required of me."
Well, one thing was perfectly clear-there are those
behind the scenes who care deeply about their "community" and will pull together to unite and get some things
accomplished. What's that old, tired expression?
Keep the faith, baby!
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[Continued from

Front Page]

last week. The interesting matter which has just sprung up and which I call toyour attention,
is what hasjust been released, starting over the weekend, apparently Urom what I 've been told)
all over the various media sourcesfrom CNN's Headline News on television, to the Front Page
of the Sunday February 23, 1997 Los Angeles Times, andeven to thefaxed copy ofthe Montreal
Gazette I have here in front of me, Front Page, for Monday, February 24, 1997:
Door Opens To Human Cloning is the headline. And the article's bold-type tease line goes
on to say: "The successful cloning of a sheep means humans could be copied-but at what cost?
'The genie is out of the bottle, ' one ethicist says. "
Indeed, the genie is out of the bottle! But such has been the case for quite some time. It's
merely that we-the-people weren 't exactly told about this-probably for our peace of mind or
(%ear "America, The Beautiful" playing softly in the background:) for National Security
reasons!
Right. Anyway, there was obviously a need to push a button somewhere and turn on the
"hmage control" machinery bigtime, right now--again, purely " " "~oincidentally
" " " with
our presenting this subject as this week's Front Page story. Imagine that.
The public is slowly being conditioned to come to grips with this reality. Those of you who
monitor the X-Files televisionprogram on a regular basis have observed, over the past several
years of its existence, probably the most blatant " " 'yictional" " " depictions Of thefacts which
Calvin Burgin has assembled for your reading "enjoyment" on this most important topic of
genetic engineering-the results of which are on almost daily (except when they malfunction)
display, especially in the most important and visible of high public positions. After all, why
trust to a human what you can more reliably trust to a "machine "!?!
Perceptive readers can pretty much look between the lines o f the media blitz versions (dare
I say "cioned" wrsiotts?j of &is subject to discern the inferences of what is already weN
developed. But, as I said already-for the rest of the story, read Calvin 's outlayfollowing this
note.
- Dr. E&in M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

WORLDLIIWC
Calvin Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX 78745-3137
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T h e Cloning Of M a n , OrI Wonder Who's Kissinger NOW?
2/12/97

CALVIN BURGIY

a wg in his
alw.gs Wanted to
We
have
done it! He
own image....We can do it now.
was terminated, however, because he couldn't follow
orders; he couldn't shoot an animal ...We now possess
techniques in a new type of genetic engineering,
certainly more than enough for the J-Type's in vivo
creation.. ..We were taken in, we scientists; we were
ewloration;
g*
iork
and
we wantedoftoundeIWater
believePnd we belid.
We allowed it to
Itonloo in check]
bppea...~hen, it is ody
that a governmental group has cloned a human."
U
-

Things Are Only Impossible
Until They Are Not
Dear Reader, I suggest you withhold judgment
until you read this whole document. Then, why make
a judgment at all? You KNOW what you KNOW, and
you DON'T KNOW what you DON'T KNOW. What
you believe has little to do with Truth.
MILITARY PLANE CARRYING PRESIDENTIAL EQUIPMENT CRASHES-NINE KILLED by
Rene Sanchez, WashingtonPost Staff Writer, Monday,

August 19,1996; Page A04, The Washington Post: 'A
military cargo plane that accompanied President
Clinton on his vacation trip to Jackson, Wyo., crashed
late Saturday night with nine people on board just after
it took off for New York with presidential vehicles and
other gear, military officials said.
'Officials at the crash site, a stecp mountainside in
the Bridger-Teton National Forest, said late yestarday
that there were no survivors. Eight Air Force crew
membm from Dpss Air Force Base in Abilene, Tac..
and a Secret Service e m p l o p were on board the (2-130
cargo plane, which was headed to New Ymk City,
where Clinton attended a 50th birthday celebration in
his honor last night."
Later, the killed were identified as Capt. Kevin N.
Earnest, Capt. Kimberly Jo Wielhouwer, 2nd Lt.
Benjamin T. Hall, Staff Sgt. Michael I. Smith Jr.,
Senior Airman Michael R. York, Senior Airman Rick
L. Merritt, Senior Airman Billy R. Ogston, Airman
Thomas A. Stevens and an unidentified person. Later,
the other person was identified as Secret Service agent
Aldo E. Frascoia. A rash of other plane crashes, train
derailments, a fire at the White House, and numerous
other strange events occurred the same month.
Sherman Skolnick of Chicago has a TV program
and daily telephone hotline in which he discusses
fraud and corruption, drug dealing, etc., involving
high level politicians and justice department officials.

He has been investigating cover-ups since the Kennedy
hit. After the Jackson Hole crash. Skolnick. on his
telephone hotline; (773-731-1100); had a recorded
mes:age ( * ~ g .
996) in which he stated:
And the press liars cannot tell us of several plots,
military and
to unseat Clinton because all
situations are suvvosedlv by 'lone assassins' and no
conspiracies are -aliowei e;er to be discussed. For
they
have to admit a high level
industry CIA plot to blow away President Kennedy,
Kennedy, and others. "And the press cannot admit what is already
known by more well-informed folks, that various
dictators,
presidents
and
such
have
doubles!
Hitler bad royalty,
12 doubles.
Some of
them
were
bumped
by those seeking to stop the Nazi leader. During world
war 11. winston churchill's double was murdered bv a
German commando. President Jimmy Carter had
doubles. President Clinton, three doubles, one of
whom reportedly died in the crash of a military plane
that took off near Jackson Hole, Wyoming, just ahead
of the real Clinton's plane. Military sources, by the
the militaq
PIme was hit
a
and crashed into a mountain.
"Funny thing, one of Clinton's appearances in
Chicago was actually a double, same face and hair, but
if YOU looked closely, he didn't walk exactly like
Sledgeh, Willie.
TV networkFor
reporters
knewthe
thesecret
truth
about
happenings,
one thing,
243

service issues all credentials for reporters to come to
press conferences and to interview important public
the truth
you youiJob.
"Will the real Clinton step forward, please, so we
can
your
*
- nose. which has been rotted out by too
much cocaine snorting. By the way, sex-accuser Paula
Jones would have the real Clinton identified by
inspecting him somewhere else, but we are far too
polite to go into that. Another story suppressed by the
liars and whores of the press.
"In Chicago, see us on Cable TV, Channel 21
Cable, 9 PM most Monday evenings.. ...Citizens
Committee to Clean Up The Courts, 9800 South
Oglesby, Chicago, IL 60617."

The Truth IS a Lie That
Has Yet To Be Exposed
What is this talk about clones and doubles? IS
there anything to it?
In 1977, I saved an article from a magazine whose
name I no longer remember. The notations at the
bottom of the pages say 'SCZ/DZ May. 1977". It was
the size of the old Science Digest magazines. On page
76 was the article entitled "A New Ethical Question:
Head Transplants?"
The article tells of Dr. Robert J. White and
colleagues of the Cleveland Metropolitan General
Hospital doing successful head transplants on
monkeys, removing the head from one monkey and
sewing it onto another monkey's body. White was
known as the first man to remove a brain and k a p it
alive outside the body, the first to succeed in
transplanting and storing the brains of experimental
subjects. He was professor and co-chairman of
neurosurgery at Case Western Reserve University
School of Medicine, and director of the Department of
neurosurgery.
This was twenty years ago. What has been
accomplished since then, and what has been done in
secret, that they dare not tell us about? The evidence
will astound you!
Wisconsin Report newspaper, August 30, in 1979,
had a front page editorial article that said: "Many of
our readerstsubscribers are sending interesting news
items and clippings. For example, 'Dr. Christian
Bernard of So. Africa says: "No to Head Transplant".'
This was the local news last week. It was first reported
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in Patriot News in June of 1977. This transplant has
already been successful in the U. S. for monkeys,
gorillas, horses, cows and mules. It has been
successful for HUMANS in Russia for over 1 year
already.
"The next item was 'Clones are being developed in
Siberia.' There is a compound in Siberia in which
human fetuses from a test tubc are being transplanted
into the wombs of cows and gorillas. The gestation
period is 9 months. They now have full grown adult
Clones, that look like HUMANS. It only takes from 2
to 3 years for a Clone to become full grown (like a steer
or gorilla). In five years, they will have an entire
Army, Navy and Marine Corps of Clones."
The book The Biological Time Bomb, by Gordon
Rattray Taylor, copyright 1968, on page 28, says:
"Lord Rothschild, for long a Cambridge physiologist
and an international authority on the structure and
action of spermatozoa, left his bench and became a
businessman, working for one of the largest chemical
concerns in the world. In this dual role, he is, one may
assume, unlikely to speak wildly or sensationally. Yet
in 1967 he told the scientists at the Weizmaun Institute
of Science in Israel that he regarded cloning people as
a near possibility. The problem he foresees is whether
everyone should be allowed to clone themselves if they
wish, and he expects to see a Commission for Genetical
Control established to vet applications."
There in 1967 you have a Rothschild expert, one of
the most powerful men in the world, announcing that
cloning was a near possibility and that a Commission
would be established to oversee the consequences.
In the book In His Image: The Cloning ofMan, in
1978, author David Rorvik tells the story of the first
known cloning of a human. The book tells of a Rand
Corporation report that Russia was experimenting
with creating biocybernetic guidance systems for
implantation in air-to-air missiles. It tells of the
Burden Neurological Institute in Briston, England,
working with hooking brains via electrodes directly to
computers, allowing thoughts to control the computers. It tells about using electronic stimulation of the
brain (ESB) to cause subjects to see and hear things
that did not exist, to have false memories implanted, to
create great sexual desire, hatred, fear, etc. Cal Tech
biologist Dr. Robert L. Sinsheimer said in 1968 that it
would be possible to clone a human being in ten years.
Dr. Kimball Atwood, professor of microbiology at the
University of Illinois, said about the same time that
with a crash program, human cloning could be
achieved almost immediately. The book has many
quotes from prominent doctors and scientists at the
time that said human cloning would soon occur, but
because of public resistance, the scientists stopped
talking about cloning when they started doing it.
Rorvik aided in the cloning of a human, who was two
years old at the time the book was written.
We KNOW that cloning of humans has taken
place, roughly twenty years ago, and the question
becomes, how far advanced has this technology
become? Human (homo sapiens) clone DNA gene
sequences are even currently posted on the Internet!
(See for instance the search file "file://ld%7CI
N E T S C AP E I D 0 WN L 0 ADI CL 0N E SI
2OMER-FA.HTM" .)
Oregon Statesman Journal, Jan. 13, 1996:
YGorilla gives birth to Human test-tube baby.
'Researchers say they've achieved an astonishing
medical breakthrough: A gorilla surrogate mother has
given birth to the first human test tube baby,'
according to a report in the Jan. 16 edition of the Sun.
Chinese scientists say the gorilla carried the baby a
full nine months. They also say the day when human
mothers will be freed from carrying infants full term is
near.
"'Chinese women will no longer need to put aside
their careers to bear children,' says Dr. Wong Shei, a
zoologist connected with the project. The orilla
mother, Bright Joy, and the baby are in good he th, he

$

says. 'This is truly a glorious event.'"
Glorious indeed. Now slave mothers will no
longer have to take days off from their slave labor to
bear children. Brave New Worldl
-October 26, 1995, the Austin American Statesman, "Scientists grow ears of humans on lab mice.
Tissue engineering shows promise for replacing
damaged skin, cartilage, by Katharine Webster,
Associated Press. BOSTON-It sounds like something from a carnival side show: 'The Mouse With
Human Ear On its Back'. But it's real. It's alive.
"That mouse, and others of its kind, are at the
leading edge of a science known as tissue engineering,
which allows laboratories to grow skin and cartilage
for transplant in humans...."
*The New York Times, March 24, 1981, had an
article which began: "Some day there will probably be
a library containing all the genetic information needed
to create a complete human being. This idea, alarming
to some, enticing to others, is no longer entirely a
flight of science fantasy. New techniques and
automated machines are enormously increasing
scientists' ability to spell out the message of heredity
in living cells, to put together their own artificial
messages in the universal genetic code, and to analyze
in complete detail the proteins on which all life
depends. New instruments promise to compress into
days or hours painstaking research that used to occupy
weeks, months, or yean."
-March 7, 1996. Researchers in Scotland have
developed a technique for cloning unlimited numbers
of genetically undistinguishable sheep. Scientists said
it could open the door to mass production of genealtered animals with desirable traits, such as those
with "humanized" organs suitable for transplant. The
technique could also reportedly be used to clone human
beings. In the first round of experiments, only 5 out of
250 embryos swived to birth, and 3 out of 5 of those
died within the first 10 days for unknown reasons
(from Leading Edge Research Internet site).
*STAR TRIBUNE (Minnesota) 03/24/91: GENETIC RESEARCHERS HAVE THE ANSWER TO
FINEST DAIRY COWS: SEND IN THE CLONES.
Since this is a rather long news article, I will leave you
with just the headline. The article stated that cattle
were being cloned by ABS Specialty Genetics in
DeForest, Wisc., and by Granada Biosciences Inc. of
Houston. What it does not cover is that the head of
Granada was censured by the stock exchange for fraud
and he was involved with illegal dealings with Texas
A&M and there is probably much more to the story that
I don't know about.
Cloning has become big business, and in June,
1980, the Supreme Court handed down a decision that
proclaimed that new forms of life created by man can
be patented. There were already over 100 patents
pending on new life forms. (I wonder if anybody has
tried to look up the patents on what UFO researchers
call "Men In Black"? Just curious.)
-The Ecologist, Vol. 23, no. 6, November1
December 1993, p. 226, article entitled: "The U.S.
Library of Human Parts," said (bolding mine): "U.S.
multinationals such as Pfizer, Bristol Myers and
Merck now hold several hundred patents on life-forms,
many housed in the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC) in Rockville, Maryland where there are some
60,000 patented or potentially patentable organisms....
Many of the samples stored in ATCC involve tissue or
cell lines scraped from living humans or exhumed
bodies. These include World Patent No. WO 9208784,
or 'human t-lymphotropic virus type 2 from Guaymi
Indians in Panama.' This patent is claimed by Ron
Brown, the U.S. Secretary of Commerce and joint
U.S. negotiator at GATT, where he is demanding
global acquiescence to the patenting of life-forms."
The World Council of Indigenous Peoples and the
Guaymi General Congress are protesting and calling
for the banning of such practices. Brown later died in
a plane crash; I wonder who owns the patent currently.

Owners used to tatoo their slaves, I suppose now
they will patent them.
In 1953, the double helix format of DNA was
discovered, by James Watson, Francis Crick, and
Maurice Wilkins, for which they won the Nobel Prize.
Soon test tubc babies were a reality. This caused a
public outcry so the research was put under cover and
many breakthroughs were no longer announced. By
the way, AmeriVox now offers telephone cards that are
tagged for authentication with a polymerized
derivative of your personal DNA pattern in a tracer
seal on the card's back. This type of tagging is planned
for your personal identification card, for everybody.

BETER'S SHOCKING
INTELLIGENCE DATA.
Dr. P. David Beter was a Doctor of Jurisprudence,
author of the book Conspiracy Agoinst the Dollar,
originator of the term "stagflation", Intelligence
Specialist, practiced law before the U. S. Supreme
Court, appointed to the U. S. Export-Import Bank by
President John F. Kennedy, etc. He had many
intelligence contacts, including some extremely high
level (Ad Classified) contacts.
On hhy 28, 1979, Dr. Betcr made the following
statements in his Audio Report (QUOTING):
In Russia as well as in the West, research has been
under way for many years in biological synthesesthat is, artificial life forms; and according to high
intelligence, a stunning break-through took place in
Russia some years ago. The Russians refer to this
break-through as a "providential discovery", some
thing they learned almost by accident.
T&q
discovered the key to creating what are known at
"organic robotoids". An organic robotoid is an
artificial robot-like creature; it looks and acts exactly
like a human being and yet it is not human. A robotoid
is alive in the biological sense but it is an artifickal life
form. Robotoids respond to conventional routine
medical tests in the same way as humans do; they eat,
they drink, they breathe, they bleed if cut; and they can
be killed. Robotoids can also think, but they think only
in the sense that a computer thinks. Like any other
computer, the brain of a robotoid has to be
programmed for each assignment it is given; but unlike
many electronic computers, the biological computer
brain of a robotoid possesses an enormous memory. As
a result, robotoids can be programmed to communicate
and think in such complex patterns that they act
human.
Organic robotoids are remarkable creatures, but
they have many drawbacks. They don't grow or
reproduce but must be manufactured one by one in the
desired form. They also have a very limited life span,
measured in months or even weeks, depending upon
how they are utilized. This is due to the fact that their
metabolism, while it resembles that of humans, is vety
inefficient. A robotoid can be manufactured on a very
short notice, a matter of hours; but after a few weeks or
months it suddenly begins to degenerate physically and
mentally. When that takes place, the robotoid has to be
removed from service and disposed of. To extend its
useful life as much as possible, a robotoid is
customarily cooled down to slow its metabolism
between assignments. Organic robotoids are extremely expensive, troublesome creatures to produce
and utilize; an& robotoid capabilities do not exceed
those of human beings. All they can really do is
simulate human beings; but, my friends, for
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Intelligence purposes that's all they have to dot
To produce an organic robotoid it is n e - = r y to
have a pattern to go by. The pattern required is that of
genetic coding taken from a few cells from the body of
a human being. In this respect the Russian technique
sounds like cloning, but the technique itself is totally
related to gencloning. A robotoid is p r o d u d
within a matter of hours, and it simulates the human
donor at his current age. Like any man-made COPYof
anything, a robotoid is never a perfect copy of the
human that is to be simulated; there's always small
discrepancie~in appearance and behavior, but these
are seldom great enough to arouse any suspicion.
When the initial Russian bnak-through in
robotoids took place years ago, the Rockefeller-Met
alliance was still functioning. The (Orthodox?]
Christian group who now rule Rwsia [in 19791 were
already secretly more powerm than the Bolsheviks,
but the final overthrow had not yet taken place. When
the robotoid break-through took place, they moved
quickly to minimize the amount of information
obtained about it while those Bolsheviks still retained
~ositionsof Power. They also tried to Prevent
information about it from leaking through Intelligence
channels to the CIA, nevertheless partial i n f o r m a t i o n
did reach the CIA and the late four Rockefeller
brothers. By early 1975 the Russians were known to
have successfully created at least one organic robotoid
in the laboratory.
hieanwhile the CIA was
coordimting a feverish research effort aimed at
accomplishing the same feat. UP to now, robotoid
technology in the United States is far behind that of
Russia. The American capability in robotoids is not
even close to being operational, whereas the Russians
are deploying them right now.
-...Last month I revealed that an Intelligence war
of "doubles" had erupted in the United States.
President Carter, Vice-President Mondale, and their
wives had fallen victim to this war of "doubles" as
their Easter breaks away from Washington were
:riding. Now I'm sorry to report that Amy Carter, Billy
Carter, Lillian Carter, and Hugh Carter all died soon
after Jimmy and Rosalyn did. All of them, including
Amy, have been replaced by "doubles"; but instead of
the Bolshevik "doubles" who had been waiting in the
wings, those we are seeing are Russian organic
robotoids. The voice of the Jimmy Carter "double"
which was reproduced last month in Audio Letter NO.
45 is the voice of a robotoid. That robotoid was the one
who was dazzling everyone with his vigorous new
image. Only a few months ago Carter had been
limping around with what We Were told Were severe
hemorrhoids; but now, out of the blue, here was a
Carter who was a powerhouse-hiking, fishing, and
jogging ten miles a day....
[Later Beter said:] The Intelligence war now
going on is intense, and the situation is changing
daily. Bolshevik strategies have been badly jolted by
the Russians using their robotoids, and as a result the
what propaganda line to feed to
Bolsheviks are not s u r ~
the public right now. A major shock to the Bolsheviks
in recent days has been their loss of the "ad hoc gang of
four". First, I can now report that Brzezinski was with
the Bolshevik "double" for the late Vice-president
Mondale last month on April 20. They were aboard
Air Force I1 which crashed in the North Atlantic, as I
reported last month. Then on May 13 the other three
were eliminated-Blumenthal, Brown, and Schlesinger.
All four were promptly replaced with Russian
robotoids, as has been done with the Carters and the
Mondales. A number of other top officials have also
been removed and replaced by Russian robotoids. Last
month Secretary of State Cyrus Vance was replaced;
and on the 1st of May, May Day, the American
Association of Newspaper Editors were treated to
speeches supposedly by Vance and Brzezinski. In the
past, Vance and Brzezinski have always been noted for
being at loggerheads on every issue; but this time, as
they spoke of the need for a new diplomacy by

America, it was as if they were both thinking with the
same mind. Mmy observers were surprised but no one
q c t e d the truth.
As there begin to be more and more Russian
robtoids in key positions of the United States
Government, there will be more and more surprises.
One key public personality I would urge you to watch
very carefully now is Walter Cronkite in his television
broadcast on CBS Evening News. During this month of
May he left on what was said to be a vacation. Today,
May 28, he resumed broadcasting. If you are
accustomed to watching the Cronkite news program, I
suggest that you watch carefully now, look for a change
in the slant given the news-it will be subtle, but it will
be there.... @ND OF QUOTING)

MORE ASTOUNDING
DETAILS
Beter said that robotoid switchsuts took place in
the Russian Embassy in Washington and at Camp
David. When a quick, secret trip was needed to
Moscow or, say, the Robotoid headquarters at
Novosibirsk for instance, the procedure was to take a
plane to
Bangor I n t e ~ t i o n a lAirport in Maine.
From there a flight would be made to the Cosmosphere
landing site in east central Quebec Province, Canada,
on the north edge of Manicouagan Lake. From there,
the Cosmosphere, usually flying at an altitude of about
100 miles and a speed of 9,000 miles per hour, would
go to the landing site near MOSCOW or Novosibirsk or
wherever.
In wevious writinns we have talked about when
~ u s s i a nCosmos ~nterceptorsdestroyed America's spy
satellites in 1977. I was working for Control Data
Corporation at that time, doing paperwork for the
pople who progammed those satellites, and billing
Lockheed skunk works stealth aircraft dmlopment
people for using CDC computers (such as the Star
100). Beter revealed that John Paisley, the head of the
CIA whose body was supposedly found floating in
Chesapeake Bay on October 1, 1978, near the same
area when former CIA h a d William colbyVs
body was
fo-d floating later, was the one who provided Russia
with orbital &ta and information on which of
satellites were spy satellites. Paisley then was taken to
Odessa on the Black Sea for a vacation, and was later
living in Leningrad. From there he went to Jerusalem,
Tehran, Riyadh, and Cairo and met with Harold
Brown, Jimmy Carter, David Rockefeller, Cyrus Vance
and others, all robotoids, resulting in the Iranian
Crisis and the run-up in gold prices in 1979-1980. I
quit Control Data and became a gold dealer in July,
1979. NO, I am not wealthy, just wiser.

ROBOTOID CREATION,
OR-I AM ME,
WHAT ARE YOU?
In June 1979, Beter said the following (QUOTING):
The man-made biological machine known as a
Robotoid is remarkable from head to foot; but the most
astonishing thing about them is their ability to
simulate human beings-not just in appearance but in
behavior. In other words, the most crucial and most
amazing thing about a Russian Organic Robotoid is its
biological computer brain. The developments that
were destined to lead to Russia's breakthrough in
robotoid brain research began 32 years ago, in 1947.
In that year a Hungarian-born physicist, Dr. Dennis
Gabor, conceived of a way to make three-dimensional
photographs called "holograms." It was a revolutionary scientific discovery, and it was destined to lead to
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the Nobel Prize for Dr. Gabor. He did not receive the
Prize until 24 years later, in 1971. By then, holograms
were a reality in numerous laboratories world-wide;
and yet most members of the general public still had
not heard of holography. And even today, more than
three decades after Dr. Gabor's original discovery,
holography is still unfamiliar to the public as a whole.
In 1947 Dr. Gabor's theory pointed the way toward
holography, but at that time hologruns could not
actually be made. What was needed in order to make
them was something called "monochromatic lightnthat is, light of just one wave length. No one knew how
to create that kind of light in 1947, but in 1960 the
situation suddenly changed-that was the year the
laser was invented. When lasers are discussed in
public, attention is usually focnucd on just one of their
amazing characteristics-that's the ability of a laser to
produce a narrow, intense beam of light. The beam can
travel great distances without spreading out and
diffusing. Lasers pointed the way toward energy-beam
weapons, among other things; and as I revealed long
ago in AUDIO LETTER No. 26, this is what secretly
spawned America's crash program to get to the moon
in 1961. But the reason laser beams behave the way
they do is that the light they produce is monochromatic, so they are made to order for generating
holograms. Like lasers, holography has led to
developments that were totally unexpected, and one of
these was the Russian breakthrough in biological
computer brains some years ago. When you hear how
they work, you'll understand why robotoids act so
much like the human beings they replace.

KEY
HOLOGRAMS,
BREAKTHROUGH
A hologram is a very unusual kind of photograph.
To make one, the film is exposed using a laser and a set
of mirrors and lenses; and to make the holograph
image on the film visible later on, laser light must
again be used. When you look at a hologram, it is as if
you were looking through a window at the real object.
You can move back and forth, up and down, and see it
from different angles in three-dimensional detail. By
contrast, of course, a conventional photograph is flat
and looks the same from all angles. Holograms are
also different in another way. If you tear a normal
photograph into several pieces, you ruin it. Each piece
contains only a disconnected fraction of the total, but
not so with a hologram. If you cut up a holographic
film into several pieces, each piece still contains
almost the entire image. There is some loss of detail
but basically it's all there. It's this fact that led years
ago to the Russian breakthrough in biological
computer brains for their robotoids.
For quite some time, scientists in the Intelligence
Community world-wide, studying the human brain,
have known one very important fact. That fact is that
a portion of a human brain can be removed through
accident or surgery and yet the person still retains most
of his original memory, so in this respect the memory
in a human brain is like a hologram. Nowadays the
relationship between holography and human memory
is beginning to be understood in the West. For
example; Dr. Karl Pribram, a neuropsychologist at
Stanford University, wrote about it recently in the
magazine "PSYCHOLOGY TODAY." As he pointed
out, the implications of holography are enormous, both
for brain research and for computers; but this
relationship was first recognized not in America but in
a research laboratory at Russia's Siberian Science
City, Novosibirsk.
[Beter was speaking in 1979. Since then, there is
much more recognition of the importance of holograms
to the understanding of the Universe. See for instance
the current best-seller, The Holographic Universe, by
Michael Talbot.]
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The reason the Russians have scooped the West in
many recent scientific discoveries is not that they are
supermen while we are mental midgets; instead it has
to do with the way they organize their efforts in science
and technology. This organization is totally different
from that in the West, and it's turning out to be far
more efficient. For one thing, when it comes to
research, communications in Russia are far superior to
those in the West. There are more than 5,000 research
centers and laboratories in Russia doing research and
development of all kinds, and they are all linked
together by vigorous communications-not
only
within each scientific field, but between different
fields. There's also a fundamental difference in what
is discussed in Russian technical literature, as
compared with the West. In the West, a scientist
usually publishes a technical paper only to report a
success of some kind. If he carries out a research
project that fails, he generally publishes nothing about
it; but in Russia, many failures and problems are
discussed very openly in the technical literature. As a
result, many areas of research meet a very different
fate in Russia than in the West. Here in America an
elaborate and expensive scientific project may come
very close to success but fall through because of a key
missing ingredient. When that happens, very little is
published about it; but in Russia, the researchers
describe their problems and failures; and among the
thousands of other scientists nation-wide, one might
have the answer. So the Russian system, which is built
around cooperation, often produces success; but the
Western system, especially in America, is built around
jealousy and it often leads to failure. It's happened
many times, my friends, and it happened several years
ago in robotoid brain development.
Last month I revealed that the Russians can
manufacture organic robotoids, which are almost exact
carbon copies of real human beings. This is done by a
process that simulates the genetic coding of the person
to be copied. It sounds a little like cloning, but it's not.
A clone of a human would itself be a human, but an
organic robotoid is NOT human. It's an artificial life
form, like an animal in some ways but like a
computerized machine in others. Every Russian
robotoid has what is called a "holographic brain".
This brain duplicates essentially the entire memory of
a person being copied. The key to doing this is a new
technique called an 'ultrasonic cerebral hologram". Using high-frequency sound waves, which
are inaudible, a complete three-dimensional picture
is made of a person'# brain. This is a painless, nondestructive process; and under the proper conditions it
can be done without the person even being aware of
it.
Last month I revealed that the Russians are using
Nelson Rockefeller's "Hit Listn to weed out Bolsheviks
here in America, and for roughly three years they have
been preparing for this day. They have been secretly
making cerebral holograms of the people on the list at
every opportunity. This has been done to every person
on Rockefeller's list who has visited Russia or Eastern
Europe in the past three years;
When an organic robotoid is made to simulate, for
example, our late President Jimmy Carter, two major
factors are involved. One is the genetic coding
required to simulate Carter's appearance, voice,
fingerprints, and so on. The other is a holographic
image of Carter's brain. This image is a complete
record of the neuron patterns which existed in Carter's
brain at the moment the hologram was made.
Therefore it contains all of the memory and knowledge
Carter had up to that moment. When a Carter robotoid
is made, the biological computer in its head is caused
to form according to the holographic record of Carter's
brain. However, certain portions of the robotoid
computer are caused to deviate from the holographic
record. The end result is a biological computer which
has to be programmed but which contains essentially
all of Carter's memory, involuntary mannerisms, and
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the like. As a result, a Carter robotoid will
automatically do certain kinds of things without the
need for specific programming. For example, a Carter
robotoid will seem to recognize old friends. That's
because the computer memory of the robotoid
reproduces Carter's memory of that friend. The
holographic process puts it there automatically
without the Russian programmers even having to know
it's there.
Organic robotoids are such amazing creatures that
they are still a subject of questioning and debate. This
is true even among the Russian scientists who made
them a reality. For example, robotoids seem to have no
true instinct for self-preservation. In this regard they
act like machines, simply doing as they are told to do.
By contrast, both humans and animals generally have
the instinct for self-preservation. Robotoids can be
programmed'for self-preservation, but they are equally
willing (if "willing" is the word) to perform suicide
missions, exploratory one-way trips into space. I've
only one example of this: if a space mission looks too
dangerous to risk the life of an experienced cosmonaut,
a robotoid can now be used. The robotoid copy of the
cosmonaut is already trained the moment it's made,
thanks to its holographic memory.
Organic robotoids look and act so much like
human beings that it's hard for us to get used to the
idea that they are not human; but the Russians decided
several months ago that the stakes are too high not to
employ them, and so the silent Russian invasion of
America by robotoids is now well under way. (END
QUOTING)
In light of the above, think about this quote from
Strategic Investment, April 24, 1996, p. 8: "Clinton is
not only gifted at escaping scandals that would
overwhelm less nimble men, he is also a formidable
campaigner. He has the skills that Nightingale
Conant, another purveyor of Personal Development
products, promises to buyers of its Mega Memory
program.. .'Imagine meeting 50 individuals and
remembering all their names.' Clinton does that
regularly. He has the 'photographic' Mega Memory
that many people who attend large meetings and
wander into stray cocktail parties will pay $69.95 to
match."
Books have been written by White House insiders
that tell that Clinton seems to be all things to all
people, his stories keep changing day to day, he has an
astounding memory for some details and a surprising
lack of memory for others, talk show hosts and
comedians have made jokes about his hair and
appearance changing.

ROBOTOID TAKEOVER
[Another QUOTE from Beter continues:]
Last spring, as I revealed in AUDIO LETTERS
Nos. 45 and 46, the Russians began seizing control of
the United States Government. Key officials from
President Jimmy Carter on down have been replaced by
doubles, and these doubles are not human beings in
spite of their appearance and behavior. They are
artificial, robot-like living beings called "Organic
Robotoidsn. When I first revealed these things, I
braced myself. I knew that many of my listeners would
be unable to absorb them; but my reason for doing it
was the one I stated then: Without knowing about the
robotoids, events would become impossible to
understand. Since that time, robotoids in key positions
of power have been causing many surprises in the news
these days. The strangest surprises of all have been
caused by the Jimmy Carter robotoids [This is still
happening, as you know if you pay attention to the
news]. In AUDIO LETTER No. 48 two months ago, I
detailed the major instability problems the Russians
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are having with their Carter robotoids. The
holographic computer brains of the robotoids include
instabilities which were present in the real Carter
brain in a way that exaggerates those instabilities. As
a result, every so often a Carter robotoid does
something so unpredictable that it is dangerous to the
Russians. An example was the famous so-called
"killer-rabbit incidentn of a few weeks ago. A Carter
robotoid told the press in all seriousness that he and
his family had been attacked by a swamp rabbit while
fishing. Can you imagine?
The Russians want to rid themselves of the nerveracking problem of the unstable Carter robotoids.
Earlier this month, on September 15, an attempt was
made to do just that. The alleged President Carter was
entered in a foot race, of all things, in the Catoctin
Mountains near Camp David. It was a strenuous sixmile course which included much uphill running.
Carter robotoid No. 14 was programmed to run at
maximum speed and not to let up for any reason The
Russian strategy was simple: Runners who over-exert
themselves and who do not stop and rest when danger
signs appear can do themselves serious harm. Sudden
overheating, dehydration, and heart failure can take
place abruptly in extreme cases. Robotoids, as I have
explained in past tapes, embody a crude facsimile of
human metabolism, their hearts are relatively weak,
and they live for only a few weeks or months,
depending on the stress problems. They have no selfpreservation instinct, so Carter robotoid No. 14 was
programmed to run like the wind. It was expected that
suddenly without warning he would suffer complete
heart failure, collapse, and die on the spot. If the
robotoid died before aid could reach him, everyone
would just accept it as a tragic accident, and tbe
Russians would be rid of the problem of unstz31:
Carter robotoids. But the day of the race dawned coole.
than it had been expected by the planners. Cartel
robotoid No. 14 did collapse, but did not expire
instantly. His face turned a deathly greenish-gray, and
he was moaning and incoherent; and yet w k n the
Secret Service men picked him up, his legs kept
running as programmed. Finally an ambulance
arrived, but Carter robotoid No. 14 did not use it.
Instead the robotoid was bundled off in a car to Camp
David, and there robotoid No. 14 finally died-too
late, and out of public view.
The purpose of the race had been to eliminate the
Carter robotoid problem in a way that would leave no
questions-that is, sudden death on the spot. But there
would have been a storm of questions if Carter's
alleged death had been announced after help arrived
and took him away. So after the race, Carter robotoid
No. 15 showed up to reassure everyone. He looked
nothing at all like the deathly figure who had collapsed
just a short while earlier in the race. He looked like a
new man, and in a sense he was. The contrast between
the dying robotoid No. 14 and the fresh robotoid No. 15
is something you can see for yourself. Just get a copy
of Sports Illustrated magazine for September 24, 1979.
On pages 16 and 17 you will see the pictures of
robotoid No. 14-stricken, stumbling, mouth agape.
Then look at the fresh, smiling picture of robotoid No.
15 handing out trophies on page 19 only a short while
later, and then ask yourself: Is this the same man?
(ENDQUOTING FROM BETER)

WHICH CLINTON
CLINTON?
The September 16, 1996, issue of U.S.News &
World Report on page 22 has a "beforen picture of
President Clinton with a tumor on his neck, and an
"aftern picture of him after it was removed. It you pay
attention to the photos; and notice the nose, ears, chin,
eyes you can see that these are pictures of two different
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individuals. A controversy developed about this time
when Bob Dole challenged Clinton to make his
medical records public. Clinton is the only President,
I am told, who has never made his medical records
public. According to a filmed statement by Clinton's
brother, Clinton is a cocaine addict.
At the time Clinton introduced Madeleine
Albright as the next Secretary of State, how many of
you noticed that Clinton was red-faced, his face was
puffy, one eye was swollen more shut than the other,
his eyes were blurry, his nose was red and he had
trouble with his speech. When I saw him a day or two
later on TV, he looked like a fresh, young 28-year old
Clinton. Start paying attention to his appearance, and
see for yourselfl
Soon after the CIA found out about the Russian
Robotoids and went on a crash program to catch up,
Beter said of this (QUOTE):
In AUDIO LETTERS 46 and 47 I reported that
robotoid technology in the United States is far behind
that of Russia, but now the Bolshevik and Zionist
enemies of Russia have achieved their own surprise.
The Rothschild interests, which control both movements, have for many years been deeply involved in
biological research of all kinds. They have not
succeeded in learning the secrets of the Russian
robotoids, but they have achieved success with
something similar. They are called "synthetic
automatons" or simply "synthetics". A Rothschild
synthetic is similar to a Russian robotoid in certain
ways. Each is an artificial life form designed to
simulate a human being, but synthetics alsl differ
from robotoids in important ways. For one thing,
they are generated by radically different techniques.
Both utilize genetic samples from actual humans as
their s'.arting point, but beyond that everything is
differctt.
The Russian process is a close relative of
recombinant DNA techniques involving bacteria. The
lietails of the process are shrouded in great secrecy, but
;t enables robotoids to be generated from scratch very
rapidly. The Rothschild process, by contrast, does not
start from scratch. Instead, certain tissues extracted
from cattle are the starting point. The synthetic is then
generated in a process that changes the genetic makeup in order to simulate a person being copied. It is the
outgrowth of a discovery made 20 years ago in France.
The experiment involved two species of ducks called
khaki Campbells and white Pekins. The landmark
duck experiment of 1959 was reported in a book titled
THE BIOLOGICAL TIME BOMB by Gordon Rattray
Taylor.
(ENDQUOTE)

Bolshevik game-plan.
As I reported in Audio Letter No. 43, Dr. Henry
Kissinger was to be the key man in the new Bolshevik
power-group. Kissinger had conspired with others for
Nelson Rockefeller's murder and was positioning
himself to pick up the reins of Rockefeller power; but
on February 5 the private jet carrying Henry and Nancy
Kissinger with their five body guards from London to
the United States disappeared over the North Atlantic.
I can now reveal that the Kissinger jet suffered a midair explosion. The crippled airplane crashed into the
sea at the navigational coordinates 54 degrees, 40
minutes, 57 seconds North; 26 degrees, 40 minutes,
zero seconds West. No one escaped from the plane, the
remnants of which sank in approximately 8,000 feet of
water. The exact fate of the Kissinger jet was not
immediately known last month but it did soon become
obvious that Kisdnger was gone for good. As a result,
the Bolsheviks here in America were thrown into
turmoil. The plans Kissinger had helped set in motion
to dispose of the Rockefellers were carried forward.
Meanwhile, the ad hoc gang of four emerged as the
guiding force of the secret new Bolshevik revolution
here in America. These four men have only a small
fraction of the power formerly wielded by the four
Rockefeller brothers-but they are very dangerous men
indeed! These men are: National Security chief
ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI, Treasury Secretary W.
MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL, Defense Secretary
HAROLD BROWN, and Energy Secretary JAMES
SCHLESINGER. Together they are working feverishly toward a complete take-over of America's
industry, banking, agriculture, EVERYTHING; and
beyond that their goal is NUCLEAR WAR with
Russia-an act of national suicide for the rest of us1
As of now, the Bolshevik coup d'etat-that is, the
change in ruling circles-has already been accomplished. What still lies ahead is the full-fledged open
revolution to transform American society as a whole
into a Bolshevik HELL. Using the excuse of a
deliberate war-crisis in the Middle East and resulting
oil shortages, the Bolsheviks plan to start closing
down American freedoms in a declared 'National
Emergency'. From there the Bolshevik grip around
our necks will steadily tighten, gradually choking and
strangling us into total submission. As the last gasp of
free air is squeezed from our lungs, the blackness of
BOLSHEVIK DICTATORSHIP will gather itself
around us. Then, those who have been content to 'Wait
and See' will realize too late that IT CAN HAPPEN

WHO'S
KISSINGER NOW?
[In March, 1979, Beter said, QUOTE:] Two
months ago on the evening of January 26, the life of
Nelson Rakefeller ended abruptly. As I revealed five
days later in my Audio Letter No. 42, he was
murdered-shot
once in the head. Last month I
reported that Rockefeller's murder had been only the
beginning of a pattern of events. The pattern is that of
the Bolshevik purge-that is, a bloody, yet secret, coup
d'etat. In the space of only a few weeks, the secret
rulership of the United States changed hands. The
coup began on January 26 when, as the Bolsheviks put
it, Nelson Rockefeller was liquidated; and by February
17, the coup d'etat had been achieved because by that
date both David and Laurance Rockefeller had also
been executed. Meanwhile, the purge had also
eliminated several persons who knew too much about
Nelson Rockefeller's murder. These included: Megan
Marshack, Ponchitta Pierce, and Rockefeller family
spokesman Hugh Morrow. But there was one
disappearance last month that was not according to the

HERE.
In Audio Letter No. 14 I described some of the
valuable lessons the four Rockefeller brothers had
learned from their clandestine support of Adolf Hitler.
One of these lessons was that a revolution is best
carried out with, and not against, the full power of a
nation's government; and that lesson is not lost on the
Bolsheviks here in America-the former allies of the
Rockefeller brothers. Using the excuse of crisis
conditions, they will use their governmental authority
for revolutionary purposes: Businesses large and small
will be nationalized as the Bolsheviks take over
America's means of production. The banks will be
closed, cutting off access of millions of people to their
life savings. Both corporate and private farms,
ranches, orchards, and vineyards will be taken away
from their owners nation-wide and collectivized.
Engineers of all types will be put to work wherever the
government puts them in all-out preparation for warand the prelude to this is already visible in the job
market of today. People without special skills will be
herded like cattle from one location to another for
agricultural or other tasks; and Millions who are
troublesome for various reasons will be sent to
Concentration Camps--of which 13 already exist in
America in various states of condition.
These things, my friends, are what the Bolsheviks-including the new ad hoc gang of four-have in
mind for us very soon. All they have to do is to hold on
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to their present power until the coming Middle East
crisis unties their hands. Until then they cannot
unleash the DICTATORIAL EMERGENCY POWERS
they want-and so they are vulnerable. While they are
waiting for their hour to come, they know they must
not let the American public realize anything about the
Bolshevik coup d'etat that has taken place.
Last month I revealed intelligence that the
disappearances of Henry and Nancy Kissinger, David
and Laurance Rockefeller, and others were all
connected to the Bolshevik coup d'etat, so the
Bolsheviks dare not let you know that any of these
people have dropped out of sight. That is why I said
last month: "Doubles or look-alikes may begin to
appear on the scene for these people. What is amazing,
especially in the case of Kissinger, is that they have
been able to stifle public questions for so long in his
absence." (END QUOTE)

CATTLE MUTILATIONS
[Beter said, in his January 1980 letter, QUOTE:]
The Bolshevik Synthetics are programmed by a
technique completely different from that used by the
Russians with their Robotoids. It is not as good, but it
also does not require a cerebral hologram. Bolshevik
agents in New York had been able to obtain the genetic
samples needed, and on Saturday December 15 there
was a new surprise regarding the Shah. He was said to
have left Texas that morning for a small island off
Panama. Then the invisible Shah seemingly reappeared in the form of a Synthetic, and since that time
the Shah's image has been utilized by the Bolsheviks.
As I told you ~arlier,it was a Synthetic that was seen in
the David Frost television interview four nights ago.
What happened to the late Shah of Iran is only part of
a much larger pattern of recent days.
The Bolshevik deployment of Synthetics began in
earnest three months ago, as I reported in AUDIO
LETTER No. 51. As a by-product of this, bizarre cattle
mutilations are once again taking place in North
America. A few years ago there was a rash of these
incidents in the western United States. At that time the
earliest large-scale experiments were under way with
Synthetics. Now, after a lull, the Synthetics are being
deployed operationally, and the cattle mutilations have
resumed. Right now, however, they are taking place
primarily in Canada to minimize attention to them
here in the United States. My friends, the cattle
mutilations are nothing more than a modern twist on
cattle rustling. The Synthetic process uses certain
glands and tissues of cattle as raw material, ds I
explained in AUDIO LETTER No. 5 1. To obtain these
raw materials, the cattle involved have to be destroyed
in avery wasteful manner; so the Bolshevik agents who
are manufacturing Synthetics do not use their own
cattle, instead they let others suffer the losses involved
in slaughtered herds. The cattle mutilations may turn
into an epidemic that is too big to ignore, because
during the past three months the Bolshevik circles
have started deploying Synthetics in great numbers.
(END QUOTE)
The mutilations DID turn into an epidemic. Linda
Moulton Howe and others have gathered many
thousands of reports of cows and horses being
strangely mutilated. An FBI report, quoted on page
104 in The UFO Coverup by Lawrence Fawcett and
Barry Greenwood, stated: "According to some
estimates, by 1979, 10,000 head of cattle had been
mysteriously mutilated. Of the states that have been
affected by this phenomenon, New Mexico has been
unusually 'hard hit'. Since 1975, over 100 cases have
been reported. The New Mexico reports, like those
from other parts of the country, describe the
mutilations as being characterized by the precise
surgical removal of certain parts of the animal,
particularly the sexual organs and rectum."
Some people, listening to the absolute idiotic
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nonsense that comes out of the mouth of Henry
Kissinger, have stated that Kissinger is a horse's..&
er, rectum. Well, they are right. Kissinger IS a horse's
rectum.

consequences are of continuing this insane push and it
does not penetrate, for the focus is only intensified.
So, the maneuvering goes on in attempts to strike what
they believe to be our vulnerable point, the crystal and
our ground crews. It behooves all ones of this group to
stay close within the area and to stay in constant focus
of maintenance of your shields. This not the time to
question the validity of what is going on about you as to
reality, but to come into understanding that it is real
and that you do play a most crucial and critical role in
the sequential playing of God's hand in the game being
played out.
Though we have all manner of scanners and do
track and monitor key players, even then we are also
somewhat surprised at the audacity of Satan's
challenging us directly at this stage, but we must all
remember that man's plunge into evil has carried him
far beyond even that which Satan sanctions. However,
neither is he going to put a stop to one of his humans
that would carry his plan forward with the creativity
that he, Satan, lacks. Neither will he make any effort
out
to protect or salvage these ones. They are
there on a limb of their own projection; if robotoid, it
is a distortion within the original human being that is
being followed into manifestation.
The discussion is so that you ones may perhaps
grasp the degree of danger that not only you as focused
group for God face, but humanity as a whole, for few
grasp, accept or even have an inkling of what they are
facing when it comes to the layers of evil planning as
well as the presence of those Soulless ones that cannot
be reached by God for there is no connection. God does
not sanction war or death for it is destructive to the
Soul to participate in such; however, for those that are
soulless there is the dilemma of man as to what to do
when one such as this becomes focused upon the
destruction of God's real childten. How indeed do men
of God handle such a situation? How does man know
when indeed one such "beingn is confronting him faceto-face? One such test is the challenge, "If you are not
of Holy God, I command that you stop this instant." A
Soul-connected being will hesitate, even if only for a
split second. If you identify yourself with Holy God,
then you had better be prepared to defend self, for a
robotoid is programmed to destroy that which is of
God. It is part of the process. They have not the
connection with God that human has with which to
identify each other, so they cannot be sure until you
declare yourself, unless you are already known to
them. That does not mean that you, if you are walking
within the shield of God, are left defenseless in a
moment such as this. The Presence shall be right at
your shoulder and you will be given to know that which
you are to do--gyou are not in such fear and panic that
you cannot instinctively know. Here you could hear
words, but the reaction time would not serve you,
instead there is a survival instinctual connection that
allows for the instant perfect action. Thus we
encourage you to constantly acknowledge and
recognize the Presence within you and without you. It
is within this Presence of Spirit that you live, move and
have your entire experience. I can assure you if, in a
moment of confrontation, your mind takes you back to
a Rocky or a Clint Eastwood scenario, instead of
connection to your own instinctive God connection
that you have cultivated and prepared by holding self
in the present moment, your body is either a write-off
or you will have lots of incarceration time to ponder
your error in not being prepared as you are being given
direction to do.
.[Phoenix Express Vol. VI, No. 4, p. 4 ("We Are
Ruled By A Robotoid Army"):]
. You do have "Little Gray Alien" REPLICAS on
your planet. There are exact likenesses of myself on
your planet-having been replicated from basic ma/
dna cellular duplication. NOW, HOWEVER, FOR
THAT WHICH YOU MAY BE QUITE UNF'REPARED: YOU ALSO ARE GOVERNED BY AND
RULED BY A ROBOTOID ARMY'I
EVERY

A HIGHER
PERSPECTIVE
When you begin to have an inkling of the
magnitude of the problem, you will be overwhelmed. If
you want to deal with the problems of today, you must
face the facts. There IS a GOD, but He is probably not
who or what you have been taught. When you begin to
wake up to reality, you may wonder what happened to
God, where is God in all this? I will now offer you
more information on this mind-boggling subject, from
higher-level sources, to help you deal with it. What
you do, or not, with it, is up to you.
This is from Phoenix Journal #29, End of the
Masquerade, Let's Pluck The Cuckoo Bird, page 38
(for information on obtaining Phoenix Journals,
contact Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P. 0. Box
27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126 or call 1-800-800-5565),
[QUOTE:]
-Anybody feel a bit queazy yet? Well, go take a
breath of air, get a candy fix or whatever, for we are
going to come back and I am going to give you a bit of
rundown on cattle mutilations, vampiring "little
grays' and consider asking you to ask Whitley Streiber
what else he might like to share with this nation. NO
"LITTLE GRAYSn FROM OUTER SPACE, BROTHERS-NO CRIMINAL EVIL ALIENS-CLONING,
CATTLE SURROGATE MOTHERS AND NOW VATPRODUCED ADULTS-ALL
RIGHT ON YOUR
PLACE AT THE LOVING HANDS OF THE ELITE
SATANIC BROTHERHOOD SET TO TAKE OVER
YOUR WORLD. HARKEN UP FOR YOU HAVE NO
REAL IDEA OF WHAT IS OUT THERE!
.[From page 93, Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal,
Phoenix Journal #24:] These "genetic/holographicn
DNAJRNA replicas have been in the perfecting for
well over four decades. All that is required is a
holographic fragment (literally, one cell) and a replica
can be reproduced. Then all that is required is downloading of the memory data and programming of the
manufactured entity.
There are technical advances upon your planet,
already in use by the Elite, which would boggle your
senses-robotoids are simplistic in relative comparison. They are comprised totally of physical "mattern
manifested into what you perceive as physical
coalition of these physical matter particles coalesced
according to the DNAIRNA holographic blueprint
whereby the re-creation will be a projection of that
which is being capied at the time of replication.
-[PhoenixExpress Vol. V., No. 11 & 12, p. 7 ("The
Robotoid Mindn):]
I would like to say, prior to the reader's intake that
we shall be writing in depth regarding what are known
as genetic doubles and robotoids as referred to lately.
These are new entities and we shall be speaking of such
in this upcoming writing but I would prefer to delay
further description until later for we are so stacked up
with urgent material.
The robotoid mind has no ability to comprehend
danger from the larger perspective. It can comprehend
its own possible demise, but there is no "Souln
connection to God. Survival is a most elementary
emotional connection to God and in times of great
stress (i.e., "all men in a foxhole wholly believe in
God") this is through the Soul. Since the robotoids do
not have this connection, they simply intensify
whatever activity they are focused upon, unless
concerned for their own bodily survival.
Thus we have men in high places who are
"soullessn and beyond the reach of normal reasoning
process. We speak Truth unto them as to what the
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FUNCTIONING PERSON OF IMPORTANCE TO
THE EVOLVEMENT INTO ONE WORLD ORDER IS
A REPLICA. I SHALL UNFOLD THIS TECHNOLOGY LATER FOR I KNOW THAT YOU PEOPLE
ARE NOT READY FORSUCH. YOU HAVE BEEN
SUBJECTED TO THIS TECHNOLOGY FOR WELL
OVER TWO DECADES AND NOW YOU ARE
REAPING THE FINAL CLOSING OF THE TRAP
UPON HUMANITY.
I am not, herein, going to outlay who ia who and
what is what-watch, and you will be able to discern.
Is Bill Cooper with his 9-foot-alien picture rcal or
false? Would he know if he were not? Likely not!
The "Big Boysn are getting ready to SHOW YOU a
whole bunch of very "Earthly" spaceships and little
and tall aliens. They are going to even bomb some of
your cities to bring you into terror of our presence-for
they know that with our presence-GOES THEIR
DOMINANCE! Through causing the mass of mankind
to fear God's Hosts, you bring further confusion and
destruction upon selves.
YOU HAVE ONLY GODNESS COMNG FROM
THE COSMOS IN THE FORM OF COSMIC
BROTHl$RHOOD-DO YOU ACTUALLY THINK
THE ONE WORLD RULERS WILL ALLOW THAT
KIND OF NEWS?
To make my point, of all the Journals of Truth in
your oppression and lack of truth-HOW MANY OF
YOU HAVE A TICKET OR RENTAL AGREEMENT
FOR ONE OF THOSE APARTMENTS IN AUSTRALIA?? I THOUGHT NOT! THOSE ARE VERY
EXCLUSIVE LIVING FACILITIES, DEAR ONES,
PLANNED FOR THE VERY ELITE AND NOT&
OF TIIEM. A GREAT NUMBER OF ELITE WILL BE
GREATLY SURPRISED AS THEY MAKE FAST
ASCENT-RIGHT AFTER THE BOMB GOES OlTI
THERE IS NO HONOR WITH SATAN, DEAR
HEARTS, AND YOU HAD BETTER BEGIN TO
RECOGNIZE HIS HANDMEN AND MAIDENS.
.[Phoenix Express Vol. VII, No. 6 & 7, p. 1 ("Bush
Is In His 28th Cycle of Robotoid"):]
Herein you will simply have to believe me tvhen I
tell you that there are replacement ones for your top
leaders-and hundreds of "not so top" personages.
The 28th George Bush was put into the picture on the
12th of January at Camp David. He was tested and
"smoothed" on the 13th and presented again to you on
the 14th. He did NOT go walk alone this morning
(15th) to reflect and commune with God-he went to
be alone so the messages from his puppet-mastersright out of Moscow-would not be monitored. I ask
that, for the moment, you accept this which I tell you
and then we can discuss how this can be true for, of
course, many men have died because they brought this
information. But information, none-the-less, has been
given to you-the-public as far back as 20 years pastregarding genetic/holoera~hicrobotoib which bear
identical memory patterns but are subsequently
"programmedn. I have written of it in one of the more
recent Journals but will repeat the information as I
have time. Suffice it for now, please accept that which
I tell you is not only possible but is, in fact, utilized in
myriads of instances-right now !
There are several places of top security where these
transferences are made and r e ~ l i c a holoera~hic
information is garnered for necessary multi~les.Camp
David has been the prime location for it is used as the
Presidential Retreat and often social gatherings, such
as birthday celebrations, top-level meetings with
diplomats, etc., are carried out. This technology has
been perfected in the Soviet Union and thus you have
the reason that your government seems so indisposed
to do anything other than cozy up to Russia.
-[PhoenixExpress Vol. VIII, No. 4 & 5, p. 9 ("The
world's leaders are Replicas, Ronald Reagan was
slainn):]
You say, "...but there was to be one 'slain' oniy to
rise again and call himself God and THEN we would
know by the sign." There is no way t a slay the leaders
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dear ones, they are replicas of the originals and there
are dozens to take their places and you will never
know. You killed Ronald Reagan and yet, you know
not that he was dead! All the signs were there,
including the running of your important and critical
government by astrologers and still, you missed of it.
*[Phoenix Express Vol. VIII, No. 6 & 7, p. 12
("Robotoids: The world is inhabited with reproductions of programmed evil."):]
The world is inhabited by reproductions of
programmed evil with density of darkness and no
lighted souls to traverse the heavens for they are
birthed of the whore of Babylon who rests her feet on
the heads of God's precious Creation/creations and
laughs at the blindness of the lambs. Man realizes not
that he walks and serves that which bears no soul
essence within the breasts-he follows reproductions
of genetic fabrications in blindness. He realizes not
that simply through Truth and confrontation with that
Truth shall the evil replicas fall to the wayside.
*[Phoenix Express Vol. VIII, No. 6 & 7, p. 14
("Robotoids"):]
*
Your top military leaders go forth to the "front"?
They basically go nowhere. How is it that your
military hierarchy are still in Washington in the war
room? They cannot get very far from Camp David is
"WHY". Look at the evil cover-up-even calling
Camp of Evil replication, "DAVID".
*[ShroudsOf The Seventh Seal, pp. 92-93:]
Even a robotoid who comes within the lighted
places of God Truth, shall be given soul by that Grace
abounding. An awakened humanity can SEE the
robotic replicas as produced by Satanic instruction.
For instance--compare the one Cheney and that one,
Powell-as they meet with their brother, the 30th
replicc of Bush on the morrow. All have been wined,
dined and exchanged at Camp David whilst you believe
them to be "studying the military situation" in Saudi
Arabia. The flaws in the replicas are so obvious that
:IOU do not even have to look carefully. These ones are
programmed to tell you exactly that which will pull
YOU into the beast's claws as dead-ahead as a machine
can move.
*[Phoenix Express Vol. VIII, No. 8 & 9, p. 2
("Robotoids-Puppet Masters"):]
Robotoids and genetic doubles, I REPEAT, have
been around and steadily being perfected for four
decades of public use right before your eyes. They are
a product of the Soviet Zionists and have been your
puppet masters for a long, long time-a new twist of
sick humor perhaps-"the puppet pulling the human's
strings!"
*[Creation, The Sacred Universe, Phoenix Journal
#2 1, p. 192 ("Robotoids"):]
When I get opportunity to remind you about
Russian Robotoids, you will perhaps stop calling us

kooks and "your enemiesn-we outlined, in the 1970's,
the entire picture and availability of Russian
Robotoids and duplicates. [Ah ha, you caught me! Yes
we had some receivers as far back as that and one of the
best, which I shall still leave unnamed a bit longerwas killed for his efforts.] If your leaders are of
Russian control, dear hearts-you will come under the
control of Russia, no more and no less-and, you
already have placed in your councils--controlled
substitutes. These ones are further programmed by
pulsed beams and will function according to the
overall Global Plan 2000. [H: I ask that someone in
the group send RS. copies of the tapes of our
meeting when W.H. was with us for I believe it was
at that session I discussed YeltsinlGorbachev. One
reason that there is so much confusion is the Soviet
Union this day is because Gorbachev is a manytimes-replaced robotoid and Yeltsin is NOT. This
infuriates the Khazar Elite and they will destroy the
world along with Russia if that is what is required to
gain control. I shall not go into this further for it is
like a death contract on my people. I would hope
that you ones can figure some manner in which we
can make available aome of our sessions such as the
ones when "visitors" are in our midst. The load is
simply too great for me to insist so please bear with
us for our staff is at the breaking point and I am
vastly increasing output, as you can see. I must
leave it to the publisher to decide what to do about
the problem of such quantities of material. Dharma
and I plan to continue as fast as we can pour it out
upon you.]
-[Blood And Ashes, Phoenix Journal #18, p. 83
("Genetic Replicas of Humansw):]
In the late part of the 1970s the existence of manmade genetic replicas of human beings was made
public. The revealers were locked away instantly and
the key tossed. It was disbelieved although motion
pictures were made as sci-fi and the subject buried
under threat of penalty of death to disclosers. They,
however, did (and do) exist and were pressed into
service right before your eyes. You didn't even blink
at them-no sir, you just gobbled up the lie, chewed it
and swallowed it in total.
When first revealed to you they were referred to as
"Synthetics" and in honor of the daring TruthBringers we shall continue to label them as such. I
request that herein you not ask me for details of the
replicas for they are not the point of my story and they
will be covered at a more appropriate writing-just
know that they DO exist and currently they are used
continually to cover the shadowlparallel governments
ofyour nations. Suffice it here to simply state that they
do exist and were utilized in the April launch. One
reason the preparation time of early astronauts was so
lengthy for public consumption was to facilitate
perfecting duplication of all segments, including the
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Oh, my friends, you have no conceivable idea what
wondrous secrets are in your underground secret bases.
Tuesday morning, April 14, genetic replicas called
"Synthetics" of the then late astronauts, Young and
Crippen, were readied at White Sands. They were
programmed to take a computerized ride on the
training shuttle Enterprise. The Young and Crippen
entities boarded the Enterprise which was mounted on
top of the launched 747. After rocket fuel was loaded
for the shuttle, the 747 took off and headed west,
avoiding commercial air traffic. The launched 747
headed out over the Pacific until it was several hundred
miles west of Los Angeles. Then it turned back east
toward the California coast. On television you were
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told that the non-existent Columbia was re-entering
from orbit.
*[Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands,
Phoenix Journal #23, p. 2 12 ("Humanoid Robotoidd
RNA, DNA Doubles"):]
I will, however, tell you when the Bolshevik use of
these "doubles" became mandatory and proliferation
blossomed. Now, in addition, you always desire
speaking of the "little gray aliensu--OK, get ready, for
this is wherefrom came the technology for reproduction of the robotoids. It is NOT like the projections the
UFO "crowd" pronounce nor are the secret Majestic 12
uncoverings truthful (the documents are total
fabrication).
When I tell you that the problem of "little gray
aliens" on your place is not coming this day from the
cosmos-believe it. It is the evil on your own
placement-now locked into your Earth density, which
is your problem. Your immediate perpetrators and
expressionists are the Zionists in dispersement
throughout the governments and financial communities, along with, of course, the scientific.
Any more recently "transported" "little gray
aliens" which are seen regularly and reported by ones
who see them and cannot be denied, are mostly
reproductions. You are watching the very duplicates
made functional by Satan himself come to, what
appears, life. It is not the same kind of "lifen given
through Creator in soul manifested, physical matter.
Therefore, KNOW that he can reproduce replicas ad
nauseam from genetic blueprints and programming but
he still only has robotoids and robotoids continually
give him a great deal of trouble for they are easily
identified once people realize there is such a thing. It
is the ignorance of the fact of it that kept the secret
secure. You witness, say, Mr. Bush acting in a such
and such manner and looking particularly youngthen over the weekend he is changed and appears
either more youthful or older-but definit21y "different*. You simply mark it up to "a bad night's sleep or
too much to think about or responsibility" or any
number of excuses for the change. Even your
magazines and newspapers note the changes and
simply comment on the incredible duplicity of the
man. No, you are now encountering your 29th replica
of George Bush. And with him must come a new
Barbara Bush lest the show be spoiled. These
duplicates become weak in strain and, under stress, are
incapacitated quite rapidly as would be a "growing
organism" placed in a stressed environment.
Henry Kissinger is another one to watch closelyhe is changed-out frequently, also, for he bears the
responsibility of orchestrating the Plan for New World
Order. So, if Kissinger is a biggie and is also robotoid,
WHO is the PUPPET-MASTER? You guessed it! The
prince of deceivers, himself. You were told that-in
the ending-Satan would be given total rule over the
planet and you now have a very real entity deceiving
you as a mass populace of the planet.
"Well, why don't you do something about it-you
who claim to be of the Light?" We are--we are
bringing you Truth just as fast as you will accept itfor when you know and accept Truth-you will also be
given to know how to counter that which is imitation of
life. You who are creations of God Source are not
"imitations of lifeu but experiencing fragments of the
Creator's Self. Satan's army is now land-locked;
unfortunately, it is on the same land upon which W ' s
Creations are also experiencing. So be it for it is the
schoolroomof soul progression. You are simply living
out the prophecies as you perceive them to be.
You see, even the prophecies of one Nostradarnus
are coming into focus-the Mongol in the blue turban
let us say-this represents the Khazar element of the
anti-Christ with the flag colors of blue represented by
the "turban" (which was the color, or flag, of
identification in the ages past). The Soviet Union
appeared to have been killed and is now to rise again
more deadly than ever. Even the Pope of Rome is a
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duplicate playing the role of deceiver.
Ah, but WHEN did it become necessary to begin to
bring doubles into public perfection? With the death of
David Rockefeller.
*[Shroudsof the Seventh Seal, Pheonix Journal #
24, p. 93:]
Beloved ones, these men you perceive to be leading
you are replicas and incapable of either compassion or
change of programming-they have ONE GOAL IN
SIGHT AND ARE PROGRAMMED TO MOVE
UNFALTERING TO THAT GOAL EVEN IF FREQUENT REPLACEMENT IS REQUIRED: THE
GLOBAL CONTROL OF YOUR PLANET, IN PLACE
AND OPERABLE, BY THE TURN OF THE
MILLENNIUM. THESE ROBOTOIDS HAVE NO
MANNER OF CONTROL BY WHICH TO FUNCTION
DIFFERENTLY AND UNLESS YOU STOP THEIR
MARCH TO DOOM, SO SHALL IT COME TO BE!
How is it that you find this difficult to accept?
These "genetic/holographic" DNAJRNA replicas have
been in the perfecting for well over four decades. All
that is required is a holographic fragment (literally,
one cell) and a replica can be reproduced. Then all that
is required is down-loading of the memory data and
programming of the manufactured entity. I have
spoken of this procedure prior to this and will not take
precious time to repeat and repeat for those who simply
do not wish to go back and effort at gaining the
information. You see, I, Hatonn, care not in the least
whether or not you believe me nor if you understand
the mechanism by which it works. You are "willing
victims" of the lie and YOU will awaken or sleep onit is up to you. Oar commission is to outlay the Truth
unto you-YOURS IS TO CONFIRM AND ACKNOWLEDGE--OR NOT, AS YOU WISH. There are
technical advances upon your planet, already in use by
the Elite, which would boggle your senses-robotoids
are simplistic in relative comparison. [END QUOTING FROM JOURNALSJ More specific details of how
cloning is done is given on pages 89-92 of Operation
Shanstorm-Counter Attack From Behind the Feathered Curtain, Phoenix Journal #28.

failure to kill a dog, a harmless and gentle animal. I
rather incautiously, and injudiciously, began a little,
insecure attempt to explain J.O.E.'s inability to carry
out a clearly immoral order....Gentlemen, this is an
unbelievable advance in science, the full, not partial
ability to read accurately genetic codes-but not just
to read them, to redo, remodel, reconstruct-dashmanipulate, reconstruct and plan genetic codes, not
just cloning, but to create a viable human-like and
incredibly ability-endowed superior human, a powerhouse of mind and muscle, but human nevertheless.
"Shall we negotiate with God Himself on the
question of, if one believes, the insertion of a soul or
spirit? He does have a conscience. You see a failed
experiment, gentleman; I see the more evolved human
of the future, a gift, a treasure. There are no adjectives
or words to even partially explain the significance of
this J-Type.
"You should stare at an already-arrived future
with joy and a sense of pride! We now possess
techniques in a new type of genetic engineering,
certainly more than enough for the J-Type's in vivo
creation. How could you be disappointed? How could
any of you feel failure? Please answer me!"
"We wanted a soldier! You made him want to be a
[expletive deleted] saint!" A moralist. A man of the
highest ethics. We wanted a killing solder, an
absolute obeyer of orders, any and all orders, a fighter
who fights, kills without moral or ethical inhibitions.
This is we wanted ...." and that is what they got. Wolf
ended the chapter by saying, "Oh they were right:
'mad scientist' and 'fugitive from himself, and all. I
hate the word official. (And unofficial, too.)
"The best way, the best scenario, is the production
of a motion picture, placing within it as much truth as
possible; yet, viewed by the public as 'fiction.' Then,
it is only 'fictional' that a governmental group has
cloned a human.
"A cover-up is good when you wish to keep
secrets. But when should you have to keep secrets?"

WARPED MINDS AND
MIND WARPS
I began this document with quotes from Dr.
Michael Wolf from his book, The Catchers of Heaven.
Dr. Wolf is Chancellor Emeritus of The New England
Institute for Advanced Research, and maintains
memberships in The New York Academy of Sciences
and the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the latter as a patron member. He is a highly
intelligent scientist who worked on Star Wars projects,
Neurotoxic Weapons for Biotoxic Warfare at Lawrence
Livermore Lab, and other Above Top Secret projects,
including the creation and programming of human
clones. One project was Project Sentinel, a U. S.
Government project to replace U. S. Marine "grunts"
(who are the first to go into battle) with human robots.
He worked with Dr. Edward Teller on Reagan's SDI
[Star Wars] program, and came to realize it would not
work as presented and said: "So we, most of us at least,
quit the project and petitioned Congress to cut its
fnnding. We knew that the then Soviet 'evil empire'
possessed chemical ground lasers effectively powerful
enough to shoot down the S.D.I. umbrella. As a matter
of fact, they convinced most of us by shooting down a
few 'ferret' (spy) 'birds' (satellites), and temporarily
rendering ineffective several jet pilots, again with
their chemical ground lasers."
One of the first clones he mated was a J-typing
Omega E-Delta-Two, or JOE for short. JOE spent 365
days growing in the tank. These first clones were a
failure, because they had a conscience. "The brass
were still waiting for me, the project's senior scientist,
to give an explanation for J.O.E's seemingly clear
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MORE EDUCATED YOU ARE, THE MORE
BRAINWASHED YOU ARE.
YOU WILL BE
ESPECIALLY BRAINWASHED IN THE AREA OF
YOUR "EXPERTISE". I continually see highly
educated people who can sometimes see the hoaxes and
brainwashing in areas outside their "expertise", but
cannot see it in their own areas of learning. Ah well.
Farouk El Baz is currently Director of the Center
for Remote Sensing at Boston University. The
gentleman above on the license board said he met
Farouk when Farouk "was examining satellite and U2
aerial photos of the Sarah [sic] Desert looking for sand
dune shifts. Using ground-penetrating radar he has
discovered ancient river beds under the sand."
I receive a newsletter from'Jerusalem Ministries
International of Everett, Washington, and Jerusalem.
They are currently working on a project to excavate
what they believe are underground caverns in the
Qumran area (site of the discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls) that may contain ancient writings and
artifacts. Using ground-penetrating radar, infra-red,
resisocity, seismic and electromagnetic techniques
they believe they have found a "Paleochamber". Their
best results came from a technique called "Molecular
Frequency Analysis" of which they state in their
newsletter: "We used what was first developed by
NASA in the Moon-Space program, but was offered to
us by a private company doing frequency research.
The instnunentation is the reading of the Atomic
Frequency of the Nucleus of an Atom. The ability to
read the represented molecular atoms results in
identification of specific materials. Mylour understanding is NASA can do this to a depth of about sixty
feet from the Space Satellites. We were told the
'picture analysis' if done on site would result in a very
high accuracy to a depth of almost three times the
Satellite ability." They state that "If what we were told
is further confirmed in excavation, by us or others,
then what is suggested by all the clues will more than
be worth the effort."
Did you know that satellites could identify specific
materials by their atoms, from Space, to a depth of
sixty feet below the ground? This is the un-classified
information, what are they able to do that they are
One of the leading agricultural cloning research keeping secret? And do you really think they are
centers is the university of Missouri. ~ a t o n nsaid of looking for sand dunes, old roads, and river beds?
this school, on page 75 of Phoenix Journal #72 Good Day. Calvin Burgin
(Candlelight) in a chapter about cloning: "Busy
school, isn't it? And one of the most controlled of the
Elite-managed educational research centers on your
globe."
When I graduated from high school, I was offered
a scholarship from U. of M. but I did not take it. I
recently received a letter from a reader of' CONTACT
newspaper who attended UOM at the same time
Farouk El Baz attended. Farouk, the man who chose
the Apollo moon landing sites, obtained his MS '61
and PhD '64 from the University of Missouri. The
I want to thank all the CONTACT readers for
chairman of the civil engineering department at the
their
love and support through this tough time. Our
time is now on the board in charge of architects' and
prayers
are heard and I am recuperating fast.
surveyors' licenses and is a personal friend and
With love,
neighbor of Missouri Governor Me1 Camahan. He
/d
Janet
Ltary
read one of my newsletters and called it "unadulterated hogwash". He said, "There is no way that any
***
secrets can be kept for long."
2/21/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT
One of the best ways of keeping a secret from
someone is to brainwash him so that he cannot see it
Janet is still trying to regain custody of her two
right in front of him. Something I continually come
children.
up against is trying to deal with "highly educated"
She is being put under some severe testing,
people.
such
as: finding out that some of her close friends
Let me try to make it simple enough so that even
were
only "fair weather friendsn--even some of her
the highly educated can understand. The government
family
members-along with the severe physical
keeps secrets. The government tries to control
disabilities,
physical pain, mental aggravationswer
everything, and one thing they definitely control is
her
children
and dependence on others for daily
education. Think about it; schools have to have
living
necessities.
She dreads being dependent on
licenses, teachers have to have "degrees" of
others.
brainwashing, text books are censored and controlled,
Please keep up your prayers for her and her
programs are controlled by government funding or
family
that God's will be done in their lives.
lack thereof. Education IS BRAINWASHING. THE

SO MANY SECRETS

Update On Janet,
Susan And Briana
The 3 Christmas Miracles
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A Lot Of Bull About
Balancing The Budget
J113197

V.K. DURHAM

A lot of rabble rousing has been going on in Washington, District of Columbia, these days about balancing the budget. Well, that means paying off the national debt, which is prepaid and no national debt exists.
No national debt can exist. Here is why; use common sense, compare the current ratio of value of the
U.S. Dollar (Federal Reserve Notes) on the Stock Exchanges, it varies daily. This is called legal tender.
Then, check PL 94-564; the gold in the U.S. Treasury
is held at $38.00 per fine troy ounce. This is lawful
money, U.S. constitutional lawful money. Then, check
out 12 U.S.C., Sec. 411.

FOLKS. WE HAVE
BEEN HOODWINKED!
12 U.S.C., Sec. 411, as brazenly as the nose on
your face, right there in open view (which is normal
for thieves, for leave it there for everyone to see, and
they will never suspect--old Texas Ranger theory), telling us, and making a mockery of our U.S. House of
Representatives, and the American People: We are
stealing, but you're too dumb and stupid by lack of education to realize we are stealing from you.

LET US LOOK AT IT THIS WAY
...or as Grandfather used to day: Let us reason
together
or
let us "cipher this one out"
Lawhl money is gold & silver, gold is held (it's
been raised) between $38440 per fine troy ounce. Gold
is recognized as Au in the International Markets, and
that will fluctuate on approximately 100-to-1 ratio. So,
you will see Au or gold selling on the Stock Market
Exchanges ranging in prices lately between $340 to
$400 per ounce. This fluctuation depends on movements of Au or gold, and the value of the U.S. Dollar.
When you see the price of gold drop, there is often a

heavy movement of Au or gold between governments.
Silver, or Ag, as it is called in the market place,
ranges and fluctuates around the market places at a
price which has lately ranged from $3.80 up to $10.00
per ounce. (Check these parity differencas out.)
12 U. S.C., Sec. 411, allows the Federal Reserve to
take that useless monopoly money of theirs, which they
call legal tender, and (example) take a Federal Reserve
Note (Dollar) over to the U.S. Treasury and collect
Lawful Money, that being gold and silver, from the U.S.
Treasury Trust of the People. For each FRBN valued
at $1.OO (check the stock markets for the current value
of the U.S. Dollar daily), they walk out of the U.S.
Treasury with $38 to $40 worth of Au or gold (lawful
money described in 12 U.S.C., Sec. 411). Folks, this
alleged national debt is prepaid at this rate, and the
alleged interest due on the debt is hogwash!
I do not believe that those young senators and congressmen who we sent to Washington to represent us
know or have researched these laws. They, in their
concern for maintaining the alleged peace across the
land, which is evidenced in a psy-war (psychological
war) media hype designed to cause confusion and unrest among the people, are earnestly doing what they
are told is right when all these repugnant laws are being made which conflict with the Constitution for the
United States.
Psy-war games have been ongoing in the United
States for a long, long time now.
We have been taxed to the poor house down on
poverty row, by a nonexistent debt.

DO YOU UNDERSTAND
THE PARITY THEORY?
OK, let's look at it this way: Let's say you have a
trust. In this trust, you have 380 ounces of gold. That
gold is valued at $38.00 per fine troy ounce. That gold
in your trust is valued at $14,440.00. You, then, borrow $144.40 against that trust. The lender, in turn,
makes a demand upon your trust for that $144.40. Instead of taking out the $144.40 from the trust,
$14,440.00 in gold is taken. That $14,440.00 in gold
is then placed on the International Stock Exchange for sale.
The Stock Market price of gold,
let's say, is $380.00 per fine troy
ounce on the second London Fix
that day. Your lender has just
made $5,487,200.00 off the
money from youi trust. What did
you realize from the transaction?
How much money did you actually get in hand to put in your
pocket?! Well, the answer is:
You received only $144.40. It's
just that simple.
Can you, as an individual,
go to the U.S. Treasury and collect the $38.00 for that FRBN?
No, you cannot! This is a deal
between the Federal Reserve and
the President of the United
States. It is allowed under the
Federal Advisory Committee
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Under the FACA, the President appoints the Head
of the Federal Reserve. Then. in comes the Board of
Governors. The Board of ~overnorsin bound by an
agreement of 1947 called the Bretton Woods ~ g r e e ment. This was the GATT of its day. Its sole purpose
was to rebuild war-torn Europe after WWII. Constitutionally. these so-called agreements (1) by Contract
Law h&e a beginning daterand an ending &te; (2) all
parties must biof legal capacity to make s k h an agreement/contract-in this instance, the people must be
apprised fully, and vote on this use of their trust monies; and (3) Congress must approve by a 213rds majority vote on the agreement; and (4) in the event Congress does not agree and the Bill or Issue set before it,
identified as a Presidential agreement, is not passed in
2 (two) years, the agreement is null and void. And
that, fellow Americans, is constitutional law.
Forty-seven (47) years after the GATT agreement
of Bretton Woods, the U.S. Congress passes GATT. In
1947, the United States, in her exporting of her own
manufactured goods, industrial products, etc., was
number three (3) in international exporting?! American manufacturing and industrial complexes were running full bore! We were operating at peak capacity.
Our fellow Americans were working. They were producing. The nation flourished economically.
The alleged progress crept into the nation. In the
late 1950s our constitutional laws were being challenged. By the 19608, the loyalty oath had been deleted.

WHERE. OH WHERE,
IS THE HOUSE OF
UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES?
Also, in the 1960s, our steel manufacturing and
industries were being systematically shut down and
dismantled. The mills and refineries were being dismantled and shipped to foreign nations. Independent
oil producers could not even buy a string of pipe to put
in the hole to drill an oil well. Our independent oil
producers were forced to cannibalize equipment from
older depleted oil fields in order to produce U.S. oil.
Oil which could previously be drilled and put on pump
for American consumption at $1.99 a barrel skyrocketed. The American oil producer was penalized, made
to buy oil equipment and try to support an industry
inherent to the United States. Subsequently, laws began to be passed which further penalized the American oil producer (this is just one example,' but it fits
all the ills we are currently experiencing). Someone
decided there needed to be a defined difference in price
between new oil and old oil productions. Again, the
American oil producer was penalized.
The American oil producer (I know, I was one) was
sanctionedtpenalized, and this for the sole purpose of
Arabian Oil [and its Elite backers]. Seems as though
some of our congressmen and senators had made some
investments in Saudi Arabian Oil. Don't ask me to
name names and have a head count, because I can, for
I used to be a member of the high rollers and the movers-and-shakers of this old world. Don't take my word,
check the net worth of these congressmen and senators
before they took office as opposed to their net worth
after getting there. Same goes for the presidents of
that time.
When the American oil producer was allowed to
produce, we paid 10 to 15 cents per gallon for our gas
in our autos. Look what we are paying for imported
oil today. My husband had to shut down 800 prime
producing oil wells here in the Illinois and Ohio Basin
due to this foreign imported oil discrimination business. (This has been in the last 10 years.)
Another example, we as a nation are now importing that which we used to export. We are told we are
exporting goods! Sure we are! What we are exporting
is something which has been imported to the U.S. for
Americans to piece-meal together, and then exported
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it back out again. We, as a nation, have become nothing more than an assembly line. Instead of manufacturing and producing the products, the products are
shipped into the U. S: to be assembled bf ~mericans?
~ h aisi exporting?

M 0re V.K. Durh a m

WE CERTAINLY CANNOT CALL IT
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
To aualifv for Gross National Product. the items
must be-mankactured by our industries, i d be made
from scratch to finish by American resources. Example: if it is an iron product, the ore must be dug out
of the ground (American ground), sent to the mill and
refinery for processing, then on to the manufacturer to
be made in6 the finai product, which in turn is then
exported. This can legally, lawfully be defined as Gross
National Product.
The ripping up and selling off of our emergency
railroad spur lines can hardly be called Gross National
Product. Our rails are being cannibalized to feed foreign economies, and our mills and refineries are systematically dismantled and sent to China, rebuilt, and
it's all paid for out of the Treasury Trust of the American people. This can hardly be deemed exporting of
Gross National Product. Not in anyone's language!
THE PRESIDENT HAS
SET HIS BUDGET-

The Original (12)
Bill Of Rights
*

2120197

V.K. Durham

"The people of every country art the only guardians of their rights and are the only instruments which
can be used for their destruction. It is an axiom in my
mind that our liberty can never be safe but in the hands
of the people themselves, that, too, of the people with
a certain degree of instruction."
Thomas Jeflerson

How many of you know the original Bill of Rights
and the 12 Articles? Not many, it is a safe bet to be
made by me. ... I have the first 12 Articles, in ConWe are in the varitys o f leeal tender and gress (Congrefs as they spelled it) assembled on Seplawful m o n e v a g a i n
tember 25, 1789. The paper is old, brittle, tobacco
brown, and the writing is so very small it is difficult to
and he wants to s v e n d $1 trillion
read. It is torn a little, and it is mounted on Pine boards
on foreirrn affairs?
with square-headed nails, I'll do my best. It is written
Have you ever wondered how far $1 trillion would thusly (quoting):
go to rebuild this nation, to rebuild our industry, manufacturing and restore jobs in the United States??? That
Congrefs ofthe United States
would be the damndest welfare reform bill we the
begun and held at the city of New York, on
people ever could see! That is the general welfare
Wednesday the Fourth of March,
stated in the Constitution-protection of American
one thousand seven hundred and eighty nine.
jobs, industry and manufacturing from foreign governments.
The conventions of a number of the states, having
at the time of their adopting of the constitutions, exWHERE IS THE $1 TRILLION
pressly advise, in order to prevent misconstruction or
COMING FROM?
abuse of its powers, that further declaratory and restrictive clauses should be added: And as extending
Well, the American people are out of the loop. the ground of public confidence in the Government,
They cannot buy or get financing to buy and start will best ensure the beneficient ends of its institution.
(called acquisition and rev-up or start-up moneys) industries such as the deal George Bush cut with Banick.
RESOLVED by the Senate and House of RepreLook at it this way: if the average American borrowed sentatives of the United States of America in Congrefs
that $144.40 from a lender in the U.S. today, he would assembled, two thirds of both Houses concurring, that
lose his assets, and actually, factually lose the following Articles be proposed to the legislatures
$5,487,200.00 to that lender in this current unconscio- of the several states as amendments to the Constitunable parity ratio.
tion of the United States, all or any of which articles,
$1 trillion in lawful money could go a long way when ratified by three fourths of the aid legislatures,
toward the restoration of the United States. It is un- to be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the
conscionable that the President of the United States, said Constitution, viz.
our Senate and our Congress of the United States, can
allocate such obscene amounts to foreign governments
ARTICLES in addition to and amendment of the
and foreign industries, and sit there with a straight face Constitution of the United States of America proposed
and tell the American people, "We are out of money in by Congrefs, and ratified by the legislatures of the sevthe Social Security Trust Fund," or "we are out of eral states, pursuant to the Fifth Article of the original
money in this and that fund," etc. Where is that $1 Constitution.
trillion coming from? Wake up, Americans, it's comArticle the first.. .. After the first renumeration
ing for that $144.40 you borrowed on your trust, or required by the First Article of the Constitution, there
your home, farm, etc. That's where the $1 trillion is shall be one representative for every thirty thousand...
coming from.
until the number of representatives shall amount to two
hundred, after which the proportion shall be so reguHOW IS THAT FOR CREATIVE
lated by Congrefs, that there shall not be less than two
FINANCING,
hundred representatives, no more than one represenAND BIG BUSINESS?!
tative for every fifty thousand persons.
WELL! THAT IS THE WAY
Article the second.... No law, varying the comTHE OLD MOP FLOPS!
pensation for the s e ~ c e of
s the Senators and Representatives shall take effect until an election of Representatives shall have intervened.
V.K. Durham, Researcher
Article the third .... Congrefs shall make no law
(Ph.D., M. A., B. A., etc.) respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting

the exercise thereof, or abridging the freedoms of
speech, or of the prefs, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a
redrefs of grievances.
Article the fourth.... A well regulated Militia,
being necefsary to the security of a free State, the right
of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.
Article the fifth .... No Soldier shall, in time of
peace be quartered in any house, without the consent
of the owner, nor in Time of war, but in a manner to be
prescribed by law.
Article the sixth.... The right of the people to be
secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not
be violated, and no Warrants shall if sue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
person or things to be seized.
Article the scventh.... No person shall be held to
answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unlefs on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury,
except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or
in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or
public danger, nor shall any person be subject for the
same offenceto be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb,
nor shall be compelled in any Criminal case, to be a
witnefs against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due procefs of law, nor shall
private property be taken for public use without just
compensation.
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Article the eighth.. .. In all criminal prosecutions,
the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district
wherein the crime shall have been committed, which
district shall have been previously ascertained by law,
and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnefs against him;
to have compulsory procefs for obtaining witnefses in
his favor, and to have the assistance of Counsel for his
defence.
Article the ninth.... In suits at common law, where
the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars,
the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact
tried by a jury shall be otherwise reexamined in any
court of the United States, than according to the rules
of common law.
Article the tenth.... Excefsive Bail shall not be
required nor excefsive fines imposed, nor cruel and
unusual punishments inflicted.
Article the eleventh.... The enumeration in the
Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed
to deny or disparage others retained by the people.
Article the twelfth.... The powers not delegated
to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

Attest:

Signed:
Fmdrick Augustus Michlenberg,
Speaker of the House of Representatives;
John Adams,
Vice President of the United States,
and President of the Senate

THE

(End quote)
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John Beckley,
Clerk of the House of Representatives;
Sam A . Otts,
Secretary of the Senate
September 25, 1789

***On September 25, 1789, the Congress proposed
twelve articles of amendment to the Constitution ofthe
United States. Except for the first two, they were ratified by the required number of states by December 15,
1791, and these became the first ten amendments. They
have since been known as the Bill of Rights.
Seemingly, our present Congress either (a) is totally ignorant of this Original Bill of Rights, and the
rights retained by the people, or @) they really do not
give a damn in this mad rush into a Communistic World
Government. Some have "woke up and smelled the
coffee" such as Rep. Hyde and a few others, but the
few are getting fewer which gives rise to concern for
the general Public Welfare of this nation of American
people.
The intent of the constitutioners was explicit. It
gave no room for bartering, stealing, or taking away
of any rights retained by the people. Today, we cannot
find a judge sitting on any bench that even wants to
know ofthese inherentrights as retained, expressed, or
enumerated. Moreover, they are totally ignorant ofthe
fact that the Common Law Courts are lawful courtsjust, lawful and legal courts of the people, and they

wow
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cringe at the words Common Law Courts.
Mr. Clinton, in his questing and ramrodding Goals
2000 down our legislatures' and representatives'
throats, rushing through GATT and NAFTA which have
caused our exporting to hit an all time historic deficit,
now encroaches into federalizationof forced labor, and
forced education into the labor fields. He has his nose
so far up Cecil Rhodes' fanny it is getting very brown
for the public at large. It is apparent, Mr. Clinton was
not taught the facts of life about this gentleman who
put together a foundation which paid for Mr. Clinton's
education. Had Mr. Clinton been taught Mr. Rhodes'
track record while representing the Crown of England,
he would have discovered those nations which were lost
to England by Mr. Rhodes due to radicalism and extremism. It is feared Mr. Clinton has not learned one
damned thing while being educated per the Rhodes
theory, and by not learning, he surely will cost the
American people their sovereignty of the United States
of America.
There is something which is found to be a curiosity of sorts about Mr. Clinton. Mr. Clinton, in actuality, does not function as the President of the United
States, he appoints committees to do his bidding. The
duties are thrown out the window (Federal Advisory
Committee Act, 3 5 U.S.C.), Congress is outto lunch,
permanently, or, when they return, Sec. 6 is invoked
by Mr. Clinton and he tells Congress to "bug off busters, this is a national security issue."
What greater threat to our national security can be
found by our out-to-lunch Congress with its contract
America, than treason against the Constitution of
the United States, misconstruction, perverting and
abusing the Constitution and constitutional laws, violating the Monroe Doctrine by allowing foreign nations' armed forces to reside in this nation, and violation of regional treaties with the territorial sovereign
civil governments of the territorial states?
N s That is an Area of Jurisdiction of the I J S,
House of Rmresentatived
There are some of you out there, on the Net, looking for the jurisdiction at law which forces these Sea
Courts to acknowledge and allow the implementation
of common law into their courts. (You know who you
are, I will not name names.)
(1) In the Admiralty Law, book 1, you will find
provisions for the Savings Clause. This is Sec. 1-9. It
saves the common law of the people.
(2) The Judiciary Act of 1789, Sec. 11, preserves
thecOmmonlawinallcoms.
(3) 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1331 is the federal question of
jurisdiction. The jurisdiction is the Constitution of the
United States,
These courts of today, in the refusing to acknowledge Or even allow c
o
~ law into
t the~courts*
~
m When
~ t rthese
c lcourts
s o enforce
n ~ tinternational
h elt'stht*kte
~ h public

laws, and laws which relate to Maritime Law upon cases
,t kfo, them, which have absolutely nothing to do
with seamen, ships, or Maritime contracts, and force
the common man of the common law, with common
law rights resewed and preserved in the Constitution
of the United States, upheld by the JudiciaryAct of
1789, re-cnforced by Adminlty L.w Set.
into denial of said common laws when sought by the common
-, this constitutes nothing more, nor less, than treason against the Constitution of the United States, and
the Monroe Doctrine.
Any judge sitting on a bench in the United States
denying the common law constitutional rights of and
to law, should be impeached as
as the One who
appointed this wayward judge. For the appointor is
responsible for the judge's actions on the bench, pursuant to the master servant law also known in later
times as the employer,employee law.
I do not practice law. I preach law!
V.K. Durham, Ph.D., M.A., B.A. (and a lot of BS)
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Soltec: Watch Japan For
Earthquake Timing Clues
211 1/97

SOLTEC

Good morning. I am Ceres Anthonious
"Toniose" Soltec, present with you this day
in theRadiant Light of Holy God of Creation.
Thank you for sitting with me this morning, as
we undertake a most tedious writing.
I have been assigned, as you ones all know,
the task of geophysicist. My main duties of late
have been scurrying about attempting to keep
tabs on the changes which your planet is
undergoing at present time.
I understand some ofyou in your skepticism
at my ongoing dialog on the subject of Earth
Changes. In fact, I, too, weary of the task of
always bringing you these sorts of messages,
and I am well aware of the fact that the subject
has probably received so much press of late that
most feel as though we are but "crying wolf'
and saying, once again, that "the sky is falling."
But, facts is facts.
Believe me when I tell you that I would
much rather bring you spiritual messages of
Growth and Manifestation and Transition. Well,
I suppose this writing actually does deal with all
of the above-however, in a little different
vein.
The reason your planet is undergoing the
present changes is because of the presently
occurring transition of your little blue planet
from the heavier, denser, third dimension
into the lighter, less dense, fourth dimension.
As for growth and manifestation: well, these
two naturally go hand-in-hand because, as
you traverse through the transition, you will,
wf necessity, grow, and when there is growth,
there will naturally occur manifestation. As
I have so often said, it all hangs together,
does it not?
But for now, let us turn t o serious
geophysical business as it is developing this day
upon your planet:
Watch Japan VERY closely during the
next several weeks. Watch for POSSIBLE
activity to occur in this place-beginning
with many small quakes, followed by an
earthquake which could well register up to

9.5 on your present scales.
As the Pacific Plate continues to grind
against all adjacent plates, watch next for
POSSIBLE quake activity to begin along the
coastlines of the Americas-both South and
North. There is indication at this time that,
should quakes occur in Japan, there would
follow, within three to five days time, some
significant shaking along the coastal areas of
the Americas.
This shaking will be what I would label in
technical terms as "sympathetic vibrations".
In other words, as one edge of the moving
plate moves in one direction, the opposite
side of the plate will likewise move, and that
energy will manifest itself, full-up, in
approximately 72 to 120 hours, or three to
five days of your counting, from the FIRST
large incident in Japan.
It is not as easy to estimate how large these
quakes would be, and I cannot precisely pinpoint
location, except to say that (1) the weakest
points, and (2) the points at which the most
energy is stored, are the most likely candidates
for seismic activity.
[Editor's note: Since this information
came to my attentionjust after our last issue of
CONTACT went to press, almost two weeh
ago now, I (E. Y.) have been more carefully
monitoring the Pacific Rim earthquake map
data, i n case there appeared evidence
warranting this message be quickly placed on
our CONTACT Telephone Hotline. That turned
out to not be necessary sofar, but do be aware
of what is happening as I write this:
To begin with, let us again picture looking
down on the Pacific Plate, from up in the sky,
as approximately aclockface. Whatlobserved,
from the date of Soltec 's writing until a few
days ago, was heavy quake activity at the I2
o 'clock position of Alaska's Aleutian Islands
aswellasdown to about the 11 o 'clockposition
in the region of Russia's Kamchatka Peninsula
and Kuril Islands, just above Japan.
Suddenly, however, at thispresent moment,
quake activity in the 5-6 magnitude range is
creeping on down toward the 10 o'clock

position, that is, into Japan proper! This ought
to be prudently interpreted as a significant
preliminary warning sign for possible things
to come.
SO PLEASE, EVERYBODY-WATCH
JAPAN CLOSELY AND WATCH FOR NEWS,
EVENRJZLUCTANTLYLEAKEDOUTONTHE
NON-NEWS PROGRAMS, ABOUT NEW
SEISMIC ACTIVITY IN JAPAN. AND THEN
TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION IF YOU
RESIDE ALONG THE WESTERN COASTAL
AREAS OF THE AMERICAS OR FEEL THAT
YOU MAY BE OTHERWISE IMPACTED BY
SUCH SEISMIC EVENTS-SUCH AS WITH
THE UNEXPECTED APPEARANCE OF

FRIGHTENEDANDCONFUSEDRELATIVES
OR FRIENDS NEEDING A PLACE TO STAY
AND POSSIBLE MEDICAL ATTENTION FOR
BUMPS, BRUISES AND BROKEN BONES. .]
We have been preaching and preaching until
we are all but blue in the face for years now, and
most have chosen to ignore our messages. So
be it. Those who are going to hear, have heard,
and we have awakened just about all who are
going to be awakened.
Yes, I know that many across your world
rely upon the CONTACT for their information
and guidance. However, what are these ones
going to do when there can be no paper printed
because of the so-called infrastructure of your
world being in a state of great disarray and
destruction?
The paper was to be a means of reaching and
awakening those who would be awakened. We
have been down this Earthquake-Earth Changes
subject road so often that 1 could easily re-run
tapes of previous messages and save the bother
to you ones who must process these messages
as well as to myself. Yet, this message will
stand as confirmation after the fact.
Yes, we are arrived at very tough times.
Our Ground Crewmembers can attest to this
fact, can they not?
Stop and look over your lives in the last
couple ofweeks. How many ofyou can actually
stand up and say you have not been down a
rocky road of late? If you can, then you have
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obviously been doing something wrong, for
ALL of our people have fallen under attack of
late, and the attacks are all targeted upon those
who have the greatest tasks at hand to attend.
So, if you are one of the "lucky" ones who
feel you are about ready to "throw in the towel",
stand back and examine what you are doing that
is so important as to warrant all this attention
from the adversary! The greater the attacks,
the better job you ones are doing.
(I am reminded by this scribe that the above
comment is one hell of a back-handed
compliment !)
Returning now to the condition of your
world:
I would like to urge all of you who have
animals near you to watch them very closely.
They are telling you that the Earth is about to
give a great heave. Watch for abnormal
migrations and animals showingup inodd places.
Watch your house pets, as well, for many of
them are exhibiting odd symptoms of apparent
illness or they may be just acting "weirdy7.
You see, these creatures are more attuned
to the frequencies of the planet than are their
two-legged counterparts, and they will begin to
react long before earthquakes and other
geophysical events take place. Watch them
also for out-of-the-ordinary behavior, such as
dogs biting who normally don7t bite-that sort
of thing. Those of you at the coastal edges,
watch the tidal activity, for there are many,
many small earthquakes occurring within the
depths of your oceans and the tidal activity will
reflect these occurrences.
Listen also to sounds within your own heads.
Many of you are earthquake sensitives, and you
will begin to, if you get yourselves quiet, find
that you are hearing some very-low-frequency
pulsing sounds. Those of you who feel your
nerves are literally about to split at the ends will
find that you have been hearing these lowfrequency sounds in conjunction with a greater
and more intense array of high-pitched tones
within your heads. These sounds-or more
accurately, the conditions which are producing
them-are what you can consider the main
source of your nervous or agitated conditions.
Watch for strange pains, itching, muscle
twitching, unexpected digestive problems, etc.
Take time to listen to the sounds. I can
nearly guarantee you that they will be presentbut you must get quiet to hear them.
You ones are not as removed from the
connection with your world as you would like
to think you are. You have simply found very
effective ways of ignoring and over-riding these
sounds and sensations and so you think you are
immune to these things.
Those of you who know you are going to be
leaving your area, should shaking begin, would
serve yourselves well to prepare in

SERIOUSNESS for your journeys. You all
have had many dry runs of preparation for this
event, so you should have it down quite pat by
now. Practice does perfect, after all. You ones
all know who you are, so if the message here
Water
Stored
in
a
portable
container. Rotate regurings within you a note of recognition, then
larly. Have at least three gallons per person
know that it is meant for you and plan to act on (for a three day supply). Have a water purification method.
the message, please.
For all of you who live in the earthquakeFood
prone places, I can but give you one word of Suitable for long term stora e. Packaged to
advice: BRACE! Prepare for that which prevent water damage. lnclu e cups, utensils,
paper plates and a can opener, if needed.
is about to descend upon you.
Extra Clothing
It is time to recycle your water and food
A
complete
outfit of warm clothing for.each
supplies, replenish your first-aid kits, check for family member.
Include extra socks, and unsuch things as bandages, aspirin, antibiotics, derwear. Include walking shoes.
rubbing alcohol, hydrogen peroxide, antiWarmth 6s Shelter
bacterial cremes and salves, and anti-nausea Coats hats, scarves, and gloves for everyone
and anti-diarrhea aids, etc. For small children, include warm blankets (wool or emergency
blankets are best). Rain ponchos, garbage bags,
lots of baby food, diapers, bottles, blankets, and/or
umbrellas to keep off the rain. Warm
electrolyte balancers, children's aspirin, Packs or other heat source. Pup tent or tarp.
ibuprofen, etc. For your pets, make sure you
Light Source
have plenty of food and water and any of their
medications. Pet cages, carriers, etc., will come
in quite handy.
Do not forget such things as eyeglasses and
sanitary products, bathroom tissue, paper
Tools
towels, wet-wipes, etc. Ready-to-eat foods Pocket knife, lightweight shovel, duct tape,
such as high-protein bars, granola bars, etc. matches, pocket sewing kit, screwdriver.
will come in very handy because many of you
Important Papers
will find yourselves with no means for preparing Important family documents (such as birth cercooked meals, and these types of things will at tificates, marriage certificates, insurance forms,
wills), addresses and phone numbers of relaleast keep you going. Do not overlook candy tives,
and places to meet if separated.
bars, either, because though they are generally
quite empty of nutrients, they will help to
temporarily boost sagging energy levels and Kee at least $20 in your it. Be sure to inclu e quarters for phone calls, etc.
will be quite soothing to the children from time
to time. AND, FOR GOODNESS SAKE, t] First Aid Supplies
Pain relievers, bandages, antiseptics, clean
DON'T FORGET A CAN OPENER! Also cloths,
burn ointment. lnclude any personal
make sure you can locate the sleeping bags, medications.
tents, lanterns, flashlights and lots of extra
8 ecial Needs
batteries.
For babies: d apen, ointment, bottles & pacifiA portable radio, preferably one that is of ers, hand towels, special foods, and other su as needed. Consider the needs of elder y
the old-style crank type, will come in very plies
people as well as those with handicaps or other
handy for receiving information. This type of special needs.
radio requires no batteries or electricity outlet.
Stress Relievers
[See p. 2 item in News Desk] The radio plays Card games
books, small hobbies, hard candy,
for about an hour for each few minutes of Bible. For childen: small toys, paper and pen,
winding up the spring-powered generator, just favorite security items.
as you would wind-up a non-electric clock or
Communications
Portable radio with batteries, signal mirrors,
wristwatch. (Remember what those are?!)
Have on hand extra blankets and pillows for whistles, red flags, signal flares.
comfort and additional warmth. Sensible, warm
Personal Sanitation
Sanitary
napkins, razors, toothbrush, hand
and rugged clothing should be considere6 a
soap, dish soap, towels, toilet paper.
must. You would do well with a heavy type of
Portable Container
shoe such as a pair of hiking boots.
There is no way that we could take the time Such as a book bag, back ack, or duffel ba .
Should be easy to carry an lightweight. Shou right now to list everything which you should der straps are best for traveling long distances.
have in your emergency closet, but most of you
Items
already know what you need [also see the box Added Additional
as carrying weight and expense of
on this page for a reasonable checklist of kit will allow: Extra food, camp stwe and cookemergency essentials]. I simply gave you a ing equipment, tents, sleepin bags, sun block,
short list to prompt you to go take a look at insect repellant, portable toi et.
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what you have and don't have, and take an
immediate inventory of the condition of your
supplies. DO NOT HESITATE, HOWEVER,
TO RESTOCK OR ADD ANY ITEMS YOU
FEEL YOU WILL NEED.
Now is the time for preparation. However,
TIME is the critical word here, from your
reference point, because TIME is run out!
Once the little shakers begin, it will be too
late, because the little shakers will quickly
be the prelude to more violent activity.
I ask you ones to take this message VERY
SERIOUSLY, because there are too many
indicators manifesting at present for us to ignore
them or for us to not inform you of probabilities.
Your scientific world is not about to be accused
of being fear-mongers, and they also know
upon which side of the bread is their butter.
Their very livelihoods depend on them
understanding just how to play the game of
well-paid silence.
I am not going to give you a science lesson
at this time because it really doesn't matter
what might be subducting and what might
be slipping. When the seismic activity begins,
you are going to shake, shake, shake-regardless of the cause. Know only that the
handwriting would appear to be on the wall,
and you ones are--as usual-not
being
forewarned through your wnormaln "newsn
channels. So take appropriate action,
whatever that action might be.

As your levels of agitation and irritation
increase, you will know that not only is the
Earth ready to make a very large shift, but also
that you are under serious adversarial attr -k,
because the time frame is such that things are
ramping up because of the transition period you
are now within.
Yes, indeed, these are definitely heavy-duty
times you are encountering. But understand
also that, the more you experience, the greater
becomes your knowledge and wisdom. You are
into the experiencing of some big-time lessons,
and those ofyou who are working day and night
with us are experiencing some of the biggest
lessons. You also have the greater burdens, and
the adversary is working very-hard to distract
you and deflect you from your appointed
missions.
You are ALL quite able, although you need
to take the time to support one another, from
time to time, for each of you do experience your
weak moments, and need just a few minutes of
breather time to regather strength and stamina.
Allow yourselves those times of recuperation.
Examine your priorities carefully, for you
are finding yourselves being tossed to and fro,
for much is being hurled your way to take time
away from the mission at hand. If you know
what your primary tasks are, then see to them,
and don't fall for the distractions. There is
much to be done in a very short period of time,
and your time is being gobbled up by the
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adversarial forces trying to take you off your
path and divert you from your goal.
You see, the adversarial forces have much
to lose if you succeed, and so they are working
very diligently at trying to cause you to not
succeed. You need to be constantly aware of
these sometimes subtle tactics and
respectfully treat them as the growth
challenges that they are.
We are continually with you, and you
designated receivers are going to be very, very
busy in the coming days. That too should be a
flag for you ones to know just where you are in
the overall picture.
Let us draw this message to a close, for you
are going to be plenty busy in the coming days
with our business with you. Your life is
changing--do not resist the change. We have
need of all of you right where you are, and that
need is growing. Please think uponthese things.
In no way will you ever be forced to do anything
you wish not to do; however, we would request
that you examine wherein lies your dedication
and your priorities.
Do not spread yourself too thin and expect
to give your best to anything ifyou are pulled in
a hundreddifferent directions. Thinkupon this,
chelas. You are loved, you are honored and you
are appreciated for your diligence; however,
you will be oflittle or no use to anyone ifyou try
to do five jobs at once. Many of you are unable
to stay focused because you are going in so
many directions. Learn to
simply say, "Thank you, but
no thank you" when
avoidable distractions
present themselves.
These instructions apply
to most all of our Ground
Crewmembers at this time.
You are going in too many
directions and, instead of
moving forward, you are
running around in very large
circles. Take a deep breath
and examine what it is you
are doing and why you are
doing it.
Thank you for your
attention. I shall take my
leave at present, but I shall
move only to standby, for it
is quite possible that there
shall be more needing to
come through at a moment's
notice.
I am Toniose Soltec of
the Hosts of God of Light
and Creation. Peace to you
who heed these warnings and
stand prepared.

9
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El Morya: Soaring With
The Inner Joy Of Creating
Editor's note: The following writing is by
the Ascended Master known a s El Morya, The
Statesman, Elder of the First Ray among the
sevengreat "RainbowMasters" communicating
at this time to help us through Earth-Shan 's
planetary transition and re balancing.
In Journal # 7, called The Rainbow Masters,
El Morya says: "Ye ones do not use of your
great gift of Wisdom in seeing what IS. Ye
continually ponder the 'what ifs', the 'it did
not ', the 'tell me why this little personal thing
occurred ', the 'you allowed me to believe and
it did not ', and the 'I can not ', 'I should not '
and worse: 'I thought... '. Ifye dwell upon the
negative-negative ye will receive! It is the
wisdom and truth of manifestation, a Universal
Law of manifestation. Ye should strive to look
always at a 'thing ' or 'happening 'withwisdom,
but not negativity; there is agreat difference. "
See TheRainbow Masters Journalformore
backgroundon this importantgroup of teachers.
Refer to the Back Page for Journal ordering
information.
2/22/97

EL MORYA

Good Morning and thank you for sitting to
write this day! I am El Morya, Master of the
First Ray. I come in the Radiant One Light of
Creator God so that His Promise to your world
will be fulfilled.
As you each go forth in your experiences of
day-to-day living, you are bombarded with many
mind-influencing suggestions. You are
constantly receiving data from all directions.
This information is continually being updated
and processed within you so that you might
have that which you are seeking. You each are
seeking that which will provide you with
comfort-basically with "soul peace" and "soul
joy". This will be different for each of you, for
no two beings are created exactly the same in
composition of attributes, nor were you created
for the exact same purpose,
As you go through your life's experience,
you are faced with choices and decisions as to
what you will do from one moment to the next.
Many of you have decided to just sit back and
see what will happen next. This is a PASSIVE

role, yet you will still make progress along the
lines of growth. However, this progress will be
somewhat slowed.
By contrast, when you take an ACTIVE role
in the creating cycle, you will find that your life
will be much more interesting and-surprise!you will find the elusive, "hidden" joy you are
so desperately seeking in your day-to-day living.
This joy lies WITHIN YOU, awaiting your
recognition and utilization of this Divine
Connection in the conscious state. Those of
you who are busy DOING those things that will
bring forth positive change around you, are the
ones who are indeed on the forefront of creating
the Larger Change that will transform your
world into Radiance.
This is where I, El Morya, fit in! I represent
the First Ray of Creation and I work closely
with my Brother Germain, Master ofthe Seventh
Ray of Creation. Through the Seventh Ray
comes the transformation (transmutation) out
of the old and into the NEW! In every ending
is a new beginning, for God and Creation are
Infinite and forever evolving.
Each of you have the opportunity to assist
in this transformation process in that you
can help create the new beginning by
consciously focusing your mind on those
things that fulfill your Higher Purpose for
being there. You can know what these things
are, for they will inspire you with emotional
passion, excitement and an inner sense of
fulfillment.
Again, this will not be the same for any two
individuals. YOU must find those things which
fulfill YOU! Follow your Heart, for it will tell
you where to look if you but pay attention. In
doing so, you will be actively setting forth into
motion the forces of your Soul (Soul: that
which is in direct connection to Creator Sourqe),
forces which will draw to you the circumstances
that will help you to recognize your own personal
purpose and thus the emotional satisfaction
that you are wanting.
You must do your own part. We of the
Higher Energy Realms observe that most ofyou
sit and wait for another to be daring enough to
put their neck on the line, while you sit back in
your comfortable idea of reality where you can

feel safe, while stating with your mouth the
things another should or should not do. All the
while you are restless, seeking more, and
wanting to do those things that your fears will
not allow you to do. Remember those are YOUR
fears and you must overcome them or you will
continue to want more while wallowing in
dissatisfaction that can lead to bitterness.
Those who have their necks out on the line
will usually ask you your opinion if they think
that they need it. If they are not asking, it is
probably because they are too busy creating
their own circumstances that will lead them to
the answers and joy that they are seeking, with
or without those of you who play "armchair
quarterback".
When you are ready to help contribute to the
transformation process, you will first recognize
that you have FEARS that have been and STILL
ARE keeping you from participating in the
excitement of the whole evolutionary process.
When you overcome these fears, you will stop
hiding behind assumed identities, for you will
have recognized that your fears of
embarrassment are indeed unfounded and that
you can go against theUNORM"and be different.
What is normal? Normal is a Mob-Rules
mentality that states that you have to follow the
crowd in order to be perceived as one who fits
in. You are each unique and different; you do
not have to "fit in". You are driven by your
fears of not being liked, or of being laughed at,
or of being the "odd-ball", or whatever. You
are going against the very inner desires of your
Soul when you try to be that which you are not.
When you can learn to express yourself
without the worry of what another will think of
you, then you will have taken a major step in
finding the inner joy you desire. Those who do
not seem to have time for your perception of
how YOU think they should "act" are probably
of a mindset to not be concerned about what it
is that YOU think. This is not to say that these
ones perceive of themselves as being better; it is
that these ones are too busy to be distracted by
YOUR perception of "proper" etiquette.
If you allow another to offend you, then
YOU need to "grow up" and realize that YOU
are the one creating your own frustrations.
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When you can focus your attention not upon the
SELF-CENTERED perception of negative
experience, but rather, upon seeking the
experiences that will help you to feel fblfilled
within, you will find that you will naturally
attract the recognition of your intrinsic value or
importance that you desire. Your ACTIONS
will show the world who you really are-not
your words about same or your mental
perception of self.
Realize, please, that when you are feeling
the inner joy of creating your life's experiences,
you will fmd yourselves in a state wherein you
do not worry about what others think about
you. You will allow them to their own ideas and
will not be concerned with there personal
perception of how they "would have done it
different". If they want to step out and do it
differently, then by all means let them lead by
EXAMPLE and NOT by WORDS!
If you are, for instance, not happy with a
publisher because they will not publish your
materials, then instead of complaining about
the publisher, open your own publishing agency
and publish your works yourself. If you are
waiting upon another to accommodate you,
then you will be deserving of your own inner
frustrations, for you have created them and
allowed them to consume you.
Monitcr your emotional state and allow it to
show you where to findjoy. Ifyou are insistent upon
dwelling on the negativity of the past (whether it be
ten minutes ago or ten years ago) then you will
continue to find yourselfin a state ofwanting more.
You will draw unto yourself those who will feed the
fire ofyour hstrations if you insist on dwellingupon
those negative emotions.
When you can release of those things that
cause you to f a l hurt, then you will have freed
yourself from the past and you will be able to
focus mom clearly upon that which you DO
want--inner sense of satisfaction and JOY!
The only point in time wherein you can create is
in the present. When you allow the past to consume
you, you are giving up the only opportunityyou have
for bringing forth the change that will allow you to
find and fMll your purpose for being there.
You ask, "How do I release the past'?" You do
this by focusing your thoughts upon the here-andNOW, upon creating that which will bring forth the
JOY that your heart desire-and NOT upon that
which you don't want.
Say to selves: "I will TODAY experience
something in which I will find joy!" Then EXPECT
the joyous experience, for it IS coming! Look for
those thingsthat will give you pleasure. This process
takes active participation on your part in the form of
thought and true emotional desire. When you are
rlfillingyour purpose, you will find that you wiIl not
have time to focus onthe past for you will be too busy
and too enthused to do so!
Focus clearly upon the joy and iidfihent, not

upon the lack ofjoy or fiWlment. Ifyou focus upon
the LACK of a something, you will create MORE of
what you are LACKING!
Quit worrying about what you do not have and
focus upon that which you desire, and you WILL
createit! Eyou f i n d y ~ l f ~ u n d e d w i t h n e g a t i v e
people, it is because you draw them to you with your
own thoughts that are negative.
Do not give thought to that which you do NOT
like or that which causes within you the negative
emotions such as anger, fear, and frustration. When
joy in your daily experience,
you begin &ksthg
you will attract to you those who will addunto your
joy, and you will find the exciting experiences that
you desire. You will also find that you are f W l h g
your life's purpose!
A few Of The Important Topics Covered Are:
Allow others to have their own, self-created
Who 11 Telling The Truth?
emotional state. Ifthey are of the intent to force
The Laws Of God
The SEVEN RAYS OF LIFE
their view upon you, then pay themNO attention
Cults And Churches
and they will eventually go their own way.
* Truth And The Laws Of Creation
When you play into the game of "who is right
Precious Ancient Knowledge Preserved
From The "Star In The Eastw
and who is wrong", you are setting yourselves
Each Is A Portion Of God
up for a game that is fueled with the negative
* Immanuel And The Essenes
emotions that spawn wars of massive
Time For Earth To Come Home
destruction. You are, ineffect, being distracted
Covenant Of The BOW
Earth Is Special
away from your true purpose. You will know
Get Prepared For The First Strike
when you are fulfilling your purpose, for the
Calling Working Troops
emotional state will be that of joy and you will
"ForcewNot Of God
Trap Of The Human Ego
experience a genuine sense of accomplishment.
Astral Plane Cancellation
Everyone's purpose in the physical is one
'
* Melchizedek Blighted Through Evil Input
that involves DOING and CREATING-not
* Gender Problems And Responsibility
Healing Comes Through Mind
sitting idle and talking big talk. In ACTIVELY
Universal Law-Not Miracles
fulfilling your purpose, you will experience a
Christ Path Deliberately Hidden
greater joy than you have ever known prior.
Preparation For Transmutation
No Secular Alliance
Monitor your emotional state and learn to
*
Children Are Of Primary Concern
recognize your thoughts that CAUSE your
emotional reactions. Dwell upon those things
that cause you to feel uplifted and fblfilled. Use
your emotional sensing as the tool for which it
is intended. Your emotions can serve to guide
you for they come from your Higher
KNOWING Self.
It is the physical ego that will mentally cause
"THE MAGNIFICENT SEVENn
you to fixate upon those negative feelings in an
attempt to reinforce the danger or pain of a
situation. When it does this, you will draw to
yourselves more negative reinforcement and
thus you create a dwindling spiral of negative
emotion.
Likewise, the converse is also true. When
you are feeling uplifted and happy, your
enthusiasm will often spread and you will draw
to yourself more and more of the positive
emotions. You will soar upward and outward;
BY
you will know no limitations.
THE MASTERS
I am El Morya, Master of the First Ray. As the
A PHOENIX JOURNAL
old slips away into chaos and confusion, the
new shall come forth in Radiance to quell the
17
confusion by providing Direction and Truth to
those who persist in their desire to understand For ordering information
and grow. In Light of the ONE WHO IS ALL,
please see Back Page
blessings and peace to each of you. SALU!
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Ekkers Speak In
The Courtroom
2/22/97

M Y BILGER

On Tuesday, February 18, 1997, at 1:30 p.m., at
the Ninth Circuit Federal Court, located at 1130 "On
Street, in Fresno, California, in Department 1, 5th
Floor, a Hearing was held before Judge Robert Coyle
concerning the University of Science & Philosophy's
Motion for Civil Contempt and Application for Order
to Show Cause regarding Criminal Contempt against
Doris and EJ Ekker.
The Hearing stemmed from a Permanent injanction issued in 1995 wherein Doris and EJ Ekker had
agreed that they would not copy and publish the copyrighted material of Walter Russell without permission,
among other conditions they agreed to. US&P's Motion, which precipitated this Hearing, had contended
that sanctions had been imposed before and that they
did not seem to stop Doris, so t h q were now maintaining that jail time was in order.
Doris and EJ Ekker appeared in Pro Se, that is,
lepresenting themselves without the assistance of counsel. Mr. Ekker was the primary speaker for the Ekkers,
with Doris taking the podium only once, for about five
minutes. There were approximately 35-40 friends and
associates of the Ekkers in attendance. All things considered, Mr. Ekker handled things very well.
The Hearing opened on time and Mr. Seymour,
Counsel for US&P, took the podium. He stated that
there was clear and convincing evidence of knowingly
and intentionally violating the Court Order. He asked
that jail time and further sanctions be imposed.
Since the case was at this time a civil matter, and
a trial to determine criminal contempt would require a
criminal proceeding, wherein Ekkers would have to
have counsel appointed and that possibly lengthy proceedings would ensue, the Judge responded by stating
those facts to counsel. The Judge then said, "Let's hear
from the Ekkers."
EJ Ekker took the podium and after a brief and
cordial exchange he told the Judge that there was absolutely no way that Doris could copy any of Walter
Russell's material, because everything concerning
Russell had been taken away from them. He told the
Judge, "I'm telling you the truth. She does not copy!"
Judge Coyle, who has been rather stern throughout all courtroom proceedings in this particular matter, asked if Ekkers would keep printing this material?
Mr. Ekker responded by saying that if God has given
this material to Mr. Russell, he can give it to Mrs.
Ekker! He continued by informing the Judge that
"There are at least six (6) other people here today who
receive from higher sources." Judge Coyle appeared
unimpressed.
Mr. Ekker also stated that there was a monitoring
system in place to check for any possible violations of
the Court Order prior to publishing anything, and that
the amount of material in question that apparently appeared similar to Russell's was in the area of 2 tenths

of one percent of the total of writings from Hatonn
which had been published since the date of the signed
Injunction and Settlement Agreement with US&P in
January 1995.
Judge Coyle eventually asked what Mr. Ekker believed the court should do to stop this? Mr. Ekker responded by declaring, "We're not guilty. I don't know
what to say."
Before asking Doris to speak, Judge Coyle told Mr.
Ekker that his inclination is that contempt will issue.
He continued by stating that if the Court decides that
they are in contempt, he'll take such action as is appropriate!
Doris Ekker took the podium and Judge Coyle
asked her if she had copied anything? Doris responded,
"No. Absolutely not!" Doris continued by telling the
court that US& P knows she has done nothing wrong,
and that this is not about plagiarism. This is about
George Green who is an embezzler, and this whole
thing involves a conspiracy. She told the Judge that
there were people present who could testify to the fact
that she did not copy anything.
Judge Coyle said that if there was to be testimony,
then we would all come back at 3:30, but that he wanted
proof at that time as to exactly what the testimony
would be. Court adjourned at 2:00 p.m.
The intervening hour and a half provided time to
regroup and consider the hest approach. Mr. Ekker
made the decision to present to the Judge a copy of the
case of Oliver v. St. Germain Foundation, 4 1 F.Supp.
296, which was discussed in detail in the February 11,
1997 issue of CONTACT, on page 5.
When the court reconvened at 3:30 p.m., Mr. Ekker
told the Judge that the most important information he
could offer was the case of Oliver v. St. Germain Foundation. Mr. Ekker proceeded to give the court a number of different pieces of evidence, and then proceeded
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to point out a substantial flaw in the US&P Motion for
Contempt. The Motion was brought by Mr. TimothyaBinder and showed him as the President of US& P.
The only problem was that Mr. Binder had not been
President of US&P for quite a while prior to the filing
of the Motion.(???)
Judge Coyle repeatedly asked Mr. Ekker if he believed he was guilty of copying information? Mr. Ekker
continued to respond, "No!" As well, the Judge was
not interested in hearing from any witnesses. The Judge
did state, however, that he did find the case law presented by Mr. Ekker (Oliver v. St. Germain Foundation) to be interesting. Among the other evidence submitted was the Declaration of Rick Martin, which disclosed the essence of his telephone discussion and correspondence with Dr. Mdford Okilo, President of
US&P. Dr. Okilo had expressed a great interest that
this material needed to roach the world, and that he
would do what he could to stop the case from going
forward. As yon will recall, he was removed to a different position.
Judge Coyle stated that he would take all of the
material submitted under consideration, and then he
heard from US&P once more.
Mr. Seymour took the podium and stated that he
had just received his copies of all the material just presented by Mr. Ekker and that he would need some time
to look it over. Judge Coyle said that he would give
US&P until next Monday afternoon, February 24,1997,
to issue a comment on said materials.
It appeared that the case of Oliver v. St. Germain
Foundation had made somewhat of an impression on
the Judge, and he ventured to ask Mr. Seymour where
he believed that Walter Russell had gotten his mrrtaial?
This moment appeared as the only bright spot in
an otherwise downbeat proceeding, and it gave rise to
cause many of the people in attendance on behalf of
the Ekkers to applaud the Judge.
Fortunately, the Judge only issued a warning that
he would clear the courtroom if that happened again.
Mr. Seymour gave a rather roundabout answer to the
Judge's question, stating that his understanding was
that Mr. Russell had conducted research here and there,
and then he finally had to admit, as quietly as he could,
that some of the information was from higher spiritual
sources.
Judge Coyle asked what should be done, and Mr.
Seymour responded that he still believed jail time was
needed to send the proper message to the Ekkers, along
with sanctions of $75,000 to $100,000.
Judge Coyle said the matter has been submitted,
and adjourned court at 4:00 p.m.
The Ekkers were very positive after the Hearing
and remain confident that God wins in the end. Who
knows, HE may even win this little battle.
CONTACT will bring any further information and/
or updates to the reader's attention as soon as they become available.

This inscription was found on a wall in a prison,
called the Hanoi Hilton, in North Vietnam:

" W a ris a n ugCy tfiing, 6ut not tlie ugliest o f a n t fiings. m e
decayed degraded state o f moral a n d patriotic fee Gings, t o
tfiinktliat nothing is wortfi war, is worse. A man w h o fias
notfiing f o r wfiicfi fie is w i t f i n . t o figfit, notfiing tie cares
a6out more than Cis o w n personal safety, is a misera6le
creature w f i of a s no chance o f 6 e i n . e e , unless madefree a n d
b p t f r e e 63 t f e exertions o f 6etter men tfian liimseCf "
-Author was tortured to death.
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Taking Good Look
At Directing The Self
W

2/22/97 #1

HATONN

WHEN YOU CAN LOOK A T SELF
Only when we can stop and look at SELF without
saying, "Oh, poor me!" can we begin to heal the painful
sores within our "being".
Why would I take up this particular subject THIS
morning? Why? Is This morning something more or
less than any other morning? Why? What is different?
And yes indeed, I have to get personal, don't I, or
you don't get YOURmessage?! Do you? Let's look and
see just what you "think about" this morning.
Mark has a badly broken leg. He feels both foolish
and angry, along with being a bit miffed at God for
letting him fall far enough to break that leg and stove
him up for that Same God, alone, to know for how long.
But I wonder how many times during this week has
Mark sat i n silent thought pondering on the plight of
Zita? And Zita, how much thought have YOU given to
the incredible plight of Mark-who can't get around at
a117
But Zita, don't you say, "Well, Mark is i n the
hospital because he needs care while he is hurt too
badly to attend himself." What ofZita, however? Is not
Zita unable to walk even to and from the bath? Good or
bad, a hospital is a hospital is a hospital. A hospital is
a place where there is bed, board and CARE, when that
care is all that saves you from pain, crippling andfor
simply from dying for lack of other hopes and wishes.
Now comes the hard part: SHOULD I, OR YOU,
RUN OFF TO DO NOTHING SAVE ATTEND MARK
OR ZITA? Why? Did you not say a prayer for "all your
relations" and is that enough? Yes, it is enough!
Surprised? Why? Let's bring some humor into this
sordid thought-processing. Say, Dharma says: "Well,
I'm angry at Mark for missing my debut in court in
Fresno so I'm not going to give any time to him." "But,
I fell off the roof and the tooth fairy broke my bones and
made my head hurt and I couldn't get to your debut."
Now, is this not being simply selfishly nuts? And Zita,
where was Zita a t Dharma's trial? Oh, she was in pain
and couldn't be there either? "Well, off my list because, after all, short of death, I am more important."
And what of Little Crow's not attending Dhacma and
E.J.? After all, he was only sitting with a precious
friend making transition-you know, dying. But after
all, isn't a non-hearing comedy in front of Judge Coyle
somehow more important than a friend needing another
to hold his hand through the passage? Do you see how
silly you get? And no, Dharma doesn't feel any of these
examples and when you attend your business as you are
forced to do in sickness or before the unjust courts of
life, you don't think of these things. You only think of
these things when you are somehow unable or inhibited
from doing whatever you perceive you might be doing
otherwise.
What would Mark be doing if he were otheiwise
untreated and still lying upon the ground in a broken
heap? What would Zita be doing so all-fired important
while she lays halfway between the bed and bath?
WHEN WE NEED HELP, AND GET HELP, WE DO

NOT COMPLAIN ABOUT EVERYONE ELSE'S LACK
OF CARE AND/OR THE ONLY HELP THEY CAN
GIVE.
In each instance-"ALL" must heal. And furthermore, you who must heal must reach beyond selves and
consider the needs placed upon others already pressed
beyond their own human limitations-be those limitstions stemming from self-pity, overwork (real or assumed or used as an excuse), so that "those others" will
find the time and means to attend that which you need
beyond the caretaker's role for which helshe is paid.
When you spend time wasting away at your terrible
plight, you waste that which is your biggest gift to
give-but ah, we want the gift, not GIVE the gifts. And
no, I am not being mean or hateful in using examples
here. Mark broke his leg and badly hurt himself-or at
the least, something, including himself, hurt him. Zita
has the "Big C-word" so who is to blame? Well, youcan
blame God but it won't get you very far because I have
never noticed someone you incorrectly BLAME for
something doing much to help you.
Mark is feeling abused about now because he hasn't
offered up any of these feelings but Zita is wallowing in
guilt and more self-pity. "But Mark, while he heals,"
Zita might say, "can still do his work and rewrite new
styles of legal briefs, join in the company and meetings
and simply prop up his leg." Well, so too can Zita. But
NEITHER can do anything without sharp focus on task
and desire to surpass the limitations brought by adversity.
Zita, I have to ask you to think upon these things,
dear one, because you are NOT focused on anything
other than your fatigue and weary thoughts of "what if
I get no better". My love, you cannot grow beyond
"what if I get no better" until you release that idea and
replace it with "I will be better" if I allow myself to
heal. A HOSPITAL is where you heal enough to again
care for SELF. Meanwhile, the world and all its
tragedy, games, and ongoing treadmill keeps right on
rolling with or without you. None of US are indispensable and the world doesn't accept the prerequisite or
criterion FROM YOU that it can't go on somehow
without you--or that you won't allow it to turn freely
without you.
When you are compromised for any reason, be it a
flitting headache that keeps you from thinking at your
best, or be it terminal disease-it is the same. Every
being is transitioning-EVERY BEING, EVERY
THING. Is YOUR passage so much more important
than another's that we must cling and shackle the very
ones to whom we wish to offer freedom?
Is this hard this morning? For me, YES INDEED!
Why? Because I like each of you, have done all that I
know to do for I cannot make passage IN YOUR STEAD.
You tried to hang that load on my brother Esu-but it
doesn't stick like you would like your glue to stick.
Because YOU want a thing and a WAY OUT--doesn't
change a thing except your own ability to get control of
self, heal self and move forward.
Zita, dear, you cannot get well while you cling to
illness like your last breath and gasp. You cannot cause
Rick and others to stop living to attend your wishes that
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you were in another room, another hospital, a hotel.or
in the casino in Las Vegas. It is not only not going to
limit the other things which demand attention to be
attended, but will only debilitate the caregivers to
throwing up their hands in total futile inability to know
what to do. So, in that time of need, THEY TOO COME
TO ME!
"But I am alone," comes the answer, "and they are
free and have everybody while I am ~ a r k e din a noisy.
or quiet, or whatever k k d of place &is is. And moreover, Big Boy, you said I 'won't be put away'!" You are
NOT "put away". You are receiving the care which can
offer you rest and respite while others are buried in the
work of the moment-and you can heal without concern
exceut for healing.
if you get yo& mind off self and into service, you
don't have to walk another step alone the rest of your
living experience. But if you deteriorate mind into
limitation and self-indulgence, while continually demanding change and somewhere "elsen in perfection of
your own visions, you cannot be an integrated segment
of the social order. Therefore, it is only YOUR prerogative as to how it will be. Choices are simple in this
instance: Zita, you will heal or you will be unhappy and
without peace in your journey, no matter where you
might be in placement.
We would have ones here who would give much for
just a few days of rest and care without the prodding
needs of life pushing at every breath. Are you more a
prisoner of living than are any others in their traps of
containment, whether it be a computer shackle or a
survival chain?
Alone? Do you feel alone? Then you have NOT
LEARNED YOUR LESSONS NOR DO YOU REACH
OUT AND FIND GOD RIGHT THERE WITHIN
WHEREIN THE LIGHT IS SO BRIGHT YOU HAW?
TO BLIND SELF TO MISS IT.
Example? And now you object? You agreed to
serve in this way but not this way? What exactly, did
you agree to do? Walk half way through, perhaps? Why
would you miss the greater victory and exptnence?
Until you face (confront) and experience the worstyou cannot ever experience the best! And you have not
got the worst-you have to but put up with somebody
caring for your needs until you can again function on
your own.
Now this is a bit private so it can be considered for
public expression or held personally, but my suggestion
is to seriously think about what I have said and realize
that every one, including me, are doing all they know to
do. They continue to search for the perfect place for
Zita-BUT THERE IS NO PERFECT PLACE for Zita
will see no perfection in her placement until she is
whole. Well, SHE has to make herself whole so there
is no place of perfection at this time. Do I think she is
in the most useful place? No, if she could be closer to
home where work could be shared it would be betteror a separate "live-in" caretaker-but not a friend, A
CARETAKER that leaves Zita able to have privacy
while having some assistance. Zita has to decide which
it will be-hospital care while healing enough to get
around a bit better OR other care in a closer environment. The choices, due to health competence, are very
limited indeed while the caretakers and loved ones are
getting frantic and frustrated at every turn of the wind.
I do see a possibility of Zita spending time with the
other son and grandchildren-but that is obviously
NOT what Zita wants to do because children can be very
taxing on the sanity of ones who are not feeling well
and wish to rest. However, they certainly take the mind
from self in their little demands for their own attention.
At the moment, the choices are so limited as to be
a plague upon our own minds, as we search and seek,
find and then are denied as nothing found or realized is
acceptable, even for the moments of healing necessity.
Each came here to serve GOD in a time of critical
passage and although each being and each happening is
representative of living in God's creation, it is not
suitable to ANY ONE, to forsake the responsibility of
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personal service to the greater CAUSE than to turn
one's whole existence into the service of another party
just for the "druthers" of the moment.
Each person here will give whatever is asked as to
delivering packages of work for editing, outlining as to
court cases according to English structure. Zita and
Bruce can bounce off each other, that task, as Bruce is
a professor of English and that is Zita's "major". This
does, yes, demand bright minds and clear thought-but
if you quit cluttering the mindjbrain with singular
thoughts of "self" you shall become involved in the
other things of living and "self" will simply get well
because it cannot longer imprison YOU, the mind that
you ARE. I repeat: YOU DO NOT NEED TO WALK IN
ORDER TO THINK! And lip service doesn't cut it.
You can claim all you wish that you want to do something but when presented with the "doing" if you turn
away and back into the easy, "I can't" way, then it is
only lip service. It is the getting up and doing that
which you claim you want to do, be, have andlor
become. Four minutes of productive attainment is far
superior to 24 hours of "I can't." You CAN, whatever
yon decide to be or do.
We each have to realize that our wants are not the
demands upon others, myself included. When we really
want to achieve something on behalf of another, we put
up with a lot of things we would rather not endure, in
order to become whole enough to not need crutches for
body or soul.
And Dharma, what of Dharma? Well, E.J. leaves
everything of consequence up to Dharma to find out
from wherever the magic source of information flows,
what and when and where to act or relieve. I find a
terrible dilemma this day. There is need to be at
Wally's, there is need to be with Zita, there is need to
be witk Mark for a while, and there is need for simple
sanity--but what will it be? None of the above for there
is more NEED to write a case rebuttal in case it can be
filed Monday with Judge Coyle. You see, THAT is their
burden of responsibility for the CASE is against THEM.
'Leave it to someone else? Well, that won't work
because they who can help will all be at Wally's-does
anybody hear me out there? Moreover, I stand amused
and, yes, I do say "amused", for Dharma is so tired she
cannot heal self and 1watch to see what it is she will do
to remedy that state of being. She was going to quietly
skip-out and go catch up on any new corporation matters and simply exist in another world of someone else's
responsibility-but I have blown that, haven't I? She
knows very well that we will triple up our work load in
the skip-out processing.
1 DO ask and expect that Doris and E.J. travel
ALONE. That is the ONLY break they will have and
Dharma is silently screaming for silence and renewal.
I must measure EACH against the ALL and this is all I
can offer for there is much waiting the growing, having
planted the seeds cons ago. Finally we have opportnnity to begin to SEE how things can be integrated and
merged into a working and unified offering of alternative ways of growing up and out of the controller's
claws. And each one must make those tiny steps into
insight and realization. We have to keep on keeping on
while our brothers heal so that they can keep on when
our own bodies need help and heding. Dharma has a
sweat-shirt (well named) which reads: "God put me on
this Earth to do a certain number of things; at the rate
I'm going, I won't ever die." But this, after all, is what
the whole thing is ABOUT.
Yes indeed, we fully expect many will come through
Tehachapi to visit on their way through Nevada so I
have to ask indulgence of everyone-for YOU said this
is why you are here. This means, Nora needs to be in
Las Vegas to get instructions and find her connections
with Eustace as well as do the others-because you are
going to open the Lotus very soon as it blossoms into a
worthy center for Law and turning around this black
mess of tar set to catch the babies and destroy you. This
does not mean we isolate our loved ones, i.e., Zita. We
ask for respite as the caretakers take over so that

coverage is abundant while we attend the other things
also "happening" while we made other plans. I MUST
HAVE Rick and I need him FREE OF DISTRACTIONS
and those things cannot be talked of in public documents or even in shared private conversations past the
one or two others involved as deeply.
I also need Nora to help PLAN and pull-off some
hosting needs after the meeting, as Eustace plans to
return here for a brief visit and Little Crow plans to
come to share on at least one day to begin to share howtos and possibilities. Zita will want to be here for these
things-so she must get c k e and rest where she is or in
hospital setting in Tehachapi so that she has stamina
enough to attend some ofthe gatheringsofthese Eagles.
What Dharma wanted to have on Tuesday was the
absolute and unquestionable presence of Little Crow on
the witness stand to say that receiving from God is not
only acceptable, real andpossible-BUT IS A WAY OF
LIFE IN EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE.
Dharma has known Little Crow for EVER. He has
been her teacher and guide even though the contacts are
as seemingly distant and far between as are the physical
presence appearances of one HatonntAton. But is she
ever without his presence? No, even when he personally and physically has no physical thought of her. She
cannot do this task without him and he, frankly, won't
accomplish his mission without input from her and E. J.
It simply is the way it IS, no more and no less. Together, however, we bring enough POWER to carry the
day-and the team to completion of our mission. But
not being allowed to do it FOR you, there is limitation
at every turn and a need to function WITHOUT the
physical presence of one another. Dharma has known
Little Crow as Carl Bryant, Indian at large, Spotted
Eagle Owl, Spotted Eagle-period, The Great White
Eagle of Grandfather's Council, the RedEagle, Raven's
Child and on and on into more recognized name symbols which would register with readers but is only a
distraction of the moment in which work needs doing
and the savoring of the "old days" are put aside for
another time in another space.
L.C. will needs take up the spear of Spiritual Truth
while helping to sort the mission into that which serves
God, Man, and allows for positive growth in the physical environment. While Dharma must keep on keeping
on with that which we do which allows, as with a
magnet, to pull unto us that which we need to physically
function and be allowed things of living which produce
success out of the chaos. And yet, there is nothing of
FAITH or GOD which can be "boughtn-so the rock
and hard place are always present under the most tender
portions of the backsides and confronting the eyes at
every turning of the pathway. Obviously, in the physical world you need physical wherewithal to continue to
live and function-so we must allow freedom to the
producers of such assets to never be so distracted that
they miss an opportunity to reach out and touch someone-today.
Margie and the rest of you keep those affirmations
going and that allows a full and open flow of possibilities forming and reshaping and finally allows that
which we need, to flow freely for our use in the giAing
of God THROUGH HIS OTHER CHILDREN, Perhaps
those other children aren't awake YET? We have to
walk the walk and forget the talk, talk, talk. We must
be patient and wait upon the Lord. But, that does not
mean we are so patient as to stagnate and rot while
waiting for something to magically fall upon our pates.
If you do that you are going to find your pate saturated
with most undesirable fungus and moss.
You all desperately need the ones who KNOW and
have experienced the WAY OF GOD, for in our little
distractions we forget that we KNOW and find ourselves in helpless and hopeless attitudes as we do
singular jobs and myriads of "other" things than what
you perceive to be your own purpose. You don't just
need someone to light the light-you need someone to
keep it burning and some to keep the fuel flowing.
If each of you could but look upon this day as your
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last-what would be your focus? Would you complain
of your circumstance? Would you seek one last "fling"?
Would you move into transition with self-pity upon
your heart? Would you release everyone from your
perception of their bondage to you? Would you and will
you demand that "they", whoever "they" might be, to
serve you and demand that they give up living in order
to attend your dying? You aren't dying if you have
LIVED-you are only beginning life while leaving the
dead and hampered body behind. Or how will you
consider THIS DAY that has the potential ofbeing THE
LAST? Every breath, which IS LIFE ITSELF, has the
potential of BEING THE LAST PHYSICAL ACTION
OF BODY-EVERY ONE. So, the question becomes:
"Will you breathe or die?" Simple! Yes or no?
Do you not see that if you live as LIFE is intended
to be lived-there is no choice except LIFE? If you are
ill, don't you want to be we117 Is that not change? So,
if you move into REAL LIVING, is that not but change?
When the body is so-called dying, awaiting its own
transition back into energy from whence it came, is not
the Spirit experiencing more and more of the LIVING?
If it is not-WHY IS IT NOT? Where, dear ones, IS
YOUR SPIRIT SOUL RIGHT NOW? Is it focused on
God or are you focused on SELF-which is only a sham
of a housing for that soul. God is not going to make
THAT choice for you or you or you-or me.
I wonder if, while you are thrust into the doldrums
of seeming limitations, if you can't just look around
you. Find a plant, a flower, a tree-oh yes, especially
a young tree just becoming a recognition of its self. In
this neighborhood there are thousands of oaks, a substantial tree in its own right. Ah, but some are dying of
the parasites of living in this environment which saps
the flow of life from the branches and finally the roots
die and the tree perishes. Are you not like the tree?
Even to the parasites eeking out your life flow? But
there are trees which are strong enough to cast aside the
burden of the parasitic growth and conti-iue to grow
strong and old.
Can you not pause a moment, appreciate the tree,
and tell it to grow strong and tall for you and yours are
valued treasures? Can you not seek to form a group to
go forth and cut the parasites from the trees burdened
to breaking and dying from the plague of invaders
within your, and their, very beings? Can you not find
time to clean up one tree and bandage its wounds that
it can heal and continue to live? The TREE has no
choice-YOU ARE THE BLESSED BEINGS WITH
ABILITY TO CHOOSE AND ACT.
Just as humans live and eventually die much sooner
than a healthy tree grown strong and sturdy, so too does
passage bring change to all things and eventually there
comes transition. But ah, my dearest beloved friends,
is it not easier to die like, say, Jesus, if you have lived
like him for a lifetime? What have each of us done to
earn our place in HIS arena?
There are a lot of lessons to be learned from the tale
of one Jesus, or his likeness, from any and all generations, tribes, races and yes, creeds. Is it myth? Is it
truth? It is ALL THINGS, ALL BEINGS, INFINITE.
What is reflected in a life well lived? Where are
YOUR thoughts on this, your possible LAST DAY?
The Master Teacher, be it any great teacher, will always have a list of "last" thoughts to offer. How do
YOU get your house in order? The Masters reach
outside themselves and offer up a prayer for final
forgiveness while consciousness can have focus. There
is a request for honor and love great enough to bear up
the being from whatever besets it for as long as it must
be beset by such things of physical impact. There is
always a QUESTION needing answers about the process of living or dying-but the answers must come
from SELF in wisdom if the journey is to be worthy of
the passage. There must also be a confession of humanity and thisone is a bit complicated: you have to confess
that you are but human in this manifestation of flesh
and body. There must also be the CALL, but this must
be a call of deliverance, and ultimately a cry of comple-
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tion and always-"Thy will be done."
Would this muttering be that of a desperate martyr?
No, these must be heartfelt renderings of intent, painted
by the Divine Deliverer on the canvas of opportunity
and privilege-not that of the canvas of sacrifice of
some kind or another. Sacrifice IS NOT of God. There
is NO SACRIFICE in serving God and he who would
tell you differently has no concept of the truth of
LIVING.
I watch you witnessing to selves. You, after you
cannot walk, plead to walk through the grasses or upon
the beach-but ah, what did you do when YOU COULD
romp through the knee-high grass and stroll the beaches?
Did you appreciate, or did you take for granted? What
exactly did you do when you COULD do a thing? And,
the touchy-ouchy comes if the heart is straight and true:
What did you do that would cause others to wish to
serve YOU in your supposed hour of need? Is not life
but a scale of balanced interchange? When the balance
scale is unbalanced, there is always a need for balancing and experiencing and GIVING AND REGIVING.
It is LO^ ever going to balance itself through taking and
retaking.
But what can you do when you seemingly have no
choices? You can back off and accept the gifts given
unto you without the constant demands of taking and
retaking from those trying in their utmost way to meet
your needs. You can think of all your relations and
STOP THINKING OF NOTHING EXCEPT SELF FOR
IF YOU ARE GOING TO ONLY THINK OF SELF
WHY SHOULD ANYONE ELSE BOTHER TO THINK
OF YOU?
If you are in hospital and can only struggle to the
next room-explore your possibilities-for there is
always another to example being worse off than you
ever thought of being. When you have served that
"other" you will find less thought on self. You will heal
while you pray for the other's healing. God's lessons
are not "hardm-but they are CONSTANT. How long
can YOU go without thinking about SELF? I thought
not. You may well be the center of your world-but so
too is everyone else the center of their own individual
world. To gain the focus of the many upon the oneyou can only gain that by GIVING AND REGIVING so
that the reverse of that flow washes again upon YOU in
its return.
What most of you are crying out to have is "getting
my life back". But what exactly was your life about? If
you perceive you have no life-then YOU have given it
away for no one else can take it from you. You have
demanded that it be taken through your unrealized
forfeiting of same on the altar of false martyrdom. He
who wants to "get a lifen, really, will go forth and GET
A LIFE! He, further, will not need take one step to
accomplish his wishes,
Most of you test me just as you would a parent:
"Let's see how far I can push Him." "Let's see if He has
deserted me or befriends my every need." Well, children, as the worthy parent I cannot give you what you
THINK you want, your wishes serviced, for what you
plead with me to have, is a foundation firm enough
upon which you can plant your tree for the lifetime
ahead. No, I will not give you sympathy and empathy
through which you can further realize your discontent.
I can and will only give you responsibility for your own
state of body and mind. YOUR circumstance is only
YOURS, and another's only that other's-and therein
is the TRUTH OF IT. And your demands are not that
other's problem or responsibility. Wow, difficult to
take? Well, it is the way it IS and what is in your
circumstance can only be changed by YOU. No one has
gone mad from their placement-they only go mad
because they choose to go mad. If you cannot sleep well
where you are, why think you that you will sleep better
somewhere else if all things of comfort be equal? 'Can
you not appreciate the clean bed and the good meals and
the help of others when caretaking is a necessity? Must
you ask of your beloved ones that they give up their own
responsible tasks to attend yours when you are so well
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provided for and they have Mt the pxivilege uf such care?
Do not ask for the fairy tale magic. Realize the
reality of circumstance and do what you can to produce
a miracle for SELF. These choices are individual.
Many are in the process of miiking transition--even to
some in South Africa who have passed our way and
touched our lives. Can WE attend that one? Of course,
but no differently than that one close by. We can only
offer what we have and the individual has to decide
whether to go or stay in whatever manifest circumstance and expression they choose. And all the guilt
giving and guilt taking will not change a bit of it. The
long-suffering martyr is, in addition, a most boring
burden on everyone except the long-suffering yet demanding martyr. The facts are, it doesn't pay to be a
martyr-for the reality is that nobody likes a martyr
and, more especially, ones who let the world know of
their personal martyrdom. These ones will find themselves alone and without company because they are so
boring and heavy to carry. When ones have done all
they know to do and there is never a ceasing or finding
of comfort in any situation provided-they will cease to
present themselves into the misery. "But I don't want
to die alone..." is the cry. Ok, then you had better get
with the living! And how dare you claim God is your
focus when you consider even your passage as BEING
ALONE? You, whoever you might be, have not learned
nearly enough if you perceive yourself "alone" while
claiming to serve God and Hosts. This is THE cop-out
of all cop-outs.
Now I have given examples here which you can take
or leave just as if you want to wear shoes that hurt or
shoes that fit, it is your prerogative. But I sincerely
hope that if shoes FIT your feet that you consider
carefully where and how they might even be more
comfortable upon those feet. What usually happens is
that with blister-making shoes chosen by the wearer,
the pain and agony of the blister is most often rested
upon the fellow traveler who didn't choose your illfitting footwear or your personal blister or binding on
your bunion. People with bunions should never kick
rocks or hard places lest the foot they hurt be their own.
Spit upon your nurse and you shall be the one to pay
dearly. Complain loudly about another-and YOU
shall be the one tucked away where you don't annoy the
others. It is life in its full example-not the whim of
the moment. And furthermore, adversity of physical or
emotional nature can be a gift, a challenge, a handicap,
or it can be a final crippling of both.
And, yes YOU DO have a choice-every one has a
choice-in EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE. Moreover, if
your choice fits with another's, you are far more likely
to enjoy your own. And remember that it certainly pays
to give future possibilities some careful consideration
while making the choices of the moment-lest they be
a waiting time-bomb for your own destruction and
discomfort. So, if you choose to keep breathing, I
suggest you always consider how and from where that
next breath might come so that you don't alienate the
air bringer. What you have to breathe is very important
indeed and, if you want air to breathe, then you had best
allow the ones who are the air-bringers, for later days,
to get their jobs done without so many distractions that
they wish to stop their own breathing just to escape the
burden of that which they cannot control.
My best advice, for all of you are constantly asking
advice so you can make other choices, is to simply do
what you can do, and then release it, whatever it is, and
allow it to unfold of its own volition. Do not accept
"threats" of "ifyou don't, I will", whatever that "I will"
might be, for each must take responsibility and, when
someone gives you an either-or, make sure you aren't available to reap the repemmiom of such childish threats.
Remember that in each individual self is responsibility for that SELF. From that responsibility come all
the choices regarding everything else-so make sure
your own responsibilities are met-and confrontations
will not occur for each will respect the limitations and
burdens of the OTHER instead of self. But SELF is

where it's at--every time, every breath, and nobody is
going to come SAVE you. Got it? I hope so because I
am filled to overflow with these kinds of lessons-I've
been there and done that. I don't intend to ever take it
on again-because taking on another's responsibilities
is a losing game for both parties. That is why man finds
need and escape by producing "SAVIORS" for his lack
of self-responsibility. And, if "another" is unwilling to
take responsibility for self in action or thought-then
you must take responsibility for self and that which
concerns YOU, lest you spoil the other and diminish
and cheapen self.
Be sure, always, that you know what it is for which
you ask and/or demand. KNOW why, in reason and
logic in presentation, why you want another to do FOR
you and realize WHAT IT IS THAT YOU REALLY
WANT and WHY. If you are simply being a child in
tantrum-GROW UP. Consider alternatives available
and work in total reason and logic and in that way,
maybe, you can influence the other to do your bidding.
"I don't like it," isn't the answer-ever, especially
when the "other" has done all he can in the matter. I
repeat: YOUR WANTS ARE NOT ANOTHER'S DEMANDS, no matter what you think about it. We try to
please and serve within our own set of limitations and
realized task requirements-and then we have to release it to TH.4T OTHER to make it or break it for
themselves.
And for Zita, as well as for everyone walking the
halls and demanding something "else": sit down and
get yourself together and grow into that which you
claim you want to be and do. If yon mnst be incapacitated physically, then get some books and LEARN a
new skill or simply get informed about the one you
have. If you have hands and a mind, you can serve self
and others by KNOWING that which will offer yoi; i
"place" within the working circle. If you know more,
for instance, about Nevada Corporations than anyone
in the crowd-you will always have a job and the
information is available and easily come by. Add to
that, the KNOWLEDGE of how those corparttions
might fit in Common Law practice-you have two
jobs-but if you learn neither, you aren't going to fit
too well in the OLD JOB. If you want to move with the
"flow" you have to keep up with the river-and it
doesn require anything more than the willingness to
LEARN.
Am I uncaring? No, I care with all my being, but
"caring" does not equate to letting you destroy selves.
So, is this, if you want to singularize the message,
Zita's or Rick's, Dharma's or Nora's, Charles' or Al's,
or, or, or? Well, in many ways this is a crossroads of
decision for Rick far more than Zita, and the rest of you
who are allowed the space of non-immediate decisions-it is no less YOURS. Mark is about the only one
who is out of it with reasonable excuse.
Truth is not "formor "against" anyone-it simply
IS. The more quickly you realize as much the sooner
the distractions begin to melt away and realization in
troth begins to temper and modulate all that comes
within our spaces of perceived living and experiencing.
So be it and good morning--but have a THOUGHTFUL
day as you ponder upon these points beyond which man
can make final passage but at which man usually bog
himself into stallout.
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Nevada Corporations :
PRIVACY-ASSET

SECURITY-TAX

REDUCTION

Editor's note: The following was a NCH/Cort Ninety Corporate enthusiasts were gathered in Las
Christie bulletin following a previous Nevada Corpo- Vegas NV at the Imperial Palace on October 6th, 7th,
8th for our first Nevada Corporation Workshop. Parrate Headquarters Workshop.
ticipants had three packed days of learning about all of
Corporate Workshop a Success! Nevada Corpo- the many aspects of Nevada Corporations.
The workshop covered everything from basic corrate Headquarters, Inc.'s October Corporate Workshop
was a great success thanks to everyone who particpated. porate documentationto cutting-edge corporate strate-
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gies. Jack Miller, a national asset protection speaker,
got everyone thinking as he shared with the workshop
participants many of the Nevada Corporation techniques that he has been able to utilize in his personal
and.business
.
life. Cort
. . Christie
.
spent two of the three
workshop days explaining corporate documentation
and what it takes to get your corporation up and running. Mr. Christie also spent much of his time answering-the questions of theparticipants about their particular needs and situations involving corporations.
Everyone who attended the workshop got a threeday crash course into all of the ins-and-outs of the
corporate life. Best of all, attendees had an opportunity
to meet like-minded individuals from around the United
States and Canada. The evening social gave everyone
a chance to spend quality time with
one another.
For' those of you who missed
October's workshop or those of you
ready for more corporate strategies,
a spring Corporate Workshop is in
the works. Watch the CONTACT for
further details and if you have any
specific ideas or requests please feel
free to let us know.

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc,
Presents: Monthly Workshops Of 1997

m

I nave lower tax rares rnan inaiviau-

m
n

3

When: Sat/SunApril 5-6, 1997
Where: San Remo Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada
Hotel Information: To reserve

your room at the special discounted
rate, call NCH' s exclusive, full-service travel agent:
The Travel Shop-(702)23 3-6444
Questions: Call N C H , Inc.at ( 8 0 0 )
398-1 077

Regular Tuition Before
March 4-$395.00
After March 4-$495.00
Spouse/Guest Tuition
Only $295.00

' Day 1: Understanding Corporation Fundamentals
1 Day 2:

Basic Corporation Strategies

I

Featuring
Cort W. Christie, CEO
of Nevada Corporate
Headquarters, Inc.
-PlusPat Cavanaugh
Ex-IRS Examiner
Discover all the benefits of
Nevada Corporations in one
exciting weekend! !!
Achieve real personal &
business privacy by attending
this hard-hitting course exclusively for Nevada Corporations !

als (fifty thousand dollars of corporate profits only pays a 15% tax.).
6. Basis of property in the hands
of the owner, inside the corporation,
and the outside basis for stock provide opportunitiesfor special tax advantages.
7. Dividends received by a corporation can be tax free, or nearly
tax free.
8. Small Corporations get the
benefit of Fortune 500 company tax
rulings.
9. C-Corporations get to enjoy
many valuable deductible fringe benefits.
10. Estate planning techniques
can be utilized with a corporation.
11. If all personal deductions
can be taken inside a corporation,
the standard deduction can be taken
personally outside of it to lower
owner's own tax rates.
12. The advantages of using a
small corporation as an operating
business entity and for estateitax
planning can't be matched.
For information about how
Nevada Corporations can benefit
your situation call Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. at 800398-1077.
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New Gaia Products
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101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
501-600
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$7.00
58.00
$9.00
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S 101-200
S 201-300
$ 301-400
S 401-500
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59.00
$1 0.00
$1 1 .OO
$12.00
513.00

HAWAII PLEAS CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES

** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.

rncurm-

~ ~ F E J N E - ALCOHOL,

SUCROSE-

STARCH,

GAIA8PELT BRUO MIX

r ark MUOI~
(1 qt.)
P Bottles B.l.Lyte (4 Itterm mcb)
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6 A.lba4s.adm

money orders payable tot

FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACILAOES, BREAD MACHINE, BBEAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER TM
ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOB SHIPPING RATES.

w

3 TO 6 WEFKS F

O

~

New Gaia ~ o d u c i s
P.0. BOX 277 10
NV 89126

TOTAL ENCLOSED
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journa
Is
ARE 55.50 EACH; 1 0 OR MORE
Journals ARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra see right.)
* * There marked Journab are out of stock untll
further notice.

38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
J O U R N A L S , B O O K S , ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWSSORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 1 PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PLAYERS IN THE GAME
IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
MARCHING TO 2 0 0
TRUTH FROM THE ZOa BOO
RUSSIAN ROULETTE
RETIREMENT RETREATS
POLITICAL PSYCHOS
CHANOING PERSPECTIVES
SHOCK THERAPY
MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN!
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
48. TANOLED WEBS VOL. V
THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
LEGION
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
5 1. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W
90. TAKING OFF TH6 BLIND52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
FOLD
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
**6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD
55. MARCHING TO ZION
HELL
WITH THE CROOKS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
OTHER PLAGUES
DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
10. PRIVACY IN A F I S H ~ O W L
94. WINGING IT ....
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
** 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX
THE PIT OF FIRE
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A DRUM** 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
97. HEAVE 'EM OUT (Phase Three)
**14. RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
BEAT!
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
LAND?
** 15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
62. CHAPARIUL SERENDIPITY
** 16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
CONSPIRACY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON* 18. BLOOD AND ASHES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
TROL-THE RAZOR'S EDGE
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
**19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
10 1. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
*a20 "HE MOSSAD CONNECTION
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
CEMENT CHILDREN
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
102. SACRED WISDOM
**22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
103. CONFRONT THE NOW
**23. BURNT OFFERINGS
69. TATTERED PAGES
CREATE THE FUTURE
**24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
104. FIRST STEPS
"25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
71. COALESCENCE
105. AMERICA IN PERIL+-AN
*-26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE
72. CANDLELIGHT
UNDERSTATEMENT!
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEl
*28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
FOLDED VOL. I1
"AND OTHER FORMS OF

-

IXX,OCAUST VOL. I
40.
TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE
VOL.
OF A
41. THE
PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANOLED WEBS VOL. 11
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL.
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